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* The blowdown from the CCW is used to dilute and dispense low-level radioactive

liquid wastes. The system is unitized so that the cooling tower, conduits,

circulating pumps and main condenser of each unit are independent of those of

the other unit. The CCW pumping station is located in the yard between the

Turbine Building and the cooling towers. There are eight circulating pumps.

Four pumps for each unit operate in parallel and circulate water from the

cooling tower cold water basin, through the condenser, and back into the heat

exchanger section of the tower.

The Essential Raw Cooling Water System (ERCW) provides the essential auxiliary

support functions to the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) of the plant. The

system is designed to provide a continuous flow of cooling water to those

systems and components necessary to plant safety either during normal

operation-or under accident conditions. The ERCW system consists of eight

ERCW pumps, four traveling screens, four traveling screen wash pumps, and four

strainers located in the intake pumping station.

1.2.2.9 Component Cooling System

The Component Cooling System (CCS) is the closed cooling system designed to

remove residual and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), via

the Residual Heat Removal System; cool the spent fuel pool water and the

letdown flow of the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS); provide cooling

to dissipate waste heat from various plant components; and provide cooling for

safeguard loads after an accident.

1.2.2.10 Chemical and Volume Control System

The CVCS, discussed in Section 9.3.4, is designed to provide the following

services to the RCS:

1. Maintenance of programmed water level in the pressurizer, i.e., maintain

required water inventory in the RCS. -

2. Maintenance of seal water flow to the reactor coolant pumps.

3. Control of reactor coolant water chemistry conditions, activity level,

soluble chemical neutron absorber concentration and makeup.

4. Processing of excess reactor coolant to effect recovery and reuse of

boric acid and primary makeup water. ThL5 +oAIt" i5 not pe!,r YeA ty OCS

mo a,.+ 1. Ld )ade hu be piroe S6 +e-&iro&h As Hk dpitj mobile a; i,

5. Emergency core cooling (part of the system is shared with the Emergency

Core Cooling System).

During power operation, a continuous feed-and-bleed stream is maintained to

and from the RCS. Letdown water leaves the RCS and flows through the shell

side of the regenerative heat exchangers where it gives up its heat to makeup

water being-returned to the RCS. The letdowm water then flows through the

orifices where its pressure is reduced, then through the letdown heat

exchanger, followed by a second pressure reduction by a low-pressure letdown

valve. After passing through a mixed bed demineralizer, where ionic

impurities are removed, the water flows either through the cation

demineralizers or directly through the reactor coolant filter, and into the

volume control tank via a nozzle. '..he vapor space in the volume control tank

contains hydrogen which dissolves in the coolant. Any fission gases present

are removed from the system by venting of Ohe voluwme control tank when

required.

1.2-7
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The hydrogen recombiner system (Section 6.2.5) and hydrogen mitigation system
(Section 6.2.5A) are designed to allow testing to assure the operability of
the manual controls that place the systems in operation, and to assure the
power supply and the operability of the electric heaters. The systems are
designed to permit, under conditions as close to design as practical, the
operability of each system as a whole.

Criterion 44 - Cooling Water

A system to transfer heat from structures, systems, and components important
to safety, to an ultimate heat sink shall be provided. The system safety
function shall be to transfer the combined heat load of these structures,
systems, and components under normal operating and accident conditions.

Suitable redundancy in components and features, and suitable interconnections,
leak detection, and isolation capabilities shall be provided to assure that
for onsite electric power system operation (assuming offsite power is not
available) and for offsite electric power system operation (assuming onsite
power is not available) the system safety function can be accomplished,
assuming a single failure.

Compliance

A Seismic Category I Component Cooling System (CCS) (Section 9.2) is provided
to transfer heat from the reactor coolant system reactor support equipment and
engineered safety equipment to a Seismic Category I Essential Raw Cooling
Water (ERCW) system (Section '9.2).

The CCS serves as an intermediate system and thus a barrier between
potentially or normally radioactive fluids and the river water which flows in
the ERCW system.

The CCS consists of two independent engineered safety subsystems, each of
which is capable of serving all necessary loads under normal or accident
conditions.

In addition to serving as the heat sink for the CCS, the ERCW system is also
used as heat sink for the containment through use of the containment spray
heat exchangers, and engineered safety equipment through use of compartment
and space coolers. The ERCW system consists of two independent -eepq. each of
which is capable of providing all necessary heat sink requirements. The ERCW
system transfers heat to the ultimate heat sink (Section 9.2).

Electric power is discussed in Chapter 8.

3.1-35
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TABLE 3.2-7

(Shed I of 13)

CODE CASES AND PROVISIONS OF LATER CODE EDITIONS AND ADDENDA
USED BY TVA FOR DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Source Document New
Source

Provisions of Later Code Related Requirements and
Regulatory Guide Requirements

Examples When Used

1. CODE CASES

A. DESIGN/MATERIAL RELATED

N- 192 Provides rules for use of flexible metal hose

N/A Provides rules for the use of ASTM A-500 Grade
B and ASTM A-501 as integrally welded
attachments.

N-304 Provides for use of other materials not listed in the
appendices.

N-188-1 Provides rules for using alloy. 625 or 825 tubing
that is welded without filler metal.

N-514 Provides Alternate analysis for pressurc/telmiperature
curves and low temperature overpressure
protection (LTOP) system.

Regulatory Guide 1.84, Rev 26 imposes the
following addition to the requirements of Code
Case N-192: The applicant should indicate system
application, design and operating
pressure/temperature rating of the flexible hose.
Data to demonstrate compliance of the flexible hose
with NC/ND-3649 particularly NC/ND-3649.4(e),
are required to be furnished with the application.

None

None

None

Referenced in data report for some
of the flexible metal hose
assemblies.

Code Case N-304 was originally
approved by the NRC in Regulatory
Guide 1.84, Rev. 20 dated
November 1982. Subsequent
revisions of the Code Case have
continued to retain unrestricted
approval.

M&-erasjs it, b'e "A-C, P., v-cx; le
rl&--x hose sse 

01

Pressure and Temperature Limits
Report (PTLR)

N/A

N-224-1

N/A

NX-2000

N/A
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TABLE 3.2-7

(Shcct 12 of 13)

CODE CASES AND PROVISIONS OF LATER CODE EDITIONS AND ADDENDA
USED BY TVA FOR DESIGN AND FABRICATION (Cont'd)

Source Doctimicnt New
Sourcc

Provisions of Later Code Rclntcd Requirements and
Regulatory Guidc Rcquircmcnits

Exampics WVhicrc Used

N11 -550 aIn
NC-5826I

NB/NC/ND 611 -. 2

NB 2510(a)

C 3
Table N,. 41622(/- I

NX4-427

NCA 1273

NB 2538.4

77\V78 Exempts wvelds ol noni stntotirnl natachments 1'ron
liquid pencitrant or nmagnetic par1iclc cxamiio:it ion.
Docs not cxcmpt thc removal area ol non-stnmetural or
temnporary it tac liaict s.

8OS8 I Provides cxcmlit n) to requireoment to re-bydro
following repair by wclding if repair wcld is not
required to be r:mltograplicd pcr NB/NC/NDA453.4.

83S83 Scamlcss pipc, tube, and fittings I "NPS aind less nied
not bc cxainincd by thc nilcs of this subarticlc.

74S76 Excinpts PWIHIT in PI inatcrials less tlan I 1/2" thick
provided 200 degrecs F preheat is used.

80\W82 Ailows fillct welds to be undersizc /I16 inch f;or 107%
of lengtil of wcld.

8SS80 Exempts oriFice pl:itcs not cxcecding 1/2" nominal
thickness which jire clainpcd bctwecn manges and uscd
for llov mncasuriog service only from the code.

77S78 Arens ground to remove oxide scale or othcr
mcchanicnily caused delressions ..occ(l not bc Pr or
NIT examined.

None WVBPER910208

None

None

Nonc

None

None

None

Used in G-29 process specification
3.MI.9. 1

.,LX-Se- 64 " er-r U; re-vned-5 4
r

A$,J Sc-;1,4,- m C -I , n 1I, I- n6 1;,4 - p
a-.,I SrAO-Ilr { a I4fe-edd;- Io. l;,vo&c

r. H .PS rcl-s5, enly ---
-4Jseel i. ds os;4 :or H 1P 9tooF .9 P'g

Wcd Pmject

Orifice Plates
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TABLE 3.2-7

(Sheet 13A of 13)

CODE CASES AND PROVISIONS OF LATER CODE EDITIONS AND ADDENDA
USED BY TVA FOR DESIGN AND FABRICATION (Cont'd)

Source Document

NC/ND-365 1

NC/ND-3652.4

NCA 3800

ASME-I1t,
Appendix XVII,
2461.1

N:/ND 2311

New Provisions of Later Code
Source

74S75

74ED

89ED

80ED

7IS73

Allow Pd 2/D0
2-d2 to be used for

stress instead of PD0/4t.

Provides a method for determini
section modulus which is also
consistent with interpretation
If - 1-77-270.

Metallic material manufacturers
material suppliers Quality Systei
provides for non certificate hold,
Manual revisioti and date to be 1
the documentation requirements
stock.

Bolting material allowable stress
pressure retention parts (i.e., mot
actuator mounting screws).

This provision exists in Section l'
Summer 1972 Addenda which is
in Sections NC/ND.

nulalud nequirements and Examples Where UsedRegulatory Guide Requirements E

pressure None Stress Qualification of ASME Classes 2 and
3 piping

ing None The generation of a section modulus value for
use in determining stress values.

and None QA programmatic requirements for vendorsmt program supplying materials and components.ers QA
placed on
for I" bar

of non- None For the analysis of non-pressure retention partstor of l-FCV-72-13 and I-FCV-72-34 for Sect.
increased valve closure thrust loops. SQNP
calc. SCG-4M-00786 was reviewed for WBNP
application. Since the 1971 ASME-lI1 NC
Codes do not contain stress allowables for
non-pressure retention parts, thus ASME-Ill
NC and Appendix-XVII of 1980 Codes, Sect.
2461.1 rules will be used for the analysis.
Ref. DCN-S-33722-A and MEB Cale. EPM
CDM-071092 and -071192.

4B 2311 None Requirements of later Code exempting certainreferenced 
materials from impact test for Class 2 and
Class 3 systems.

0-1-1 .

Mtad
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recommendations of ASCE Paper 3269, 'Wind Forces on Structures' [31
. ANSI

A.58.1-1972, 'Building Code Requirements for Minimum Design Loads in Building
and Other Structures' 4] is used to provide an alternate method to determine
tornado wind loads. The provisions for gust factors and variations of wind
velocity with height are not applied. The dynamic wind pressure, q, is defined
as q - 0.00256V2, where q is in psf and V is in mph. The wind pressure, p, in
psf, is defined as p - Cq, where C is the shape coefficient (CD).

A 1.3 shape coefficient is included for box-shaped structures with vertical
walls normal to the wind direction. The dynamic pressure load, p - 1.3q, due
to tornadoes is applied to the structure walls and roof in the same manner as
the wind loads in Section 3.3.1.

Cylindrical structures and tanks have the same shape coefficients applied as
for wind loads in Section 3.3.1. The pressures are a plied over the
structures as shown in Table 4(f) of ASCE Paper 32691].

The loadings of the wind force and the depressurization are considered to act
concurrently. Coincident wind velocities and pressure drops for the design
tornado are shown in Figure 3.3-1. The relationship between wind velocity and
pressure in the design tornado shown in Figure 3.3-1 was developed based on
Hoecker's studies of the Dallas tornado of 1957(1,2]

Venting, when used as a design procedure for reducing the tornado-generated
differential pressure, is accomplished by using blowoff panels that fail at a
lower differential pressure. Upon relief of the differential pressure by the
blowoff panel from the exterior wall of a room, the interior walls and slabs
of these rooms are designed for the 3 psi pressure differential.

The effective loads on Category I structures due to tornado-generated missiles
were determined using the procedures described in Section 3.5.3.

The effect of various combinations of tornado loadings were studied with
respect to each Category I structure. The most adverse combination was
selected individually for the design basis of each structure.

The tornado loadings are not considered to be coincident-with accident or
earthquake loadings.

Venting is utilized to reduce the effective tornado-generated differential
pressure in portions of the Auxiliary Building. Four hundred square feet of
relief panel area are provided in the roof over the spent fuel pool room and
cask loading room at Elevation 814.75 for venting purposes during the tornado.
The relief panels are held in place by gravity. An upward pressure of 0.25
psi is sufficient to offset the weight of the panels and cause them to be
lifted from their nominal positions. Two corners of each panel are chained to
the roof to prevent the panel from becoming a missile after it relieves.

The shutdown board room and, in general, the area between columns q and u at
Elevation 757.0 is not part of that portion of the Auxiliary Building vented
by design; however, the remainder of the building is considered to
depressurize due to the vent area provided by the air intake openings and
through ventilation penetrations. In addition, the Diesel Generator Building
and theE Pumping Station are designed to depressurize due to the vent
areas [rovided by the ventilation openings in those buildings.

3.3-2
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Included in this group are the:

1. -Emergon14 Raw Cooling Water (ERCW) Intake Pumping Station - This station

is considered to have sufficient redundance that a single turbine missile

strike cannot cause unacceptable damage. The addition of a

missile-resistant roof on this structure has further reduced the chance

for any damage to this area from turbine missiles.

2. Heating and Ventilating Equipment Installations needed for temperature

control of engineered safety features equipment. All installations of

this kind are redundant and adequately separated to prevent a loss by

single turbine missiles.

3.5.1.3.4 Turbine Missile Protection Criterion

The turbine missile protection criterion utilized in the design of the Watts

Bar Nuclear Plant was that the probability of unacceptable damage should not

be significant. In this instance, an event having a probability of causing

unacceptable damage on the order of about 10-7 per year per reactor unit at

the plant is not considered significant. Therefore, for the two-unit Watts

Bar Nuclear Plant, an event having a probability of occurrence on the order of

2 x 10-7 will fulfill this criterion.

The turbine placement and orientation are shown in Figure 3.5-4. The

orientation of the turbine axis is parallel with the containment. With the

exception of the ERCW conduit, there are no essential systems or structures

located inside the low trajectory missile zones defined in NRC Regulatory

Guide. 1.115.

For the ERCW conduit target, the strike probability due to a low trajectory

turbine missile is considered to be zero since the rotation of the turbine

will preclude a tangential missile from directly impacting the ERCW conduit as

the turbine pedestal and Turbine Building structure provide barriers to the

trajectory.

Although low trajectory missiles are excluded from plant design

considerations, a probabilistic analysis has been performed for both low and

high trajectory missiles.

3.5.1.3.5 Turbine Missile Hazard Evaluation

The turbine missile hazard evaluation made for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

considers missiles produced during accidents at or near rated speed and at

destructive overspeed. The evaluation also took into account different.

missile dispersions that are likely to occur for center disc missiles and for

end disc missiles. This was done using the expression:

3.5-20
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e. Switch panel and power supply for the seismic switch is discussed

under Item 4.

4. A triaxial seismic switch (acceleration trigger) installed, adjacent to

Item la, at Elevation 702.78 on the base slab of the Unit 1 Reactor

Building. The seismic switch has a range of 0.025 g to 0.25g, is field

adjustable, and is set to actuate contact closure at 0.09g for either

horizontal direction and 0.06g for vertical direction (maximum ground

acceleration for OBE). Actuation of the switch will activate an

annunciator in the main control room. Disturbances greater than 15 Hz

will not normally actuate the switch because the switch has a flat

response bandwidth of 0.5 Hz to 15 Hz. Refer to Item 8b for details about

the annunciator.

5. An active triaxial response spectrum recorder at Elevation 702.78, Unit 1

Reactor Building, adjacent to Item la as shown on Figure 3.7-39. Aside

from its function to record maximum amplitudes over a set of discrete

frequencies within the specified bandwidth of 2-25 Hz, this unit will

provide a signal to the annunciator unit in the main control room when the

preset acceleration levels are exceeded (hence the term "active").

Details concerning the annunciator are explained in Item 8c.

6. A passive triaxial response spectrum recorder at each of the following

locations:

a. Elevation 756.63, Unit 1 Reactor Building, adjacent to Item lb as

shown in Figure 3.7-40.

b. Elevation 757, Auxiliary Building, between column 1 lines A8 and Al0

as shown in Figure 3.7-40.

c. Elevation 742, Diesel Generator Building, on the base slab near Item

lc as shown in Figure 3.7-41.

These recorders will monitor 12 frequencies ranging from 2 to 25 Hz.

7. A triaxial peak accelerograph at each of the following locations:

a. The control room in the Control Building at top of panel 0-M-25 as

shown in Figure 3:7-43.

b. Elevation 725, Unit 1 Reactor Building, mounted on the safety

injection system piping as shown in Figure 3.7-44.

c. Unit 1 Reactor Building, mounted on the anr nd re"tn''a

e':znts recording system piping as shown in Figure 3.7-45.

3.7-43
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8. Annunciator lights on Unit 1 o. panelboard 1-M-15 in the main control room
at Elevation 755, as shown inFigure 3.7-43.

b q ireverne. l)Activation will alert the oprane or more of the following
conditions:

a. The strong motion seismic accelerometer recording system has been
activated.

b. The seismic accelerations at the site are equal to or greater than
those of the Operating Basis Earthquake.

c. The preset operating basis earthquake acceleration levels on the
active triaxial response spectrum recorder have been exceededgai L they peoA
,5hk_ ancaaob hops teen actuatea,

The basis for the selection of the Reactor Building for installation of
seismic instrumentation is that it is the rock-supported building most
important to safety. The basis for the selection of the Diesel Generator
Building is that it is the soil-supported building most important to safety.
The basis for the selection of the Control Building is that it is a
rock-supported structure outside containment.

The location of each peak recording accelerograph was selected based on the
following guide lines:

1. Seismic recorders are only located on seismically qualified components inCategory I structures.

2 . The locations selected represent different building elevations, different
mechanical components, and different seismic qualification procedures to
the maximum extent feasible.

3. Recorders are located on components, such as vertical runs of pipe or
structurally symmetrical equipment, that will, to the maximum extent
possible, respond to multidirectional earthquakes.

4. Components were selected so as to be as free as possible from operational
transients such as pump starts, fast- acting valves, erratic thermally
induced movements, accidental shocks, etc.

5. The mass of the recorder is insignificant relative to the component upon
which it is mounted. Installation will not jeopardize any safety function
performed by the component.

Procedures for utilization of the data recorded by the above described
strumentation are provided in Section 3.7.4.4.

3.7-44



TABLE 3.8.1-2

(Sheet 1 of 2)

SHIELD BUILDING EQUIPMENT 'LATCH DOORS AND SLEEV-
LOADS. LOADING COMBINATIONS AND ALLO'WkABLE STRESSES

Structural

No.. Load Combinations

I Dead load plus 2-psi pressure

II Dead load plus 3 -psi pressure
inside

III Dead load plus 2-psi pressure
outside plus *OBE

IV Dead load plus 2-psi pressure
outside plus *SSE

**V Dead load plus *OBE

**VI Dead load plus *SSE

Allowable Stresses (psi)

Tension Compression****

0.50 Fy 0. 47 F>

0.90 Fy 0.90 FY

0.60 Fy

0.90 FY

0.60 Fy

0.90 FY

0.60 Fy

0.90 FY

0.60 Fy

0.90 FY

Mechanical

Load Combinations

Dead load

Dead load plus OBE

Dead load plus *SSE

Allowable Stresses (psi)(****)

Tension & ComDression Shear

Ult 2 x Ult
5 15

0.60 Fy

0.90 Fy

0.40 Fy

0.60 F,

Shear

0.33 Fy

0.60 Fy

0.40 Fy I

0.60 Fy

0.40 Fy |

0.60 F-

No .

4f**Ia

***I1



.ABLE 3.8.>-,

(Sheet 1 of 2)

ESCAPE HATCH - DiID-ER BARRIER FLOOR

LOAD COMkBINATIONS - ALLO-'ABLE STRESSES

Structural Parts - (F, - 36,000 psi)

No. Load Combinations

Hatch Closed

I. Dead load
Live load at 100 lb/ft2

Load from latching device

Allowable Stress (Dsi)
Tension ComDression( 2) Shear

'-I 18,000
(0.5 FY)

18,000
(0.5 Fj)

12, 000
(0. 33FY)

Dead load OBE")

IIVo Dead load
Live load of 15 psi from
below

25,900 25,900 17,300
(0.72 FY) (0.72 FY) (0.48 FY)

Load from latching device
Cer(l)

, Pla4<C ken
Dead load
SSE(1)

Mechanical Parts (Excluding Springs)

No. Load Combinations

Hatch Closed

I. Dead load
Live load at 100 lb/ft2
Load from latching device

II. Dead load
Live load of 15 psi from
below
Load from latching device
SSE

Tension

Ultimate
5

0.72 yield

Allowable Stress (Tsi)
Compression(2' Shear

Ultimate

5

0.72 yield

2 x Ultimate
3 5

2
3
x 0.72 yield

x¾J DAper-t

O.(o

(.(0 .51

25, 900
(0.72 F )

25,900
(0.72 FY)

17,300
(0.48 FY)

l-

I

I

(O G, F

0 9 F 0, � F-7-I -br-Ab LOAD

. F
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(Sheet 2 Of 2)

ESCAPE HATCH - DIVIDER BARRIER rLOOR

LOAD COMBINATIONS - ALLOt^7ABLE STR-SSSl

NOTES:

(1) Acts in one horizontal direction only at any given time and acts in
vertical and horizontal directions simultaneously|

(2) The value given for allowable compression stress is the maximum value
permitted, when buckling does not control. The critical buckling stress,
F Cr shall be used in place of FY when buckling controls.

F I - wnen kl . cc

or

F2 - 2 when > c
(l)2

(A r)d
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tumble during flight. It is highly unlikely that a tumbling
missile could follow the pathways discussed above without being deflected.
Therefore, the main steam safety and relief valvesiare adequately protected
from vertical tornado missiles. (See also Figures 3.8.4-49A through
3.8.4-49C).

The main steam, main feedwater, and feedwater bypass isolation valves are
located below the safety and relief valves and are further protected from
missile damage by five levels of wide flange beams (33-inch to 8-inch size)
provided for pipe break restraint and support functions. There are no
practical pathways by which tornado missiles could reach these valves. (See
Figures 3.8.4-49A through 3.8.4-49C).

3.8.4.1.6 Intake Pumping Station and Retaining Walls

Pumping Station

The intake pumping station is a cellular box-type, reinforced concrete,
waterfront structure founded on bedrock and partially backfilled on three 8ssntiP9
sides. On the land side, retaining walls hold back the fill to elevation
710.0. Permanent openings are provided in the reservoir side of the pumping
station to allow flooding of any unwatered pump wells when the reservoir- level
exceeds elevation 690.0. The e.erg ey4raw cooling water (ERCW) pumps, fire
protection pumps, and screen wash pumps are located on the upper deck at
elevation 741.0 above the maximum possible flood and is covered by a roof.
This deck is completely enclosed by a concrete wall 13 feet high. A wall also
supports the structural steel grillage system, shown in Figure 3.8.4-68, which& ^provides tornado missile protection to the equipment below. The raw cooling
water pumps are located on the deck at elevation 728.0, which is below the
maximum probable flood, but are not required for maintenance of plant safety.
The mechanical and electrical equipment are located on the floors at elevation
722.0 and 711.0, respectively. A permanent pedestal crane is mounted above
the upper deck at elevation 754.0 for handling of equipment. The structural
outline is shown in Figures 3.8.4-50 and 3.-8.4-51.

Traveling Water Screens

As shown in Figure 3.8.4-52, the screens are of the single or through flow,
automatic cleaning type with a nominal basket width of 4.0 feet.

The capacity of each screen, with a head loss of 6 inches for a clean screen
and minimum water depth, is approximately 25,000 gallons per minute at a water
velocity of 2.0 feet per second. Basket travel speed is about 10 feet per
minute. Removal of trash and refuse from the basket screens is by water
sprays located in the head frame.

3.8.4-12a

I i
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The drive motor for each screen is sized to start the screen with water at
* elevation 737.5 and a head loss of 2-feet, 6-inches. All drive components are

rated for continuous duty and are suitable for outdoor service.

Timers provided in the control circuits for the screens function to operate
the screens for 18 minutes.every 60 hours to prevent "freezing" of the
machinery parts from nonuse. This provides assurance that the screens are in
an operable condition at all times.

The heads of the screens, including drive components, are located above the
maximum possible flood level. The screens are designed to operate during any
flood, including a maximum possible flood, with water to elevation 737.5 and a
2-foot, 6-inch head loss above elevation 705.0.

The fou screens are identical with two screens provided for each of the two-
supply at the intake station. Each of the two screens on each sup 1
loop has sufficient capacity to screen the total water required for one
The capacity of one supply is sufficient to supply all water required for
the ERCW during a LOCA.

Starting of the screens by pressure switches on the spray water assures that
adequate spray water for removal of trash is available when the screens are
started. This greatly reduces the possibility of carrying trash over the
screens and into the screened water.

Concrete Retaining Wall

* The earthfill is hold back by two concrete retaining walls from the pumping
station to a point 32 feet from the pumping station. The concrete walls are
keyed into rock and are separated from the pumping station by expansion
joints. For outline of walls, see Figure 3.8.4-53.

Sheet Pile Retaining Walls

The sheet pile walls are parallel and extend from each end of the back of the
pumping station toward the main plant. These parallel walls contain earthfill
to elevation 710.0 and project above the sloping grade a maximum of 29 feet at
the pumping station. For layout of walls, see Figures 3.8.4-54 and 3.8.4-55.

3.8.4-13
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rssent" o'I 3.8.4.1.7 Miscellaneous Bmereenaei-Raw Cooling Water (ERCW) Structures

Slabs and Beams Supporting ERCW Pipes

At the Intake Pumping Station, the ERCW pipes are supported on a reinforced
concrete slab. The slab is approximately 8 feet below grade and 50feet above
bedrock. The slab is supported by a bracket on the pumping station wall,
bearing piles, and undisturbed earth. Structural separation from the pumping
station is provided by 1/2-inch of expansion joint material. The slab is
shown in Figure 3.8.4-56.

The ERCW pipes at the Diesel Generator Building are encased in concrete beams
for support. The pipes are separated from the beams by insulation and the
beams is separated from the Diesel Generator Building by expansion joint
material. The beams are supported by brackets on the Diesel Generator Building
and by Class A backfill. The beams are shown in Figure 3.8.4-56b.

Discharge Overflow Structure

The discharge overflow structure is a reinforced concrete box-type structure
supported on granular fill material placed over basal gravel. The function of
the discharge overflow structure is to provide for the normal flow rate
discharge of the ERCW system without unacceptable back pressure if the
downstream pipes are blocked and to permit flow to the holding pond under
normal conditions. The structural outline is shown in Figure 3.8.4-46a.

F Standpipe Structures

The two standpipe structures are mass reinforced concrete structures placed on
firm granular material. The structures have backfill on four sides for the
first 8 feet of height and extend 17 feet above grade. The function of these
structures is to protect the standpipes from tornado-generated missiles. The
structures are shown in Figure 3.8.4-56a.

Valve Covers

These structures consist of reinforced concrete slabs covering the valves in
the ERCW pipes. The slabs are located at grade above the pipes and are
supported by either the missile protection slab and/or backfill. The slabs
have small openings with precast concrete covers above each valve stem. The
openings in the missile protecting valve covers provide immediate access to
the valves in an emergency. The structures are shown in Figure 3.8.4-56c.

3.8.4-14
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TABLE 3.8.4-7

(Sheet 3 of 5)

PRESSURE CONFINING PERSONNEL DOORS
LOADS, LOADING COMBINATIONS, AND ALLOWABLE STRESSES' (Cont'd)

(Doors A55, A57, C20, C26, A101, and A105)

Structural Parts

Allowable Stresses
(psi)

No. Load Combinations Tension Com~ressi Shear
on 2

Doors Open

I DL + Load from Door Closers 0.50 FY 0.47 FY 0.33 FY

I DL + OBE + Load from Door Closers 0.60 FY 0 .60 F 0.40 F,
DL + SSE + Load from Door Closers 0.90 FY 0.90 F, 0.60 Ry

+Yy

Doors Closed

DL + CCWS flood + SSE 0.90 Fy 0.90 Fy 0.60 Fy
( V 3-psi pressure
(bidirectional where applicable)

rV4 DL + OBE + Pressure from valve rooms 0.60 FY 0.60 F, 0.40 F,
DL + SSE + Pressure from valve rooms 0.90 FY 0.90 FY 0.60 Fy

1. Thermal load effects are insignificant and hence need not be
considered in the design of doors.

2. The values indicated for the allowable compression stresses are the
maximum values permitted, when buckling does not control. The
critical buckling stress, Fc, shall be used in place of FY when
buckling controls.

Fc =Fj1 - hen -J, cc

or

Fc = E when > cc

3. The CCWS flood condition does not apply to doors Al01 and Al05, and
differential pressure load due to tornado need not be considered
simultaneously with seismic load.

4.. Applies to doors Al01 and A105 only.

3
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TABLE 3.8.4-23

(Sheet 1 of 2)

WATERTIGHT EQUIPMENT HATCH COVERS

LOADS, LOADING COM3INATIONS, AND ALLOWABLE STRESSES

Allowable Stresses (psi)

No. Load Combination Tension Compression*

Hatch Closed

I D + 200 lb/ft2 live load

II D + L

III D + L 2

IV D.+ 0 + OBE

V D + le+ SSE

0. 6Fy

0. 9FY

0. 9FY

0. 6FY

0. 9Fy

0. 6 F,

0. 9Fy

0. 9Fy

0. 6Fy

0. 9FY

Dead Loads or their related internal moments and
permanent equipment
Live Load due to flood to El 711.0
Live Load due to pressure of 3 psi from below
Loads due to the operating basis earthquake
Loads due to the safe shutdown earthquake

0. 4Fy

0. 6FY

0.. 6FY

O.44FY

O. 6Fy

forces including

* The value indicated for the allowable compression stresses is the maximum
value permitted when buckling does not control. The critical buckling
stress, Fr shall be used in place of Fy when buckling controls.

f jl 1-2]-
C, w e 'kF2 .= 2 rL S cc

or

r2EF ( K1Ywhen Ll > c.

Shear

Where:
D

W .1 L,

OBE
SSE

I

I

, 41-
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* shield plugs at the equipment access doors, and any large pieces of equipment

going into or out of the Reactor Buildings via the Auxiliary Building.

3.8.6.2.2 Applicable Codes, Standards, and Specifications

The following codes, standards, and specifications were used in the design of

the crane:

National Electric Code, 1970 Edition.

NEMA Standard MG1, 1970 Edition.

X 27 - /97 , ii erfa fr g o cet n gstes for cfi clar P wer//-

4et S tt r er )l ont/ to EE in J, his Sta/ dar/ has bet

Crane Manufacturers Association of American, Inc., Specification No. 70,

1970 Edition.

Federal Specification RR-W-410C.

ASTM Material Standards, 1974 Edition.

AWS, D1.1-72 with 1973 Revisions, Structural Welding Code.

Section 1.23, Part I, Specification for the Design, Fabrication, and

Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings; AISC Manual of Steel

Construction, 7th Edition, 1970.

American Gear Manufacturers Association Standards for Spur, Helical,

Herringbone, and Bevel Gears.

Where date of edition, copyright, or addendum is specified, earlier versions

of the listed documents were not used. In some instances, later revisions of

the listed documents were used where design safety was not compromised.

The cranes meet applicable requirements of the listed codes, standards, and

specifications.

3.8.6.2.3 Loads. Loading Combinations, and Allowable Stresses

Loads, loading combinations, and allowable stresses are shown in

Table 3.8.6-2.

3.8.6.2.4 Design and Analysis Procedure

The bridge girders and end ties for the crane were designed as simple beams in

the vertical plane and as a continuous frame in the horizontal plane.

Stresses in the girders and end ties were computed with the trolley positioned

to produce maximum stresses. Trolley positions used were the maximum end

^ position,

3.8.6-6
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TABLE 3.9-17

(Sheet 1 of 7)

ACTIVE VALVES FOR PRIMARY FLUID SYSTEMS

System Hame

Chemical and
Volume
Control
System (62)

1VA Valve No.
W Valve No. Size Inches Actuation Type Function/Description

FCV-62-61 8112 4 Motor Gate Containment IsolationFCV-62-63 8100 4 Motor sate Containment IsolationFCV-62-69 Vr LCV-460 3 Air Globe Letdown IsolationFCV-62-70 *r LCV-459 3 Air Globe Letdown IsolationFCV-62-72 8149C 2 Air Globe Containment IsolationFCV-62-73 8149B 2 Air Globe Containment IsolationFCV-62-74 8149A 2 Air Globe Containment Isolation
FCV-62-77 8152 2 Air Globe Containment IsolationFCV-62-84 8145 2 Air Globe Aux Spray IsolationFCV-62-90 8105 3 Motor Gate ECCS Flowpath IntegrityFCV-62-91 8106 3 Motor Gate ECCS Flowpath IntegrityFCV 62- 8 81- -2 Motor . CCCS rtzwpeth It.. tgAFV. 

G2 9 -111 2 Motor - Gloe ECCS Flopath Intogrit tFCV- 62-76 :2 Air Globe . Containment IsolationLCV-62-132 LCV-112B 4 Motor Gate CVCS Charging Pump Suction
LCV-62-133 LCV-112c 4 Motor Gate CVCS Charging Pump Suction
LCV-62-135 LCV-112D 8 Motor GAte CVCS Charging Pump Suction
LCV-62-136 LCV-112E 8 Motor Gate CVCS Charging Pump Suction
62-504 8546 8 Self Check CVCS Charging PuMp SuctionActuated62-543 r 8381 3 Self Check Containment IsolationActuated62-560 

2 8368A 2 Self Check CNTMT Isolation
Actuated62-561 > 8368B 2 Self Check CNTMT Isolation
Actuated

eT~4, ?V,,r Iro-An
7e'-s i;r nDt r e"Se S rnet

(

I

*) 'fe s 4,, th04 PeL.v'f- O-S ?w 4 D-^7r6ey-Oge-e,
'5 * %esq-, , hvt re wtvoe, &Gos powA &$ 'T.,5er Vtc c.
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TABLE 3.9-17

(Sheet 2 of 7)

ACTIVE VALVES FOR PRIMARY FLUID SYSTEMS (Cont'd)

System Name

t94 ERT -
Safety
Injection (63)

TVA Valve No.

62-562 X *-

62-563 Ad *

62-576 A4-

62-577-*E

62-578 *O

62-579 -*

62-638 )(I

62-640 $-

62-659 *

62-660 a-t

62-661 1t

62-525

62-532

FCV-63-1

FCV-63-3

FCV-63-4

W Valve No.

8368C

8368D

8367A

8367B

8367C

8367D

8557

8556

8378

8379

8377

8481A

8481B

Size Inches Actuation

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

4

4

14

2

2

8812

8813

8814

Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated
Self
Actuated

Motor

Motor

Motor

T ype Function/Description

Check

Check

Check

Check

Check

Check

Check

Check

Check

Check

Check

Check

Check

Gate

Globe

Globe

CNTMT Isolation

CNTMT Isolation

CCP Discharge Header Integrity

CCP Discharge Header Integrity

CCP Discharge Header Integrity

CCP Discharge Header Integrity

Normal Charging Isolation

Alternate Charging Isolation

Normal Charging Isolation

Alternate Charging Isolation

Auxiliary Spray Isolation

Prevent Backflow thru Centrifugal
Charging Pump

Prevent Backflow thru Centrifugal
Charging Pump

Prevent Radioactive Release in
Recirc Mode

Prevent Radioactive Release in
Recirc Mode

Prevent Radioactive Release in
Recirc Mode

7le S .`t A Apei 4;rcLW 1 as pan 6el
7'e sAn rk A n emu re d;oe' S pest 4~

1 o CR r-P ' APPRnCL;X -S. See- -Table

I A/ServIe Y- ?VJ rXrv

IAS~z\eKv ees+, rt5, JS;411 NP-t reg$;irex; AD Aet

0
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1-RFV-62-505
1-CKV-62-507
1-CKV-62-519
1-CKV-62-639
1-RFV-62-649
1-RFV-62-662
I-RFV-62-1220
1-RFV-62-1221
1-RFV-62-1222

3/ 4
1
3
3/4
2
2
3/4
3/4
3/4

Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self

Relief
Check
Check
Check
Relief
Relief
Relief
Relief
Relief

CCP Suction Relief Valve
CCP Suction Chem Feed Check Valve
Recip, CP Discharge Check Valve
Seal Water 1-FCV-62-61 Bypass
Seal Water Hx Relief Valve
Cntmt Isolation Thermal Relief
Recip CP Suction Over Pressure
CCP 1A-A Over Pressure
CCP 1B-B Over Pressure
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TABLE 3.9-17

(Sheet 7 of 7)

Active Valves for Primary Fluid Systems (Cont'd)

TVA Valve No.

CKV-72-563
FCV-72-13
FCV-72-34
RFV-72-508
RFV-72-509

FCV-74-1
i (74) FCV-74-2

FCV-74-3
FCV-74-8
FCV-74-9
FCV-74-12
FCV-74-21
FCV-74-24
FCV-74-33
FCV-74-35
RFV-74-505
74-514

74-515

Wj Valve No.

90228

9019A
90198

8702
8701
8700A
8703
8704
FCV-610
8700B
FCV-611
8716A
8716B
8708
8730A

8730B

1 -74-544

1 -74-545

Waste Disposal FCV-77-9
System (77) FCV-77-10

FCV-77-16
FCV-77-17
FCV-77-18
FCV-77-19
FCV-77-20
FCV-77-127
FCV-77-128
CKV-77-849
CKV-77-868
RFV-77-2875

Spen+t PLA- iPgOl

, 5RT

9170
FCV- 1003
9159A
9159B
9160A
9160B
9157

Size inches

8

2
2
3/4
3/4

14
14
14
1 0

1o
2
1 4

2
8
8
3
8

8

8

8

3

3
3/4
3/4

1

2
2
3/4
1
1/2

Actuation

Self Actuated
Motor
Motor
Self Actuated
Self Actuated

Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Self Actuated
Self Actuated

Self Actuated

Self Actuated

Self Actuated

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Self
Self
Self

Type

Check
Globe
Globe
Angle
Angle

Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate

Relief
Check

Check

Check

Check

Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm

Plug
Plug
Check
Check
Relief

Actuated
Actuated
Actuated

Systm N~ame
Function/Description

RHR Isolation
Minimum Flow Isolation
Minimum Flow Isolation
CS Pressure Release
CS Pressure Release

RCS Pressure Boundary Protection
RCS Pressure Boundary Protection
ECCS Flowpath Integrity
RCS Pressure Boundary Protection
RCS Pressure Boundary Protection
RHR Mini-Flow
ECCS Flowpath Integrity
RHR Mini-Flow
ECCS Flowpath Integrity
ECCS Flowpath Integrity
RHR Pump Suction
Prevent Backflow thru

Nonoperating Train
Prevent Backflow thru

Nonoperating Train
Prevents pump-to-pump

Interaction
Prevents pump-to-pump

Interaction

Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Thermal Relief Valve Penetration X41

Residual Heat
Removal Systern
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O-CKV-78-509
0-CKV-78-510
0-ISV-78-581
0-ISV-78-582
O-CKV-78-586
0-ISV-78-587
0-ISV-78-588

8
8
10
10
8
8
8

Self
Self
Manual
Manual
Self
Manual
Manual

Check
Check
Gate
Gate
Check
Gate
Gate

Pump A-A Discharge
Pump B-B Discharge
Standby Pump Train
Standby Pump Train
Pump C-S Discharge
Standby Pump Train
Standby Pump Train

Check Valve
Check Valve
A Suction Isolation Valve
B Suction Isolation Valve
Check Valve
B Discharge Isolation Valve
A Discharge Isolation Valve
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TABLE 3.9-25

(Sheet 5 of 14)

VALVES REQUIRED TO BE ACTIVE FOR DESIGN BASIS EVENTS (Cont'd)

System Name

High-Pressure
Fire Protection
System (26)

Valve No.

FCV-26-240

Size Inches Actuation

4

Type

Gate
Gate Containment isolation -
Cbeta CcntaiRm'nt irolation

Motor

rc z. - -tFCv-t 241 4 Moteo
FCV-26-243 4 Motor

Function/Description

Containment isolation

r4Gate Continment i5aittati6n- Fey 26 245- 4 MotorGawr ;+ 1:
4o- 1iou

26-1296

Ventilation (30) FCV-30-7
FCV-30-8
FCV-30-9
FCV-30-10
FCV-30-14
FCV-30-15
FCV-30-16
FCV-30-17
FCV-30-19
FCV-30-20
FCV-30-37
FCV-30-40
FCV-30-50
FCV-30-51
FCV-30-52
FCV-30-53
FCV-30-56
FCV-30-57
FCV-30-58
FCV-30-59
1-FSV-30-134*
1-FSV-30-135*

4
4

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
10
10
8
8
24
24
24
24
24
24
10
10
l

l

Se. f-actSelf-actuated
SeAf-actuated

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Solenoid
Solenoid

Check
Check

Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Solenoid
Solenoid

Conteniment isolation
Containment isolation

Containment
Conta inment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Conta i nment
ContaInment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment

Isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
i sol at ion
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation

*Unit 2 valves were deleted under ECH 5663

Id I r IIn

Gate Containment isolation

-rac
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TABLE 3.9-25

(Sheet 6 of 14)

VALVES REQUIRED TO BE ACTIVE FOR DESIGN BASIS EVENTS (Cont'd)

System Name

Air-Conditioning
(31)

Valve No.

tCV-31-305
FCV-31-306
FCV-31-308
FCV-31-309
FCV-31-326
FCV-31-327
FCV-31-329
FCV-31-330

Control Air 1-FCV-32-80
System (32) 2-FCV-32-81

1-FCV-32-102
2-FCV-32-103
t-FCV-32-110
2-FCV-32-111

1-32-293
1-32-303
1-3Z-313
2-32-323
2-32-333

T~ ep' 0 2-32-343

Service Air
System (33)

Sampling and
Water Quality (43)

1-33-794
2-33-797

FCV-43-2
FCV-43-3
FCV-43-11
FCV-43-12
FCV-43-22

Size Inches Actuation

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1/2
1/2

3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Self-actuated
Self-actuated
Setf-actuated
Self-actuated
Self-actuated
Self-actuated

Self-actuated
Self -actuated

Solenoid
Air
Solenoid
Air
Solenoid

Function/Description

Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug

Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe
Check
Check
Check
Check
Check
Check

Check
Check

Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe

Containment
Contairnment
Contairnment
Containment
Containment
Conta i rment
Conta i enent
Conta i nment

Contairnment
Containment
Contairnment
Contaiinment
Containment
Containment
Conta i nment
Containment
Conta i rnmentContainment
Containment
Conta i nment
Conta inment

Containment isolation
Containment isolation

isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation

isolat ion
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
Isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
i sotlation

Conta i renent
Containment
Contaiynment
Conta i nment
Conta i nment

isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
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O-PCV-32-68
O-PCV-32-82
O-PCV-32-95
O-PCV-32-98
O-PCV-32-240
O-PCV-32-256
O-PCV-32-264
O-PCV-32-279
O-TCV-32-68A
O-TCV-32-68B
O-TCV-32-98A
o-TCV-32-68B
O-FCV-32-70
0-FCV-32-71
0-FCV-32-72
0-FCV-32-73
0-FCV-32-94
0-FCV-32-95
0-FCV-32-96
0-FCV-32-97
o-FSV-32-61
O-FSV-32-87
O-CKV-32-70A
O-CKV-32-7OB
O-CKV-32-70C
O-CKV-32-7OD
O-CKV-32-94A
O-CKV-32-94B
O-CKV-32-94C
O-CKV-32-94D

1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1/ 2
3 /4
1/ 2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Motor
Air
AirC
Motor
Self
Self
Self
Self
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Solenoid
Solenoid
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self

Regulating
Globe
Globe
Regulating
Check
Check
Check
Check
Regulating
Regulating
Regulating
Regulating
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball
Gate
Gate
Check
Check
Check
Check
Check
Check
Check
Check

ERCW Supply Press Cntr to Aux Air Comp A
Control Air Normal Flow Isol
Control Air Normal Flow Isol
ERCW Supply Press Cntr to Aux Air Comp B
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Throttle ERCW to Aux Air Comp A
Throttle ERCW to Aux Air Comp A
Throttle ERCW to Aux Air Comp B
Throttle ERCW to Aux Air Comp B
Aux Dryer Purge Control
Aux Dryer Purge Control
Aux Dryer Purge Control
Aux Dryer Purge Control
Aux Dryer Purge Control
Aux Dryer Purge Control
Aux Dryer Purge Control
Aux Dryer Purge Control
ERCW Supply Aux Air Comp A
ERCW Supply Aux Air Comp B
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
Air Dryer Purge Check Valve
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TABLE 3.9-25

(Sheet 7 of 14)

VALVES REOUIRED TO BE ACTIVE FOR DESIGN BASIS EVENTS (Cont'd)

Size Inchcs Actuation Type Function/Description

Sampling and Water
Quality (43)
(Continued)

FCV-43-23 1-1/3 Air
FCV-43-34 3/8 Solenoid
FCV-43-35 3/8 Air

- FC-V .3 1 1i3 Air
FCV-43-55 1-1/3 Air
-F6V-! 3-SD 1 li,3 Air
FCV-43-58 1-1/3 Air
FCV 43 59D 1 1/3 MP
FCV-43-61 1-1/3 Air

FCV-43-64
FCV-43-75
FCV-43-77
FCV-43-201
FCV-43-202
FCV-43-207
FCV-43-208
FCV-43-433
FCV-43-434

I E T FCV-43-435
FCV-43-436

Ice Condenser (61) CKV-61-533
CKV-61-680
CKV-61-692
CKV-61-745
FCV-61-96
FCV-61-97
FCV-61-110
FCV-61-122
FCV-61-191
FCV-61-192
FCV-61-193
FCV-61-194

1-1/3
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8

3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8

2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4

Chemical and Votmne
Control System (62) FCV-62-1228

FCV-62-1229

Safety Injection
System (C3)

Emerq C,4P GAS
I, -c"hal yS4 ( &

FCV-63-185

$A3 R.

3/4

Air
Solenoid
Air
Solenoid
Solenoid
Solenoid
Solenoid
Solenoid
Solenoid
Solenoid
Solenoid

Setf-actuated
Setf-actuated
Setf-actuated
Setf-actuated
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air

Air

Air

Air

Gate
Globe
Globe
Gate-
Gate
G6tc--
Gate
-Gte
Gate

Gate

Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe
Globe

Containment
Containment
Conta i nment

isotation
isolation
isolation

containcent ;so.ntlon.111ntaim isoLation
containrwent--isolation
Containment
Gent a i ncew-
Con ta inment
Contairnment isotat inn
Contanm ent
Containment
Conts i rnent
Conta I inment
Containment
Contairnment
Contairnment
Containment
Contairinment
Containment
Containment

Check
Check
Check
Check
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Diaphragm

Diaphragm

Diaphragm

Globe

Containment
Conta i nment
Conta i nment
Conta i nment
Contairnment
Conta i nment
Containment
Conta i nment
Contairnment
Conta i nment
Contai nment
Conta i nment

isolation
iso4ation
isnotlationn

o-t-i-on-.
isolation
isolation
isolation
isot at ion
isolation
isotat ion
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isot at ion

isolation
isolation
isolation
isotation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
isolation
i sot at ion

Isolation of Hydrogen vent
purps suction side piping
Isolation of Hydrogen vent
pumps suction side piping

Containment Isolation

System Name Valve No.

for charging

for charging

I I /5 . - .,|,,

I
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1-PCV-43-200A
1-PCV-43-200B
1-PCV-43-210A
I-PCV-43-210B
1-CKV-43-834
1-CKV-43-841
1-CKV-43-883
1-CKV-43-884
1-PREG-43-1470A-A
1-PREG-43-1470B-A
1-PREG-43-1471A-B
1-PREG-4 3-1471lB-B

1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self

Regulating
Regulating
Regulating
Regulating
Check
Check
Check
Check
Regulating
Regulating
Regulating
Regulating

LOCA H2 Cntmt Monitor
LOCA H2 Cntmt Monitor
LOCA H2 Cntmt Monitor
LOCA H2 Cntmt Monitor
Cntmt Isol PASS Waste
Cntmt Isol PASS Waste
Cntmt Isol PASS Cntmt
Cntmt Isol PASS Cntmt
02 Reagent Gas for H2
02 Reagent Gas for H2
02 Reagent Gas for H2
02 Reagent Gas for H2

Press Reg
Press Reg
Press Reg
Press Reg
Holdup Tank
Holdup Tank
Air Return
Air Return
Monitor Press Reg
Monitor Press Reg
Monitor Press Reg
Monitor Press Reg

INSERT 2 Table 3.9-25 Sheet 7 of 14

1-FCV-65-8
1-FCV-65-10
0-FCV-65-24
0-FCV-65-28A
0-FCV-65-28B
1-FCV-65-30
0-FCV-65-43
0-FCV-65-47A
0-FCV-65-47B
1-FCV-65-51
1-FCV-65-52
1-FCV-65-53
1-PCV-65-81
1-PCV-65-83
1-PCV-65-86
1-PCV-65-87

8
24
8
8
8
24
8
8
8
8
14
14
16
16
16
16

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air

Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Gate
Butterfly
Butterfly
Gate
Gate
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly

EGTS Tr A Unit 1 Suction Damper
EGTS Tr A Unit 1 Suction Damper
EGTS Tr A Fan Isolation Damper
EGTS Tr A Decay Cooling Damper
EGTS Tr A Decay Cooling Damper
EGTS Tr B Unit 1 Suction Damper
EGTS Tr B Fan Isolation Damper
EGTS Tr B Decay Cooling Damper
EGTS Tr B Decay Cooling Damper
EGTS Tr B Unit 1 Suction Damper
Cntmt Annulus Vacuum Fan Isol Dmpr
Cntmt Annulus Vacuum Fan Isol Dmpr
Shield Bldg & Cntmt Annulus Isol Dmpr
Shield Bldg & Cntmt Annulus Isol Dmpr
EGTS Cntmt Annulus Isol Damper
EGTS Cntmt Annulus Isol Damper
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SysteN Name

Radiation
Monitoring (90)

Valve No. Size Inches Actuation Function

,2 F 96 106A i 3% Gate Contoinmcnt 19zaWtiAR
, r rletzy Co--r't 4r-nnnt Il-t"-
7-rrv ,-n-n;C - la

1-1/2 Motor Gate Containment Isolation.

Radiation
Monitoring (90)
(Cont'd)

1,2-FCV-90-108
1,2-FCV-90-109
1 ,2-FCV-90-108
1,2-FCV-90-109
1,2-FCV-90-110
1,2-FCV-90-111
1,2 FEY -9O11~
1,2 Fce: 90 1120
1,2-FCV-90-113
1,2-FCV-90-114
1,2-FCV-90-115
1,2-FCV-90-116
1,2-FCV-90-117

1-1/2
1-1/2
1-1/2
1-1/2
1-1/2
1-1/2

1-1/2
1-1/2
1-1/2
1-1/2
1-1/2

Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor

Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate

* Motor - Gate
M-tor atc -
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor

Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate

Containment
Containment
Contaiinment
Contai nment
Conta inrment
Contairnment

-UGk OF; t A Pff*

Containment
Contairnment
Containment
Containment
Contairment

I solat ion
Isolation
Isolation
I sot at ion
Isolation

I sotI at i on

Isolation
Isolation
Isol(ation
Isolation
Isolation

f
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TABLE 3.9-25

(Sheet 14 of 14)

VALVES REQUIRED TO BE ACTIVE FOR DESIGN BASIS EVENTS (Cont'd)
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1. Foxboro Model E-11 pressure transmitter and Model E-13 differential pressure
transmitter.

2. Foxboro Process Control Equipment cabinets.

3. Westinghouse Solid-State Protection System cabinets.

4. Nuclear Instrumentation System cabinets.

5. Safeguards Test Racks.

6. Resistance Temperature Detectors.

7. Power range Neutron Detectors.

8. Reactor trip breakers.

9. Barton Models 332 and 386 differential pressure transmitters.

10. Eagle-21 Process Protection System

Seismic qualification testing of Items 1 through 9 is documented in References
[1] through [10]. Reference [10) presents the theory and practice, as well as
justification, for the use of single axis sine beat test inputs used in the
seismic qualification of electrical equipment. In addition, it is noted that
Westinghouse has conducted a seismic qualification "Demonstration Test Program"
(reference Letter NS-CE-692-, C. Eicheldinger (W), to D. B. Vassallo (NRC),
7/10/75) to confirm equipment operability during a seismic event. This program
is documented in References [12] through [15] (Proprietary) and References [16]
through [20] (Non-Proprietary). Seismic qualification testing of Item 10 to IEEE
344-1975 is documented in Reference [21]) [2.23, Fz [23J.

The Watts Bar Nuclear Plant complies with paragraph IV, "Conclusions and
Regulatory Positions" of the "Mechanical Engineering Branch Report on Seismic
Audit of Westinghouse Electrical Equipment.' All topical reports have been
completed and are included in the reference list. The non-proprietary topical
reports have been referenced as a group above. The structural capability of the
NIS rack is discussed in References [14], [19], and [24].

The Watts Bar Nuclear Plant does not use the Eagle Signal Timer that is under
question by the NRC Staff.

The demonstration test program, in conjunction with the justification for the use
of single axis sine beat tests, presented in WCAP-8373, and the original tests,
documented in References [2] through [10], meet the requirements of IEEE Standard
344-1975 "IEEE Recommended Practices for Seismic Qualification

3.10-3
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TABLE 3.10-3

(Sheet 1 of 35)

WATTS BAR SEISMIC QUALIFICATIONS

Equipment:

Equipmlent Rating:

Mounting:

Seismic Test:

Monitoring:

Results:

Reference:

Metalclad Switchgear

6.9 kV, 60 Hz, 3-phase

The switchgear was bolted to test table to simulate

in-service configuration.

The control circuits of the switchgear were

energized with 125 VDC and subjected to the

following tests:

1. Exploratory tests (Resonant Search)--Consisting

of a low level single axis sweep from 1 Hz to 35

Hz at a rate of two octaves per minute and at a

level of 0.2 g per peak. Resonant search test

was performed in the front-to-front and side-

to-side orientation.

2. Proof Test-Consisting of biaxial multifrequency

random tests in front-to-back and side-to-side

orientations. More than 5 OBE'S and one SSE

were performed in each orientation.

A multichannel recorder was used to monitor

electrical continuity contact chatter and change of

state before, during, and after tests.

The specimen's structural integrity was not

compromised and circuit continuity was maintained.

Wyle Laboratories Report No. 42C59 1, R*
4 21U12- I

I
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Containment Radioactive Gas Monitor

Radioactive gas resulting from leakage of primary coolant into the containment
atmosphere is monitored by the Containment Building lower compartment (or
back-up upper compartment) air monitor system; the detector is a beta
scintillator. The response time is dependent on the leakage rate, normal
baseline leakage, and the amount of gaseous fission product activity in the
coolant.

The monitors will support detection of 1 gpm abnormal leakage within 1 hour
assuming no baseline leakage. This supports the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.45.

5.2.7.5.2 Reactor Building Floor and Equipment Drain (RBF&ED) Pocket Sump

The RBF&ED pocket sump instrumentation sensitivity and response time is such
that the instrumentation will respond to an inflow rate of 1 gpm in less than
1 hour. The instrumentation samples the sump level continuously while the
plant computer converts this data to a level change rate (inches/hr). This
level change rate is then correlated to a sump inflow rate (gpm).

5.2.7.5.3 Humidity Monitors

The humidity detector system is sensitive to leakage of the order of 2 to
10 gpm depending on the cooling water temperature, containment air temperature
variation, and containment air recirculation rate. It is also sensitive to
both radioactive and nonradioactive discharge. The humidity detector has a
sensitivity of +2% absolute humidity. Response time for the system ranges
from approximately 10 minutes for a 10 gpm leak to about 50 minutes for a 2
gpm leak. The system is an indirect indication of leakage to the containment,
in accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.45, paragraph c.3.

If the humidity monitor detects an increase in containment moisture without a
corresponding increase in activity level, the indicated source of leakage
would be judged to be a nonradioactive system except when the reactor coolant
activity level may be low.

5.2.7.5.4 Temperature Monitors

The temperature sensors have an accuracy of +2'F. Their sensitivity and
response time is dependent on the distance of the sensor from the leak and the
amount of mixing of the containment atmosphere. The temperature sensors are
an aid in determining the location of a leak from a high temperature system.

5.2.7.6 Seismic Capability

The containment air particulate monitors and the containment radioactive gas
monitors have the capability to remain functional during and after a safe
shutdown earthquake. The component cooling system liquid effluent monitors
and the RBF&ED pocket sump level monitor are maintained as Seismic Category
I(L) and are not provided with lE power. The temperature and humidity
detection sensor instrumentation is seismically qualified to l(L). The steam
generator blowdown liquid monitors and the condenser vacuum pump air exhaust
monitors, which are located in the Turbine Building, are not seismically
qualified. The vertical scale indicators, (with the exception of those
located on the containment air pa ulate monitor and containment radioactive
gas monitor ratemeters, which a e smic ic , recorders, and
annunciators associated with all 1etkage/detecti4 monitors are not
seismically qualified. 5.2-5¶ if

5.2-57 eAe71r
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2. To reduce the concentration of radioactive nuclides in annulus air that isreleased to the environs during a LOCA in either reactor unit to levelssufficiently low to keep the site boundary and low population zone (LPZ)
dose rates below the 10 CFR 100 values.

3. To withstand the safe shutdown earthquake.

4. To provide for initial and periodic testing of the system capability tofunction as designed.

6.2.3.1.3 Auxiliary Building Gas Treatment System (ABGTS)

The design bases for the ABGTS are:

1. To establish and keep an air pressure that is below atmospheric within theportion of the buildings serving as a secondary containment enclosure
during accidents.

2. To reduce the concentration of radioactive nuclides in air releases fromthe secondary containment enclosures to the environs during accidents tolevels sufficiently low to keep the site boundary and LPZ dose rates belowthe 10 CFR 100 guideline values.

3. To minimize the spreading of airborne radioactivity within the AuxiliaryBuilding following an accidental release in the fuel handling and wastepackaging areas.

4. To withstand the safe shutdown earthquake.

5. To provide for initial and periodic testing of the system capability tofunction as designed.

6.2.3.2 System Design

6.2.3.2.1 Secondary Containment Enclosures

1. Shield Building

The principal components that function collectively to form a secondarycontainment barrier around the steel primary containment vessel are theShield Building itself, the Shield Building penetration seals, theisolation valves installed in the penetrations to the Shield Building, andthe Shield Building penetration leakoff facilities.

Structure

The Shield Building is a reinforced concrete structure that encloses thereactor's steel primary containment structure; it has a circular
horizontal cross section and a shallow domed roof. The vertical centerline of this building is also the vertical center line of the steel
primary containment vessel. The inside diameter of this building wassized to provide an annular shaped air space between the two reactor
enclosures that is five feet wide. The total enclosed free air spacebetween the two enclosures is approximately-.5-3--e,-tubic feet.
Additional data on the Shield Building is provided in Section 3.8.1 and inTable 6.2.3-1.

6.2.3-2
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related function after the need for containment isolation has been
* established. Because of this, the annulus vacuum control subsystem is not

classified as an engineeredisafety feature.

This subsystem has two independently controlled branches. Each branch serves
one reactor unit. These branches draw air from their assigned annuli and
release it into the Auxiliary Building exhaust duct system. The air inlet for
each branch is centrally located in the secondary containment volume above the
steel containment dome. During the interim period when Unit 2 is under
construction, the Unit 2 annulus vacuum control subsystem is isolated from the
Unit 1 subsystem by means of blank-off plates located at the fan discharge.

Air pressure control in each secondary containment annulus is achieved with a
redundant fan, differential pressure sensor, motor operated damper and control
circuitry installation incorporated into each branch. This equipment provides
a capability to vary the volumetric flow rate drawn from the annulus to keep
the pressure at a predetermined negative pressure level. This control
function is accomplished with a modulating damper under control of a
differential pressure sensor that adjusts the amount of outside air introduced
upstream of a constant capacity fan in the proper manner to keep the annulus
pressure within a designated narrow range. Two independent installations of
these items are provided to promote operational efficiency. One of the two is
utilized as a standby redundant unit that starts automatically in the event
the operating control unit fails to function in the proper manner.

The fans and flow control dampers serving both reactor secondary containment
annuli are installed in an Auxiliary Building room at elevation 757' adjacent
to the Unit 2 Shield Building.

eXttve prsste,
The nominaly -po i for each annulus vacuum control equipment installation is
five inches of water gauge below atmospheric. The negative pressure level
chosen for normal operation ensures that the annulus pressure will not reach
positive values during the annulus pressure surge produced by a LOCA in the
primary containment. Two 100% capacity fans per reactor unit are utilized to
maintain this negative pressure. One fan per unit is normally on standby.

Air Cleanup Subsystem

The air cleanup subsystem is a redundant, shared airflow network having the
capability to perform two functions for the affected reactor secondary
containment during a LOCA. One of these is to keep the secondary containment
annulus air volume below atmospheric pressure. The second function is to
remove airborne particulates and vapors that may contain radioactive nuclides
from air drawn from the annulus. Each of these is accomplished by this
subsystem without disturbing operation of the unaffected reactor unit.

Both of these functions are performed by processing and controlling a stream
of air taken from the affected reactor unit secondary containment annulus.
The air cleanup operation is conducted by drawing the air stream through a
series of filters and adsorbers. Annulus air pressure control is accomplished
by adjusting the fraction of the airstream that is returned to the annulus air
space. During the interim period when Unit 2 is under construction, the EGTS
ductwork which exhausts air from the Unit 2 annulus is isolated from the air

1- ,cleanup units by means of locked-closed isolation valves, while the supply
ductwork is isolated by blank-off plates.

6.2.3-7
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The negative pressure control setpoint chosen for post-accident operation is
low enough that leakage across the boundary is into the annulus from both the
primary containment and areas adjacent to the Shield Building. The minimum
negative pressure in the annulus meets the requirements of NUREG-0800. The
pressure differentials produced by wind effects are also overcome by
appropriate selection of the annulus negative pressure level.

The rated capacity of each redundant air cleanup unit in the subsystem is 4000
cfm. This subsystem of the EGTS is classified as an engineered safety
feature.

The air flow network for the air cleanup subsystem was designed to provide'the
redundant services needed for either reactor secondary containment annulus.
The intakes and ducting in this network used to bring annulus air to the EGTS
room on elevation 757' in the Auxiliary Building are those also used by the
annulus vacuum control subsystem. The intake is centrally located within each
Shield Building above the steel containment dome. Within the ECTS room the
network branches out in a manner to supply two air cleanup unit installations
that can be aligned with flow control dampers to serve either annulus air
volume. After the air is processed, the air cleanup subsystem air flow
network directs the air to redundant damper controlled flow dividers in each
reactor unit annulus. At these points, the flow network contains two air flow
paths leading to the reactor unit vent and two air flow paths to a manifold
that distributes and releases the air uniformly around the bottom of the
annulus. The vertical separation between the intake above the dome and the
exhaust ports in the manifold is 168-3/4 feet. Butterfly valves, rather than
dampers, are installed in the ducts just above the flow distribution manifold
to minimize the outside air inleakage from the reactor unit vents into the
annulus.

Another feature incorporated into the air cleanup subsystem air flow network
is the capability to cool the filters and adsorbers in an inactive air cleanup
unit that is loaded with radioactive material. This is accomplished with two
cross-over flow ducts that can draw air at 200 cfm from the active air cleanup
unit through the inactive air cleanup unit. (Such an air flow is sufficient
to keep the temperature rise through a fully loaded inactive air cleanup unit
to less than 75°F.) Two butterfly valves in series are installed in each
cross-over air flow path to assure sufficient isolation to perform accurate
removal efficiency tests on the HEPA filter and carbon absorber banks.

This feature is provided in the event excessive adsorber bed temperature
occurs following the failure of an operating EGTS train. Adsorber bed
temperature is recorded in the main control room and status indication of each
EGTS train is also provided. Upon failure of an operating EGTS train,
adsorber bed temperature is monitored to detect subsequent temperature rise.
-hhold thz tcmperature begin to risc zignificant-l above the normal oplrating
ftemperature, the suction valve from the affected annulus to the inaetive ACUi3 rcsocly ppened by the operator from tho main control roms to ostablish a
flow path through the failed air _lzenup ttnit.

The two air cleanup units in the air cleanup subsystem are stainless steel
housings containing air treatment equipment, samples, heaters, drains, test
fittings, and access facilities for maintenance. See Section 6.5.1.2.1 for a
description of the air cleanup units and information related to their design.

6 . 2 . 3 - 8
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After a Phase A containment isolation signal has initiated EGTS
operation, the control room operator will shut one of the two EGTS
trains down and align the appropriate butterfly valves for automatic
operation. In addition, the associated suction valve is remotely
opened from the main control room to establish a flow path from the
affected annulus through the air cleanup unit.
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6.2.3.3.3 Auxiliary Building Gas Treatment System (ABGTS)

The ABGTS has the capabilities needed to preserve safety in accidents as
severe as a LOCA. This was determined by conducting functional analyses of
the system to verify that the system has the proper features for accident
mitigation which consist of a failure modes and effects analysis, a review of
Regulatory Guide 1.52 sections to assure licensing requirement conformance,
and a performance analysis to verify that the system has the desired accident
mitigation capabilities. A detailed failure modes and effects analysis is
presented in Table 6.2.3-3.

The functional analyses conducted on the ABGTS have shown that:

1. The air intakes for the system are properly located to minimize accident
effects. The use of the air intakes provided in the fuel handling and
waste disposal areas minimizes the spread of airborne contamination that
may be accidentally :eleased at these positions in which the probability
of an accidental release, e.g., a fuel handling accident, is more likely.
This localization effect is provided without reducing the effectiveness of
the system to cope with multiple activity released throughout the ABSCE
that may occur during a LOCA. Such coverage is accomplished by utilizing
the normal ventilation ducting to draw outside air inleakage from any
point along the secondary containment enclosure to the fuel handling and
waste disposal areas.

2. Accident indication signals are utilized to bring the ABGTS into operation
to assure that the system functions when needed to mitiga:.e accidcnt
effects. All accidents in which this system is needed to preserve safety
are automatically detected by at least one of the three instrumentation
sets used to generate accident signals that result in system startup.

3. System startup reliability is very high. The practice of allowing the
automatic startup of either, or both, full capacity trains in the system
gives greater assurance that one train of equipment functions upon receipt
of an accident signal.

4. The method adopted to establish and keep the negative pressure level
within this secondary containment enclosure minimizes the time needed to
reach the desired pressure level. Initially, the full capc^ ty of the
ABGTS fans is utilized for this purpose. After reaching t desired
operating level, the system control module allows outside air to enter the
air flow network just upstream of the -an at a rate to keep the fans
operating at full capacity with the enclosed volume at the desired
negative pressure level. In this situation, the amount of air withdrawn
from the enclosed volume is equal to the amount of outside air inleakage
through the ABSCE. Ix a 4+o4, *SV 4W& V~wowr breitaer oAnpers in se~ries a.-re, POV;ge
*'D 04mdt outaid& Oi >r, e 4*.i. r it e 9 aMOWA+ r d- mpeers 4..;1,

5. The ABSCE is maintained at a slightly negative pressure to reduce the
amount of unprocessed air escaping from this secondary containment
enclosure to the atmosphere to insignificant quantitii ;. In addition,
this negative pressure level is less than that which s maintained Thin
the annulus; such that, any air leakage between the Auxiliary Build_..g and
the Shield Building is from the Auxiliary Building into the Shield
Building.

6.2.3-18



6.2.3.4.2. Aux i. rI uui2din~rGas 7reatment System (LBCTS)

Preoperational testing of the A3BTS is conducted to verify that the A.GTS hasthe capabilities needed to reduce radioactive releases from the ABSCE to the- environment during an accident to levels sufficiently low,to keep the siteV boundary dose rates below the requirements of 10 CFR 100. Included in thetest scope are functional tests on all system instrumentation, controls, andalarms. The tests are structured to accomplish the following:

1. Verify the startup and control capabilities of the system, considering asingle operating component failure.

2. Verify the capability of the air flow control modules to create and
maintain a negative pressure within the ABSCE.

3. Verify that ABSCE infiltration is less than or equal to the de'sign valueat the design negative pressure level considering a postulated failure ofa non-safety related component.

4. Verify that the air cleanup units meet requirements specified in
Regulatory Guide 1.52. Refer to Section 6.5.1.4.2 for further information
related to tests applicable to the air cleanup units.

The periodic test program for the ABGTS fans and air cleanup units isdescribed in the Technical Specifications. A periodic test is performed toverify that the ABGTS can maintain the ABSCE at a negative pressure between
-0.25 and -0.5 inches of water with respect to atmospheric pressure. Thistest also verifies that the ABSCE inleakage rate is less than or equal to-6&-3& cfm while the ABSCE is being maintained at the negative pressure
described above. A verification of system flow capacity and ABSCE inleakagerate at the specified negative pressure is adequate to confirm that thecalculated depressurization time is conservative.

6.2.3.5 Instrumentation Reauirements

6.2.3.5.1 Emerrencv Gas Treatment Svstem (EGTS)'

7he air flow control instrumentation requirements for the EGTS are describedin Section 6.2.3.2.2. Instrumentation associated with the air cleanup unitsis discussed in Section 6.5.1.5.1. The logic, controls, and instrumentationof this engineered safety feature system are such that a single failure of anycomponent does no. result in the loss of functional capability for the system.

6.2.3.5.2 Auxiliarv Building Gas Treatment Svstem (ABCTS)'

Instrumentation required for the air flow control modules and air cleanupunits are discussed in Section 6.2.3.2.3. Instrumentation associated with theair cleanup units is discussed in Section 6.5.1.5.2. The logic, controls, andinstrumentation of this engineered safety feature system are such that asingle failure of any component does not result in the loss of functional
capability for the system.

6.2.3-21
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TABLE 6.2.3-2

(Sheet 2 of 8)

FAILURE MOOES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS (Cont'd)

EMERGENCY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

- METHOD OF EFFECT EFFECTCOMPONENT FAILURE POTENTIAL FAILURE ON ON IIDENTIFICATION FUNCTION MOOE J CAUSE DETECTION - SYSTEM PLANT | REMARKS

4. (Cont'd) Closed when by- Valve failure Valve position See remark None Bypass coolingpass cooling is indicating light provision will not berequired in the MCR used unless ACU fails
and enough heat is
generated by
radioactivity which
is collected on HEPA
and charcoal adsorber
to raise the charcoal
bed temperature
significantly.
Therefore, a second
failed closed
isolation valve need
not be postulated.

4a. 2-FCV-65-7 Same as Item 4 Same as Item 4 Same as Item 4 Same as Item 4 Same as Item 4 Same as Item 4 Same as Item 4 except(for Unit 2) except flow path is except ACU A-A A-A becomes B-B andfrom Unit 2 becomes ACU B-B valve on Fan B-B
and ACU B-B (0-FV-65-43) is
becomes ACU A-A closed.

5. A train Provide decay heat Open when ACU Valve failure Valve position Parallel flow path None Additional flow pathisolation cooling path for B- B-B is in indicating light to ACU B-B is open is available whichvalves (2) at B ACU when A-A ACU operation in the MCR causes no adverseEGTS Train B is operating for 
effect.suction Unit 1 (valve open

1-FCV-65-51 by operator action) Negative pressure(for Unit 1) Open when ACU Valve failure Valve position on ACU B-B by None Valve on Fan B-BB-B is in indicating light suction of ACU Fan discharge sidestandby in the MCR A-A (0-FCV-65-43) closes
when ACU B-B is in
standby and will
prevent backflow.

See remark on Item
Closed when Valve failure Valve position 4 None Same as Item 4.bypass cooling indicating light
is required in the MCR

5a. 2-FCV-65-5 am as Item 5 Same as Item 5 Same as Item 5 Same as Item 5 Same as Item 5 Same as Item 5 Same as Item 5 except(for Unit except flow path is except ACU B-BB-B becomes A-A andfrom Unit 2 becomes ACU A-A Valve 0-FCV-65-24
and ACU A-A closes.
becomes ACU B-B

'ki!40'

I
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TABLE 6.2.3-2

(Sheet 5 of 8)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS (Cont'd)

EMERGENCY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

METHOD OF EFFECT EFFECTCOMPONENT FAILURE POTENTIAL FAILURE ON ONIDENTIFICATION FUNCTION MOOE CAUSE DETECTION SYSTEM PLANT REMARKS
9. Shield building Open air path for One damper is Damper failure Damper position None None Damper in parallelexhaust isolation EGTS exhaust to be closed when indicating light flow path is open.dampers discharged to EGTS fan is in the MCR1-FCO-65-26 either shield operating

1-FCO-65-21 building vent and
(2-F~o-65-455 ,.i,.,l. A:-

(2-FCO-65-46)

EGTS inlet flow
elements (2)
1-FE-65-54
(2-FE-65-3)

W I Rea:. I
[Shield building -
exhaust flow
elements 4
1-FE-65-84 & 85 )
1-FE-65-78 & .2'
-4 F-65-84e9 85)
(2-FE-65-8 79)

W11.1~ V e- r Iair
flow to either
annulus

Senses flow to EGTS
and records flow in
MCR

No signal Flow element
failure

Low flow is
recorded in MCR

- . .I _I I

dedicates air flow/ o outside or to
the annulus ring
header

False signal Flow element
failure

Flow indication
in the MCR

II 
I I-

None
(see remark)

None
(see

None These components
are not required
for accident
mitigation. They
are located in the
system flow path to
provide additional
flow information to
the operator. No
control function.

None These components
remark) are not required

for accident
mitigation. They
are located in the
system flow path to
provide additional
flow information to
the operator. No
control function.

10.

11<

I
I I
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TABLE 6.2.3-2

(Sheet 8 of 8)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS (Cont'd)

EMERGENCY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

* VoA-We. A-PFeC\-65-5D 6,6 beref repl aea LOI 4Jk a, Sirest plat4t t is'DJOA, U 4o,4,aJ &O-L-cla-yyb

)t e-r-t Flaw w~e-1rves I-FE-1,6-5A( 7S, '24, ata 25s AaveS be"n aban"4 in pla~ce.,. Flu ledemcnts
It ;- r-r G5-71 kckVe, been deje-ed- FPlo0 >dincl 4 or's P -FTJ-P5-79, ?4 a-4 h Aate, been
ateeaL.)V Arcn.e 11\0,Xl AeLlf PSS00,>Lea F ES Ale 0Wb; t' ~ I.

METHOD OF EFFECT EFFECT
CATIONFNT FAILURE POTENTIAL FAILURE ON ON

IDENTIFICATION FUNCTION ODE CAUSE DETECTION SYSTEM PLANT REMARKS

19. Flow elements (2) Starts EGTS standby Loss of flow at Valve or Redundant ACU Momentary decrease None Redundant ACU starts0-FS-65-31B/A ACU unit upon loss the operating instrument starts in flow from on low flow at the
0-FS-65-55B/A of flow in normally unit failure annulus operating unit.

operating ACU unit

20. Flow elements (2) Shuts off relative Spurious signal Flow element Low flow and Hi- Humidity heater None The EGTS fan can be0-FS-65-25A/B hunidity heater on failure tefrperature may stay on after stopped either by
0-FS-65-44A/B low air flow and alarms in the MCR EGTS fan stops operator action oralarm in MCR fan failure, which

is a single failure.
The other EGTS fan
is available to
function. The
heater is controlled
by temperature
switches; therefore,
the spurious signal
of the flow element
has no effect.

21. Flow elements (2) Opens decay heat No flow from Valve or Valve position See remark on Item None See remark on Item0-FS-65-25B/A removal isolation decay heat instrument indicating tight 16 16, except second0-FS-65-44B/A valves on idle ACU removal cooling failure in the MCR failure of valve orwhen high flow is bypass instrument need notsensed at the be considered.
operating unit
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Table 6.2.3-3

(Sheet I of 26)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS FOR THE ABGTS
ITEM FAILURE POTENTIAL METHOD OF EFFECT ON EFFECT ONNO. COMPONENT FUNCTION MODE CAUSE DETECTION SYSTEM PLANT REMARKS

Aijxf~n~ n,,l,4j

valves to close associated
dampers and cstablishl AB
secondary containment
enclosure; stops AB
general ventilation fans:
stalts various ESF room
coolers: starts ABGTS
fans to maintain negative
pressure in the ABSCE
and remove contaminants
from the ABSCE air prior
to discharge to
at mosphe re.

tignal tails. Train A vital ac bus
failure; Relay VKAI
failure; Train A initiating
signal (Phase A
containment isolation,
high rad in refueling
area, high rnd inaux
bwlidinz gnRl exh.
-eot.-high temp. in aux.
building general supply
duct) failure.

NICR indication of only
one train ABGTS fan
starting and one train of
ABSCE dampers closing.

Spurious signal. Operator error, spurious
initiating signal (initiating
signals listed above).

Loss of
redundancy in
ABSCE isolation
and in ABGTS
until operator
starts Train A
ABGTS manually
from MCR. after
ascertaining that
Train B ABI
signal is not
spurious.

Unnecessary
isolation of
ABSCE and
actuation of
ABGTS.

None.

None.

Train A and Train B ABI initiating
signals are derived from independent
(train-separated) qualified devices
aoxept br- high radiation si;ra'I thw -
ax.s building rnre cF xi

on thn han ss r til the hig "'
Fildiali(FI ciiga 4;q lh, r-efiAngo rrea- |

tcr ~ ~ ";O ect-lmafntird thtt t-he

fGiQurn Pofnt n t1 einj l

-03r CFtP pqr.^hr;;;tn

. . . .-- . --. 6.S.J[

Isolation (A131)
signal Train A
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Table 6.2.3-3

(Sheet 2 of 26)

FAILURE NMODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS FOR THE ABGTS

ITEM
NO. COMPONENT

FAILURE
MODE

POTENTIAL
CAUSE

C A U EM E T E C TO N O FT MD t A I

METHOD OF

2 Auxiliary Building
Isolation (ABI)
signal Train B

Deenergizes sole!noid
valves to close associated
dampers and establish AB
secondary containment
enclosure: stops AB
general ventilation fans:
starts various ESF room
coolers: starts ABGTS
fans to maintain negative
pressure in ABSCE and
remove contaminants from
the ABSCE air prior to
discharge to atmosphere.

Signal rails. Train B vital ac bus
failure: Relay VKBI
failure: Train B initiating
signal (Phease A
containment isolation.
high rad in refueling
area.

tRhigh temp. in aux.
building general supply
duct) failure.

MCR indication of only
one train ABGTS fan
starting and one train of
ABSCE dampers closing.

Loss of
redundancy in
ABSCE isolation
and in ABGTS
until operator
starts Train B
ABGTS manually
from MCR, after
ascertaining that
Train A ABI
signal is not
spurious.

None. Train A and Train B ABI
signals are derived from
(train-separated) qualified
eiscept for high rnadimtien
ouwt. nuilding enaral xtd
Reeer!Wt lEOR tha hari&
radiilien signal PrN"the-
cosmos thSe sam- funcwion

rignal' from generatng x

I initiating I
independent
I devices%
AsigaOn 44G-

ha the higha I

-Ad that thet IA .;1-af I
A "atSignal t I

L 1-
I
I
1-

Spurious signal. Operator error, spurious
initiating signal (initiating
signals listed above).

FUNCTION EFFECT ON
SYSTEM

EFFECT ON
PI .A NTr

None.Unnecessary
isolation of
ABSCE and
actuation of
ABGTS.

D rkAt 11 DEAD
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Table 6.2.3-3

(Sheet 3 of 26)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS FOR THE ABGTS

ITEM
NO. CONMPONEN r FUNCTION

FAILURE
MO(DE
MODE CA US F �Y�IbM PLANT REMARKSEFFECT ONri rrrr-rrn,.r

POTENTIAL
CAUS E

METHOD OF

j AB3TS Exhaust
Fan A-A

Draws a portion of air in
thie ABSCE through an air
cleanup unit (ACU) to
remove radioactive
contaminants and
discharge into the shield
building exhaust vent to
maintain a negative
pressure in the ABSCE
relative to the outside.

Fails to start or
fails to run.

Starts
spuriously.

Mechanical failure: Train
A posher failure: Train A
ABI signal (IIS in A-
Auto).

Spurious Train A ABI
signal (11S in A-Auto):
spurious low flow signal
from Fan B-B after valid
ABI signal (HS in P-
Auto).

Indicating light in NICR.

See 'Remarks- column.

Loss of
redundancy ir
ABGTS.

Vacusnm relief
line dampers r
open to prever
excessive nega
pressure in
ABSCE by
admitting outsi
air.

EFFECT ON EFFECT ON

None. Handswitches for ABGTS Fans A-A
ABGTS Fan and B-B in the NMCR should normally
B-B can be in the A-Auto position. On an ABI
perform the signal, both fans start and the operator
functions of may stop one fan and place its
maintaining handswitch in the P-Auto (pull-out)
the ABSCE position. This mode of operation is
at a negative expected to occur afer3 minutes of
pressure and two fan operation. e fan in the P-
removing Auto mode will start automatically on
contaminants. lwo.-w fi - thw -o p ran An

alarm is provided for the condition
when flow is inadequate 45 seconds
afler fan start.

None. Status monitor light and ind. light ir
nay MCR provide indication to operator that
it fan is running. However, if only one
itive ABGTS train starts when both fans are

in A-Auto or if the- fan in P-Auto starts,
the operator cannot determine whether

de the signal is valid or spurious (no
detection of spurious operation). This
is acceptable since there is no impact on
plant safety without a second failure
(e.g., failure of a vacuum relief

damper).

Ni4-
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Table 6.2.3-3

(Sheet 4 of 26)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS FOR THE ABGTS

ITEM
NO. COMPONENT

4 AI3GTS Exhaust
F tI1r B

Draws a portion of air in
the ABSCE through an air
cleanup unit (ACU) to
remove radioactive
contaminants and
discharge into the shield
building exhaust vent to
maintain a negative
pressure in the ABSCE
relative to the oItside.

Fails to start or Mechanical failure: Train
fails to) run. B power failure: Train B

ABI signal failure (IIS in
A-Auto).

Starts
spuriously.

Spurious Trairt B ABI
signal (IIS in A-Auto):
spurious low flow signal
from Fan A-A afler valid
ABI signal (HS in P-
Auto).

Indicating light in NICR.

See 'Remarks- column.

Loss of
redundancy
A BGTS.

Vacuum rel
line damper
may open t
prevent exc
negative pr(
in ABSCE I
admitting or
air.

None. | andswitches for ABGTS Fans A-A
tin ABTS Fan Iand B-B. ii the MCR should normally

A-A can be in the A-Auto position. On an ABI
perform the signal. both fans start and the operator
functions of may stop one fan and place its
maintaining handswitch in the P-Auto (pull-out)
the ABSCE position. This mode of operation is
at a negative - expected to occur after 30 minutes of
pressure and two fan operation. e fan in the P-
removing Auto mode will start automatically on
contaminants. fi. flw, . - rh "p. fanZ An

alarm is provided for the condition
%%het flow is inadequate 45 seconds
afler fan start.

ief None. tatus monitor light and ind. light in
r/s MNCR provide indication to operator that
3 / fan is running. However, if only one
essive ABGTS train starts when both fans are
essure in A-Auto or if the fan in P-Auto starts,
by / the operator cannot determine whether
ttside the signal is valid or spurious (no

detection of spurious operation). This
is acceptable since there is no impact on
plant safety without a second failure
(e.g., failure of a vacuum relief
damper).

A54v r4; C\s ,8CA E r% ej a 've, i? r

FUNCTION
FAILURE

MODE
POTENTIAL

CAUSE
METHOD OF
DETECTION

EFFECT ON
SYSTEM

EFFECT ON
PLANT

j

0
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FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS FOR THE ABGTS
ITEM FAILURE POTENTIAL METHOD OF EFFECT ON EFFECT ONNO. CC)NIPONENT - FUNCTION MODE CAUSE DETECTION SYSTEM PLANT REMARKS

41 ABGTS V:acuiuim IIovd .- t. I
Relief Line
lsolation Damper
0-FCO-30-280
Trabi A

42 ABGl-S Vacuum
.Reliet Line

Isolation Damper
0-FCO-30-279
Train B

.-..- .tL Iair
outside air.

Provides nflo path for
outside air.

.JNechanical failure: Train
A Power failure: Train A
aux. control air failure:
operator error (HS in
wrong position).

Mechanical faihlue:
operator error (IS in
wrong position).

Indicating light in MCR.

Indicating light in MICR.

Mechanical failure: Train Ind. light in MCR.
B power failure: Train B
aux. control air failure:
operator error (HS in
wrong position).

Mechanical failure:
operator error (HS in
wrong position).

Indicating light in MCR.

Aux. Bldg. at
more negative
pressure (lower
absolute pressure)
than required to
prevent leakage
from outside.

None.
Modulating
Damper 0-FCO-
30-149 can
in1(ependently
control amount of
outside air.

Aux. Bldg. at
more negative
pressure (lower
absolute pressure)
than required to
prevent leakage
from outside.

None.
Modulating
Damper 0-FCO-
30-148 can
independently
control amount of
outside air.

None. See
-Remarks

col mn.

None.

None. See
"Remarks
column.

None.

Dampers 0-FCO-30-279 and 0-FCO-30-
2X0 are provided with train-separated
safety-grade auxiliary control air.%1t

&;Aio'' 4 +Aere, are bD I
VaLtLvtn) breoeve CIO-Mpe'S |

d DA^P 30 - 1129 r 0- DIA j
-YA5? ;, sert'; lA-kIs LsIt 1

Dampers 0-FCO-30-279 and 0-FCO 30-
280 are provided with train-separated3
safety-grade auxiliary control air~pj'
"1.;+;,r1 j Aere &re- £
Va-e4A,wrn i tre~ckljei- "oervS,
C-<Dftp - 30- ualA P, I
9 e-DOt19.30- |

tLA';hO i%-at 4,nK;+ &Wrt~ile I
a~t r, ;"iiD 4,e 'It, ea rJ

44$ '(f rC1rea$s j4 (q oL W nN

0
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Table 6.2.3-3

(Sheet 24 of 26)

0

tanls to-opelu.
stuck closed. or
spuriously

closes.

Fails to close.
stuck open. or
spuriously
opens.

Fails to open.
stuck closed, or
spuriously
closes.

Fails to close.
stuck open. or
spuriously
opens.
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Penetration Type XIX - Electrical

The electrical penetration assemblies provide a means for the continuity of
power, control, and signal circuits through the primary containment structure.

Each assembly consists of redundant pressure barriers through which the
electrical conductors are passed, as shown in Figure 6.2.4-17.

Each penetration assembly is sized such that it may be inserted into and becompatible with the penetration nozzles which are furnished as a part of the
containment structure. Unless otherwise specified, the assembly is designed
to be inserted from the outboard-end of the primary containment nozzle.

The criteria and requirements for the design, construction, and installation
of the modular type electrical penetrations conform to IEEE Standard 317-
'IEEE Standard for Electrical Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures
for Nuclear Fueled Power Generating Stations."

Penetration Type XX

The feedwater bypass line penetrations, shown in Figure 6.2.4-17A are the
'hot' type in which the penetrations must accommodate thermal movement. Each'hot' process line where it passes through the containment penetration isenclosed in a guard pipe that is attached to the process line through a
multiple fluid fitting. The guard pipe protects the bellows should the
process line fail within the annulus between the containment vessel, thereby
precluding the discharge of fluids into the annulus. The inner end of the* guard pipe is fitted with an impingement ring which protects the bellows fromjets originating from pipe breaks inside containment. In addition, the guard-
pipe for this type of penetration extends through and is supported by the
crane wall. This avoids transmitting loads to the containment vessel. Also,
in the event of a pipe rupture it discharges fluid into the reactor
compartment rather than smaller rooms outside the crane wall, thus preventing
overpressurization of these smaller rooms.

For each of these penetrations, the penetration sleeve is welded to the
containment vessel. The process line which passes through the penetration isallowed to move both axially and laterally. A two-ply bellows expansion jointis provided to accommodate any movement between the containment vessel and theShield Building, under any conditions. The bellows is designed to withstand
containment design pressure. When an embedded anchor is not utilized, a low-
pressure flexible closure will seal the process line to the sleeve in the
Shield Building, which will not impose significant stress on the penetration.

The flexible closure described above is located outdoors and serves to containany leakage from the fluid head so that the leakage is routed back to the
| annulus, and to seal the annulus from the outdoors.

Guides and anchors limit movement of pipes such that design limits on the
containment penetration and bellows are not exceeded during all conditions of
plant operation, test, or postulated accidents.

6.2.4-10
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Penetration Tvpe XXI

The ERCW lines and several component cooling water lines employ penetrationtype XXI, as shown in Figure 6.2.4-17B. Process lines are welded directly tothese penetrations.

Penetration TMpe XXII

The type XXII penetration is used for the multiple line nitrogen penetration.This penetration is shown in Figure 6.2.4-17C.

Penetration Type XXIII

This type of penetration is used for the chilled water lines and eachpenetration contains a single chilled water line. The penetration isillustrated in Figure 6.2.4-17D.

Penetration Type XXIV

Type XXIV penetrations are used for maintenance ports. These penetrationsemploy bellows as shown in Figure 6.2.4-17E. Any leakage through the fluedheads or through the bellows will be into the annulus and thereby processed bythe emergency gas treatment system.

The following codes, standards, and guides were applied in the design of thecontainment isolation system.

* 1. 10 CFR Part 50

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III|

3. Regulatory Guide 1.26

4. Regulatory Guide 1.29

5. ANSI N18.2-1973

19766. IEEE Standard 3l7-P9.4

6.2.4.3 Design Evaluation -

The containment isolation systems are designed to present a double barrier toany flow path from the inside to the outside of the containment using thedouble-barrier approach to meet the single-failure criterion.

When permitted by fluid system design, diverse modes of actuation are used forautomatic isolation valves. In addition to diverse modes of operation,channel separation is also maintained. This also ensures that the single-failure criterion is met.

6.2.4-11
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8. The combustible gas control system is designed for a lifetime consistentwith that of the reactor plant.

9. All materials used in the fabrication of the hydrogen recombiners wereselected to be compatible with the conditions inside the reactorcontainment during normal operation and during accident conditions.

10. The combustible gas control system is designed for periodic testing andinspection.

11. A redundant hydrogen sampling system is designed to detect and giveindication in the main control room (MCR) of the presence andconcentration of hydrogen in the primary containment atmosphere subsequentto a LOCA.

6.2.5.2 System Design

The sampling system for the hydrogen analyzer consists of a 3/8-inch samplingline taking samples from the upper and lower compartments and penetratingprimary containment to connect to the hydrogen analyzer system. This line isequipped with two normally closed, solenoid operated, remote manuallycontrolled, isolation valves. Upon actuation of the system the containmentatmosphere is drawn through a series of sample conditioners including a trap,moisture separator, and filter prior to entering the analyzer. The sample isreturned to primary containment via a 3/8-inch line. The return line is alsoequipped with two remote manually controlled isolation valves, normallyclosed. The analyzer is designed to operate under the conditions of pressure,temperature, humidity and radiation associated with a LOCA. The analyzer iscalibrated to measure hydrogen concentrations between zero and ten percentwith an indicated accuracy in the MCR of ± 1.4% hydrogen concentration byvolume. Remote indication and control are provided in the MCR. The samplingsystem including lines is completely redundant and independent. A functionalblock diagram of the containment gas monitor subsystem is shown on Figure6.2.5-6.

The design of the sampling system for the hydrogen analyzer is SeismicCategory I, and conforms to ASME Section III, Class 2, and Section IXrequirements, except the oxygen supply bottles, associated manifolds, andvacuum trap assemblies (see Table 3.2-2a); ANSI B16.5, B16.11, B31.l,+N45.2,and B46.1-requirements; and the applicable requirements of the ASTM and IEEE.The hydrogen analyzer panels and all internal components are classified asClass lE instruments qualified to IEEE 323-1971.

The combustible gas control system consists of two electric hydrogenrecombiner units, located in the upper containment compartment. Eachrecombiner is provided with a separate power panel, control panel, and each ispowered from a separate safeguard bus. The power panels are located in theAuxiliary Building. Each panel is in an area that is accessible following aloss-of-coolant accident. The control panel for each unit is located in theMCR.

Figure 6.2.5-1 is a sketch of the recombiner unit. The recombiner unitconsists of a preheater section, a heater-recombination section, and anexhaust section.

6.2.5-2
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All controls and displays necessary to bring the plant to a safe shutdown
| condition are included within -the X.CR.S area. Emergency food and water are

provided as necessary during emergencies. Medical supplies are housed'within
the MCR. Toilet and kitchen facilities which may be required by main controlroom personnel are included also. Heating, ventilating, air conditioning, andair cleanup components to which access may be necessary are enclosed within
the MCRHS area.

6.4.2.2 Ventilation System Desirn

The Control Building Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning, and Air Cleanup(HVACAC) System design is described in detail in Section 9.4.1. Flow
diagrams, logic diagrams, control diagrams, and component data are also
included in that description.

6.4.2.3 Leak Tightness

The flow rate necessary to maintain the MCRHS area at the required positivepressure is determined by the leakage characteristics of the MCRHS enclosure.
The pressurization flow rate in emergency modes of operation is limited by -hepermissible dose set forth in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Criterion 19. Analysesindicate that if a pressurization flow rate in excess of i-3- cfm is utilized,| the dose to MCR personnel is greater than the permissible Jalue. Thus, a lowleakage MCRHS enclosure is required.

Although no infiltration is expected from interfacing areas, an infiltration
flow rate is calculated to conservatively determine the dose in the MCRHSrea. The infiltration flow rate is limited by the permissible dose set forthW in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Criterion 19. Analysis indicates that the
calculated infiltration rate is acceptable.

The enclosure is formed by the:

1. Monolithic reinforced concrete floor, walls and roof described inSection 3.8.4.

2. Metal pressure barrier beneath each control room console.

3 Low leakage seals for all electrical lines penetrating the enclosure.

4. Low leakage doors and door seals.

r. Low leakage ventilation system isolation dampers.

This enclosure is virtually insensitive to wind effects since only a smallpart of each end of the Control Building and the roof are exposed to theoutside. Practically no control building penetrations exist on the building
interfaces to the outside.

The walls, floors, and roof of the Control Building are of monolithic concreteconstruction. Few leakage paths exist in this type of construction.

6.4-2
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Penetrations of the enclosure are provided with low leakage seals. Beneath
each console in the main control room, a welded steel pressure barrier is
provided. Electrical lines penetrating this barrier or any other portion of
the MCRHS enclosure are provided with low leakage seals to restrict
exfiltration and infiltration. Doors and weather stripping with low leakage
characteristics are installed in doorways which penetrate the MCRHS enclosure.
In addition, dampers in ducts which interface areas adjacent to the MCRHS
enclosure are provided with operators and low leakage seals to provide a
positive barrier to exfiltration and infiltration.

A survey of potential leakage paths was conducted to ensure that the Amount of
exfiltration from the MCRHS area is small enough that the required emergency
pressurization flow rate does not exceed the limiting value of g3ecfm. The
potential leakage paths and the expected exfiltration via each path at a
minimum MCRHS positive pressure of 1/8 inch w.g. (water gage) are summarized
in Table 6.4-1 for each mode of MCRHS operation. Refer to Section 6.4.3 for a
discussion of the operating modes of the MCRHS.

A survey of the infiltration leakage was taken to ensure that the MCRHS area
dose would be within allowable limits. The potential and expected
infiltration leakage for each path at 1/8 inch w.g. during the emergency mode
is summarized in Table 6.4-2.

6.4.2.4 Interaction with Other Zones and Pressure-Containing Equipment

6.4.2.4.1 Other Ventilation Zones

Portions of the Auxiliary Building and Turbine Building are adjacent to the
MCRHS area on the north and south sides respectively. In addition, the MCRHS
area interfaces with other areas of the Control Building. There are few
penetrations of the MCRHS enclosure except those entering the spreading room
which is located directly below the MCRHS area. No adverse interaction that
may enhance the transfer of toxic or radioactive gases into the MCRHS area is
expected with any of these zones.

The north wall, i.e., q-line wall, of the MCRHS area separates it from the
elevation 757 floor of the Auxiliary Building. Elevation 757 of the Auxiliary
Building is maintained at a slightly positive pressure during normal operation
of the plant. This positive pressure does not exceed the positive pressure
level maintained in the MCRMS-area. During emergency operation initiated from
a control room isolation (CRI) signal, the shutdown board room pressurizing
air supply fans are automatically de-energized by the CRI. Therefore, no
significant pressure differential will ever exist between this part of the
Auxiliary Building and the MCRHS area which could promote migration of
airborne radioactive contamination or toxic gases into the MCRHS area.

The south wall, i.e., the n-line wall, of the MCRHS area is adjacent to the
Turbine Building. The turbine building general ventilation system is not
safety-related and is not designed to operate in an emergency. The Turbine
Building will be maintained at atmospheric pressure during normal operation
with a slight negative pressure being provided by the roof ventilators to
induce outdoor air through louvers and dampers. Thus, no significant pressure
differentials are expected which could overcome the outward-acting positive
pressure maintained in the MCRHS areas.

6.4-3
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The spreading room, at elevation 729, is directly below the central portion of
the MCIRHS area. This room is normally maintained at a slightly negative
pressure with respect to atmospheric pressure. Upon MCRHS area isolation,
both the air supply and exhaust to this room are stopped. Isolation dampers
are used to isolate the room from the outside. Therefore, the spreading room
is at approximately atmospheric pressure, or slightly negative, so any leakage
between the MCRES area and the spreading room is exfiltration from the MCRHS
area.

The areas at the east and west ends of the Control Building which are
immediately below the MCRHS area are open to the Turbine Building and,
therefore, are at the same pressure as the rest of the Turbine Building. As
discussed previously, no adverse pressure differentials are expected in the
Turbine Building.

6.4.2.4.2 Pressure-Containing Equipment

In general, pressure-containing equipment or piping is not permitted in the
MCRHS area. Several small hand-held fire extinguishers are located within the
area for local fire control however. In addition, self-contained
breathing apparatuses are stored in the MCRHS area.*

Zones interfacing with the MCRHS and which contain high-pressure equipment are
portions of the Turbine Building and the areas at the east and west ends of
the Control Building directly below the MCRHS area. These areas contain steam
piping and feedwater lines. No adverse pressure differentials are expected
from failure of these lines since any significant differential would result in
rupture of the glass sections of the Turbine Building walls. Areas of the
Auxiliary Building which contain high-pressure equipment have no direct
interface with the MCRHS area.

6.4.2.5 Shielding Design

Refer to Section 12.3.2.

6.4.2.6 Control Room Emergency Provisions

The MCRHS Area is designed for long-term occupation by personnel required
during emergency operation. Supplies and emergency equipment are stored
within the habitability area. Among the emergency supplies provided are:

a. First aid kit and other medical supplies.

b. Protective clothing

c. Compressed breathing air units

d. Demand-type self-contained breathing apparatus with 500 in3 cylinders.

e. Tool kit.

f. Flashlights and extra bulbs and batteries.

g. Several rolls of masking and electrical tape.

6.4-4
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emergency air cleanup trains. One of the two emergency pressurizing
fans (and its associated emergency air intake) is subsequently placed in
the standby mode by the operator.

3. The exhaust fan in the toilet rooms is stopped and double isolation
dampers are closed to prevent the inflow of unfiltered outside air to
the MCRHS area.

4. The shutdown board rooms pressurizing air supply fans in the Auxiliary
Building El. 757.0 are automatically de-energized.

In addition, the following conditions which normally can indirectly affectthe
MCRHS are automatically implemented:

1. The spreading room supply and exhaust fans are stopped and the operating
battery room exhaust fan continues to run.

2 Double isolation dampers in the spreading room supply duct and a single
isolation damper in the exhaust duct will close to prevent infiltration
of outside air to the spreading room.

3. The normal operating electric board room air handling units continue to
supply the same outside air quantity to the Control Building lower
floors.

| 4. Automatic isolation valves close to stop the flow of unfiltered
pressurizing air to the MCRHS.

In the emergency mode, determination of the appropriate emergency pressurizing
| fan to place in standby is based on the operator's judgement.

| The operator has the capability to compare radiation levels at the two
emergency air intakes, as described under the extreme emergency operating mode
below.

In the emergency operations mode, ingress and egress in the MCRHS area is
administratively restricted to essential movement and takes place through one
of the designated entryways on the Elevation 755 level. During this mode, -3* 7'(I
cfm of outside air is drawn in and mixed with 96;I cfm of recirculated air,
drawn through an air cleanup unit, and processed in the MCR air handling unit
for proper humidity and temperature levels. In this mode, air leakage
resistance from the MCRHS area will assure the maintenance of a minimum 1/8
inch w.g. positive pressure in the main control room habitability zone with
the doors closed. Such a capability is demonstrated during preoperational
test and periodically thereafter.

Extreme Emergency Mode

The control building outside air intakes are provided with radiation monitors
| that indicate and annunciate in the main control room. This instrumentation

allows the operator to compare radiation levels at the two emergency air
intakes and select the less contaminated intake for operation during emergency
conditions. If the intake monitors indicate that extremely high air
contamination levels exist outside (e.g., post-LOCA conditions approaching
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Regulatory Guide 1.4 releases which prohibit outdoor movement), the air intakehaving the lower contamination level is chosen and the extreme emergencyoperations mode is utilized. It is not required, however, from a dosew standpoint, that the less contaminated air intake be chosen initially (seeSection 15.5).

During the extreme emergency operations mode, necessary ingress and egress isrestricted to just one entryway on Elevation 755. All other doors from theMCRHS area are sealed with heavy tape to reduce the outleakage from the MCRHSarea. Such a practice reduces air leakage through the doorjamb seals. Thisprocedure provides a greater leakage margin during critical periods of theemergency and maintains the entire MCRHS area above the minimum 1/8 inch w..g.positive pressure.

The restricted ingress or egress under control room operator surveillance forall emergency modes minimizes the unfiltered airflow into the MCRHZ toapproximately 10 cfm.

The basis for this position is that during this brief period when the door isopen the air flow will be from inside the MCRHS area to the outside. Sincethe pressure will never be less than atmospheric in the MCRHS area during thisinterval, little contamination is expected to leak into the MCRHS area. Insuch circumstances the makeup air input of 25-cfm to the MCRHS area isconsidered sufficient to prevent unfiltere air infiltration into the MCRHSarea.

6.4.4 Design Evaluations

^ 6.4.4.l Radiological Protection

Refer to Section 12.3.

6.4.4.2 Toxic Gas Protection

The evaluation of main control room habitability included consideration ofpossible hazards created by accidental release of potentially toxic chemicals.The evaluation considered chemicals stored both onsite and offsite within a5-mile radius. Possible shipments of toxic chemicals by barge, rail, or roadroutes within a 5-mile radius were also considered.

Watts Bar Steam Plant, located approximately 0.7 miles from Watts Bar NuclearPlant, is an offsite storage location for potentially hazardous chemicalswithin the 5-mile radius considered. Chemicals stored at the steam plantinclude acetone, anhydrous ammonia, carbon dioxide, methanol, nitrogen,sulfuric acid, isopropyl alcohol, calcium oxide, bentonite, soda ash, salt(NaCl), sodium sulfite, dichlorodifluoromethane, freon, acetylene, and sodiumhypochlorite. However, only very small quantities of the chemicals, excludingcarbon dioxide (1 ton) and nitrogen (5 tons), are stored at the steam plant.Since nitrogen and carbon dioxide are asphyxiants and large concentrations ofthese chemicals are required to create a hazard, and since only smallquantities, as defined in Table C-2 of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.78, of the othermore toxic chemicals are stored, no hazard to main control room personnel atWatts Bar Nuclear Plant is foreseen.

6.4-7
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TABLE 6.4-1

AIR LEAKAGE (EUFILTRATION) PATHS IN THE WATTS BAR
MCRHS AREA CONTROL ROOM

Leakage Path Flow Rqte d) (cfm)

Doors

Toilet Damper

Spreading Room Dampers

Other Dampers

Penetrations (electrical,
piping, and ducts)

Concrete Walls, Floor, and
Roof

Duct Leakage (to outside of
MCRES)

Tozal(2)

Air Intake 3 )
. . .C c

Net Excess Capacity

Norinal
Operation

Mode

215.1

825(1)

12 00"

3.1

0.1

0.2

1a879

2-6.2-.-L 6S

3200

4 73;.

Emergency
Mode

215.1

9.7

16.5

3.1

0.1

0.2

ZLIcY

3-2- L/- 7/

4-5 71/

4~.'- CC/ F

Extreme
Emergency

Mode

107.5 l

9.7

16.5

3.1

0. 1

I

0.2

-1-9 1

2 4- V6{

D-2-57/

1_6 9 _- ,~

NOTES:

1 During normal operation, this flow path is normally open.

2 If the toilet exhaust fan or the spreading room supply fan fails to shut
down during emergency mode concurrent with isolation damper failing open, a
maximum of 24 cfm additional out-leakage may occur.

3 During both emergency modes, the ventilation supply is isolated with
butterfly valves.

All numbers rounded to the nearest tenth.
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TABLE 6.4-2

AIR LEAKAE _INF-LTRATION) PATHS IN THE WATTS -AR
,MiC'R!S AREA CONTROL ROOM

Leakage Path

Door into Turbine Building (for egress/ingress) 10.0()

Emergency Pressurizing System Discharge Duct .2 ;- ) 0
Control Air for Fire Protection 2.0

Pneumnacically Operated Dampers and Valves 24 .0(2)

?netumatically Operated Instruments 1.0

Normal Pressu:-izing Duct T:-6

o Battery Room Exhaust C

Safety Margir. 342%

Total 750

Iritial Use of Pneumatic Valves and Dampers 24.0

Steady-Stace Total. 51.(!

NTS:

To account for the possibl'c increase in air exchange due to ingrers oregress, an addit;ornai 10 cEm was added.

2 Inic:ially, the Dne-umatic damDers and valves release air into the 1CJC.-S area;afte. damners and valves are set, they are no longer used.

3 wst9 g p-J.' ~=J~,t2. k1"A Ca AlJ^ Ct f~~S

- .

PI o I IT R.re ( f l-r
I -

I

I

II

0
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2. These air cleanup units are a part of the reactor building purge system.
See Section 9.4.6.1 for the design basis for other portions of this
system.

6.5.1.1.4 Main Control Room Emergency Air Cleanup Units

The design bases are:

1. To provide air purification capabilities sufficient to keep air purity
levels in the main control room and adjoining areas defined in Section
6.4 within limits needed to satisfy Criterion 19 of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A.

2. These air cleanup units are a part of the control room area ventilation
system. See Section 9.4.1.1 for the design bases for other portions of
this system.

6.5.1.2 System Design

6.5.1.2.1 Emergency Gas Treatment System Air Cleanup Units

The air cleanup units are a part of the air cleaning subsystems of the EGTS.
See Section 6.2.3.2.2 for a description of the system design of the air
cleanup subsystem, and the function, operation and control of the air cleanup
units within that system.

The rated capacity of each redundant air cleanup unit in the subsystem is 4000
cfm. Both-units are located in the EGTS room on Elevation 757. They are
adjacent to each other, but separated by a concrete barrier wall.

The air cleanup units are steel housings containing air treatment equipment,
samples, heaters, a drain, test fittings, and access facilities for.

pnaintenance. The air treatment equipment within the housing includes a
demister, relative humidity heater, prefilter bank, HEPA filter bank, two
banks of carbon adsorbers in series and another HEPA filter bank. This
equipment is installed in the order listed.

The housing incorporates a quench-type water supply and drain system for
flooding the carbon in case of fire. A drain is also incorporated into the
housing adjacent to the demister installation to allow moisture separated from
the air stream to flow by gravity to a water collection tank in the Auxiliary
Building. Integral to this housing are test fittings properly sized and
positioned to permit orderly and efficient testing of the HEPA filter and
carbon adsorber banks.

The relative humidity heater installed in the air cleanup units is an electric
heater designed to heat the incoming air sufficiently to reduce the relative
humidity of saturated air to 70%. The re-lative humidity of incoming air from
-the annuluc has been determined Fit to cxeced 70% during accideent- c enditien
Included in this installation is a temperature limiting controller that will
shut the heater off if excessive temperatures are detected.

6.5-2
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Containment isolation can be initiated by either of two signals:

Phase A signal is generated by either of the following:

1. Manual - either of two momentary controls.

2. Safety injection signal generated by one or more of the following:

a. Low steamline pressure in any steamline.
b. Low pressurizer pressure.
c. High containment pressure.
d. Manual - either of two momentary controls.

Phase B signal is generated by either of the following:

1. Manual - two sets (two switches per set) - actuation of both
switches in either set is necessary for spray initiation.

2. High-high containment pressure signals.

Containment isolation Phase A exists if containment isolation Phase B exists;
i.e., when the Phase B signal is initiated by automatic instrumentation.
Phase A containment isolation does not occur when the Phase B signal is
initiated manually. The instrumentation circuits that generate both Phase A
and Phase B signals are described in Section 7.1.2.1.2.

Containment purge system isolation (containment purge lines only) can be
initiated by either of two signals:

1. Manual - Phase A or B manual initiate
- SIS manual initiate

2. Automatic - SIS auto-initiate
- h rain A or B sensor)

radiation (1 of 2 sensors).

An analysis was performed to determine the offsite radiological consequences
of a LOCA during a containment purge operation and before completion of
containment isolation. A DBA-LOCA and a 98 gpm break in the primary coolant
line (smallest break in which RCS pressure cannot be maintained) were
considered in order to provide complete information to evaluate the offsite
radiological consequences. In this analysis containment isolation was assumed
to be initiated from two out of three high containment pressure signals with
isolation setpoints at 1.5 psig. The purge system isolation was considered
complete 4 seconds after the isolation signal was received by all the
isolation valves.

The amount of containment atmosphere released to the environment during a
design basis accident (DBA) was conservatively estimated as the flow computed
from the maximum peak calculated containment pressure of 8.7 psig (see LOTIC
results in Section 6.2.1.3) for the full required isolation time of 4 seconds.

6.5-9
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TABLE 6.5-3

(Sheet 1 of 3) ,

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.52, REV.2, SECTION APPLICABILITY

FOR THE REACTOR BUILDING PURGE VENTILATION SYSTEM

Applicability Comment
To This System Index

yes Note 1

yes --

yes
yes
yes --

no Notes 3 & 13

no Note 4

yes
no Note 5

yes --

yes --

no Note 6

no Note 1

yes
no Note 8

yes --

no Note 9

Notes 3
Notes 3
Note 14
Note 14

Reg.
Guide
Section

C.3.e
C.3.f
C.3.g
C.3.h

C.3.i
C. 3 .j
C.3.k
C.3.1

C.3.m
C.3.n
C.3.o
C.3.p

C.4.a
C.4.b
C.4.c
C.4.d
C.4.e

& 10 C.5.a
& 10 C.5.b

C.5.c
C.5.d

Applicability Comment

To This System Index

yes Note 14

Re g.
Guide
Section

C.i.a
C.1.b
C.1.c
C.l.d
C.1.e

C.2.a
C.2.b

C.2.c
C.2.d
C.2.e
C.2.f
C.2.g
C.2.h
C.2.i

C.2.j
C.2.k
C.2.1

C.6.a yes
C.6.b yes

Note 14

Note 14
Note 14
Note 11
Note 14

Notes 9, E9& 16
Notes 12 & 14

Note
Note
Note

yyes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

no
no
no
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

12
17
14

15
15
15
15

Notes 14 & 15
Note 14

NOTES

1. The postulated design basis accident (DBA) for the reactor building purge

ventilation system is a fuel handling accident within the Reactor

Building. -

2. Deleted

3. Each air cleanup unit contains a prefilter bank, HEPA filter bank, and

carbon adsorber bank in the order listed.

4. The short duration of the air cleanup operation needed following the

postulated DBA identified in Note 1 makes this requirement unnecessary

because the probability of such destructive events to equipment already

in operation during a short period of time is extremely small.

Note
Note
Note
Note

C.3.a
C.3.b

C.3.c
C.3.d

no
no
yes
yes
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TABLE 6.5-4

(Sheet 1 of 3)

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.52, REV.2. SECTION APPLICABILITY
FOR THE MAIN CONTROL ROOM AIR CLEANUP SUBSYSTEM

Reg.
Guide Applicability Comment
Section To This System Index

Note 1

Notes 3 & 9
Note 2

Note 4

Note 5

Note 6

Note 7

C.l.a
C.l.b
C.l.c
C.l.d
C.l.e

C.2.a
C.2.b
C.2.c
C.2.d
C.2.e
C.2.f
C.2.g
C.2.h
C.2.i
C.2.j
C.2.k
C.2.l

C.3.a
C.3.b
C.3.c
C.3.d
C.3.e
C.3.f
C.3.g
C.3.h

NOTES

&
&
&

8
8
8

Reg.
Guide
Section

C.3.i
C.3.j
C.3.k
C.3.1
C.3.m
C.3.n
C.3.o
C.3.p

C.4.a
C.4.b
C.4.c
C.4.d
C.4.e

C.5.a
C.5.b
C.5. c
C.5.d

Applicability Comment
To This System Index

yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no

no
no
no
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

Note 12
Note 12
Note 10
Note 12

Notes 7,

Note 12

Note 11
Note 11
Note 12

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
yesI.--
yes
no
yes
yes
no ) e$
yes
yes
no
yes
no

C.6.a yes
C.6.b yes

13
13
13
13

Notes 12
Note 12

1. The postulated design basis accident (DBA) for the main control room air
cleanup units is the DBA LOCA.

2. All equipment is protected from natural phenomena and no high pressure
equipment exists in the area. Rotating equipment is suitably encased and
therefore, no missiles are expected to be generated which could result in
loss of redundancy.

Note
Note
Note
Note

12, & 14

Notes 3
Notes 3
Notes 3
Note 12
Note 12

Note 12

no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

& 13
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TABLE 6.5-4

(Sheet 2 of 3)

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.52. REV.2, SECTION APPLICABILITY
FOR THE MAIN CONTROL ROOM AIR CLEANUP SUBSYSTEM (cont'd)

3. Each redundant air cleanup subsystem contains a HEPA filter bank and acarbon adsorber bank.

4. No pressure surges of any significance to this system are envisioned
during the postulated DBA identified in Note 1.

5. Differential pressure sensors are used to sense failure of an air cleanupunit, switch to the backup unit, and annunciate in the main control room.Differential pressure sensors for the HEPA and adsorber banks are locatedon the air cleanup unit housings in the mechanical equipment room locatednext to the main control room. This mechanical equipment room is readilyaccessible to main control room personnel.

6. The amount of radioactive material collected by the filter and adsorberbanks in the DBA LOCA is not sufficient to create a serious radiationhazard. Furthermore, adequate capacity for air cleanup is provided toprotect the main control room personnel for the full 30 day duration ofthe postulated emergency. Therefore, there is no need for a filter oradsorber bank replacement during the emergency.

7. No enhancement in safety is foreseen by utilizing low leakage ducting inthis system. Leakage from commercial grade ducting within the maincontrol room cannot jeopardize safety because all supply and exhaust airis clean. No safety hazard due to small duct leakage outside theenclosed space containing the main control room is envisioned. Duringemergencies, essentially all air in-leakage into ducting with air belowatmospheric pressure is cleaned up in its passage through the air cleanuDunit. All external duRting having air at a positive pressure
entraini!tontamknanis AtS arPu eu quently introduced into the maincontrol room b leakage fe i rducting having a pocitivc air
pressure is from the duct te thez utjide. H ove irthe air cleanupwn ,i -1S arAuctwcrl -z leak-tested in accordance with ANSI N509-1976.

8. No equipment of this kind is utilized in the system.

9. The small quantities of outside air brought inside do not containsufficient moisture to cause the mixture of recirculated air and outsideair to have a humidity level sufficiently high to degrade the adsorberbank performance.

10. The amount of radioactive material collected during the entire 30 dayemergency due to the postulated DBA is too small to raise the adsorberbank temperature near the carbon ignition temperature.

11. Compliance with this section is not a licensing requirement.
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TABLE 6.5-8

(Sheet 1 of 2)

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT OPERATION FOLLOWING A DBA

PART I - Shield Building Secondary Containment Enclosure

General

Type of Structure: Reinforced Concrete
3 94k ,DOO

Free Volume: -5,,G cubic feet

Annulus Width: 5 feet

Location of Fission Product Removal Systems:
See Sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.4

Time-Dependent Parameters

Inleakage Rate: 250 cfm

Pressure: -0.5 inch water gauge at clIvetion
zguivelent t- top of Auxiliary Building clv+;V

Air Cleanup System Flow Rate: 4000 cfm

Recirculation Flow Rate: 3750 cfm

Exhaust Flow Rate: 250 cfm

Effectiveness of Fission Product Removal System:
See Section 6.5.3

PART II - Auxiliary Building Secondary Containment Enclosure

General

Type of Structure: Reinforced Concrete

Free Volume: 6.9 x 106 cubic feet
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1. "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, "Appendix A to Title
10 CFR Part 50, July 7, 1971." (See Sections 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.6).

2. "Regulatory Guide 1.11 - Instrument Lines Penetrating Primary Reactor
Containment," Regulatory Guides for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants,
Division of Reactor Standards, Atomic Energy Commission.

3. "Regulatory Guide 1.22 - Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation
Functions," Regulatory Guides for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants,
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pertaining to electrical cable for sa etv--elated systems is given in. Section &.3.1.4. Cr-itical circuits and unc::ons include: power, cot-rol,
and process protection channels associated with the operations of The reactor
trip system or engineered safety features actuation system. Failure events
are evaluated for credibility and credible events shall include, but not be
limited to, the effects of short circuits, pipe rupture, missiles, etc., and
are considered in the basic plant design. Control board details are given in
Section 7.7.1.10. In the control board, separation of redundant circuits is
maintained as described in
Section 7.1.2.2.2.

Instrument sensing lines (including capillary systems) which serve safety-
related systems identified in Section 7.1.1.1 are designed to meet the
independence requirements of criterion 22 of the 1971 General Design Criteria
and IEEE 279-1971 Section 4.6. The requirements consider the following
events: (1) normal activities in the area (e.g., maintenance); (2) high and
moderate energy jet streams, missiles, and pipe whip; and (3) possible damage
caused by falling loads from the plant lifting systems (e.g., cranes,
monorails). Exceptions to these requirements shall be evaluated for technical
adequacy and documented in Design Basis Documents.

7.1.2.2.1 General

| 1. Cables of redundant circuits shall be run in separate cable trays,
conduits, ducts, penetrations, etc.

2. Circuits for nonredundant functions should be run in cable trays or
conduit separated from those used for redundant circuits. Where this
can not be accomplished, nonredundant circuits may be run in a cable0 tray, conduit, etc., assigned to a redundant function. Wnen so routed,
it must remain with that particular redundant circuit routing and shall
not cross over to other redundant groups.

3. Horizontal and vertical separation shall be maintained between cable
trays associated with redundant circuits.

4. Wnere it is impractical for reasons of equipment arrangement to provide
separate cable trays, cables of redundant circuits shall be isolated byapproveca
p barriers er bc inctallcd in ccparzac aeritalic conduit or proven
safe by test or analysis.

5. Power and control cables rated at 600V or below shall not be placed in
cable trays with cables rated above 600V.

6. Low-level type signal cables shall not be routed in cable trays
containing power cables. Higher level protection instrumentation analog
and signal cables (above 100 mV) may be routed in the same tray with
control cables if a tray barrier is provided between cables.

7.1.2.2.2 Specific Svstems

Channel independence is carried throughout the system, extending from the
..ePnsor through to the devices actuating the protective function. Physical
separation is used to achieve separation of redundant transmitters.
Separation of wiring is achieved using separate wireways, cable trays, conduit

- runs and containment penetrations for each redundant channel. Each redundant
channel is energized from a separate ac power feed.

7. 1 - 12
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Within the process protection system there are four separate protection

channel sets. Redundant protection channels are separated by locating the

processing electronics of the redundant channels in different protection

channel rack sets. Separation of redundant channels begins at the sensors and

is maintained in the field wiring, containment penetrations, and process

protection channel racks. Thus any single failure within a channel will not

prevent initiation of a required protection system action.

In the nuclear instrumentation system and the solid state protection system

racks where redundant channels of protection instrumentation are physically

adjacent, there are no wireways or cable penetrations which would permit, for

example, a fire resulting from electrical failure in one channel to propagate

into redundant channels in the logic racks.

Independence of the logic trains is discussed in Sections 7.2 and 7.3. Two

reactor trip breakers are actuated by two separate logic matrices which

interrupt power to the control rod drive mechanisms. The breaker main

contacts are connected in series with the power supply so that opening either

breaker interrupts power to all control rod drive mechanisms, permitting the

rods to free fall into the core.

1. Reactor Trip System

a. Separate routing is maintained between the four reactor trip system

process protection channels, including the sensor signals,

comparator signals, and associated power supplies.

b. Separate routing of the reactor trip signals from the two redundant

logic system cabinets is maintained. In addition, they are separated

(by spatial separation, by -Per4.is4.e-of- barrier, or by separate cable

trays or wireways) from the four rote tion instrumentation channels.

2. Engineered Safety Features Actuatio stem

a. Separate routing is maintained for the four redundant sets of ESF

actuation system process protection channels, comparator output

signals and power supplies for such systems. The separation of these

four redundant and independent protection channel sets is maintained

from sensors through process protection racks to logic system

cabinets.

b. Separate routing of the ESF actuation signals from the two redundant

logic system cabinets is maintained. The ESF actuation signals are

also separated from the four process protection channels.

c. Separate routing of redundant control and power circuits associated

with the operation of engineered safety features equipment is

required to retain redundancies provided in the system design and

power supplies.

3. Vital Control Power Supply System

The separation criteria presented above also apply to the power supplies

for the load centers and buses distributing power to redundant

components and to the control of these power supplies.
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4. Control Board

Control board switches and associated lights are generally furnished in
modules. Modules provide a degree of physical protection for the

switches, associated lights and wiring. Teflon wire is used within the
module and between the module and the first termination point.

Modular train column wiring is formed into wire bundles and carried to

metal wireways (gutters). Gutters are run into metal vertical wireways

(risers). The risers are the interface between field wiring and control
board wiring. Risers are arranged to maintain the separated routing of
the field cable trays.

Cer4tain Wiring within control boards has been designed and installed to
maintain physical independence. Design features include enclosed
modular switches, metal wireways, use of cable rated at 600 valt 2000C
tomporatura rati.ng and with ;znzzncbuzbiblI insulation of teflon type E
or K per MIL ;W 16878 and metallic woven braid applied to thze outer over appro
jake4te of critical wires. PVC type tubing (Tygon) has been used in some
installations to insulate up to approximately 6 inches of the drain wire
where signal cable is broken out to terminate the cable at termination

points.

Figure 7.1-2 shows the details of the control boards critical wiring
braid installation. Wiring for each train is routed from the field to

separate vertical risers, separated horizontally in enclosed horizontal
wireways, and then routed from the wireway to the enclosed switch module
in metallic braid. Maximum air space between cables of different trains
has been maintained and in no case do cables from different trains touch
nor can they migrate with time to touch.

In order to maintain separation between wiring associated with different

logic trains, mutually redundant safety train wiring is not terminated
on a single device. Backup manual actuation switches link the separate
trains by mechanical means to provide greater reliability of operator
action for the manual reactor trip function and manual engineered safety
features actuations. The linked switches are themselves redundant so
that operation of either set of linked switches will actuate safety
trains "A" and "B" simultaneously.

Safety-related indicators, e.g., post accident monitoring indicators are
separated by metallic barrier plates and/or air separation. Teflon

insulated wire is used between the indicators and the first termination
point. The wire routing method is similar to that used for the modules.

Reactor trip system and engineered safety features actuation system process
protection channels may be routed in the same wireways provided circuits have
the same power supply and channel set identity (I, II, III or IV).

7Z.1.2.2.3 Fire Protection

Details of fire protection are provided in Section 9.5.1.
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a. Testing at plant shutdown
1) Source range testing

2) Intermediate range testing

3) Power range testing

b. Testing between P-6 and P-10 permissive power levels

1) Intermediate range testing

2) Power range testing

C. Testing above P-10 permissive power level

1) Power range testing

For a detailed description of the £Tuclear instrumentation system see

References [2) and [15). Reference [2] is applicable to the power range only.

Solid State Logic Testing

The logic trains of the reactor trip system are designed to be capable of

complete testing at power. Afrtr the indiPidual prctectin. Systtm channel

tecting is complete, Che logic matrices are tested from the train A and train

B logic rack test panels. This step provides everlap beacozzn the process and

li prrtizns ef the test pregra. During this test, all of the logic inputs

are actuated automatically in all combinations of trip and non-trip logic.

Trip logic is not maintained sufficiently long enough to permit opening of the

reactor trip breakers. The reactor trip undervoltage coils are 'pulsed' in

order to check continuity. During logic testing of one train, the other train

can initiate any required protective functions. Annunciation is provided in

the control room to indicate when a train is in test (train output bypassed)

and when a reactor trip breaker is bypassed. Details of the logic system

testing are given in Reference [3].

A direct reactor trip resulting from undervoltage or underfrequency on the

pump side of the reactor coolant pump breakers is provided as discussed in

Section 7.2.1 and shown on Figure 7.2-1. The logic for these trips is capable

of being tested during power operation. When parts of the trip are being

tested, the sequence is such that an overlap is provided between parts so that

a complete logic test is provided.

This design complies with the testing requirements of IEEE Standard 279-1971

and IEEE Standard 338-1971lC"] as discussed in Table 7.1-1. Details of the

method of testing and compliance with these standards are provided in

References [1], [3), and [11).

The permissive and block interlocks associated with the reactor trip system

and engineered safety features actuation system are given on Tables 7.2-2 and

7.3-3 and designated protection or 'P' interlocks. As a part of the protection

system, these interlocks are designed to meet the testing requirements of IEEE

Standards 279-1971 and 338-1971 as discussed in Table 7.1-1.

Testability of the interlocks associated with reactor trips for which credit

is taken in the accident analyses is provided by the logic testing and
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semi-automatic testing capabilities of the solid state protection system. In

the solid state protection system the undervoltage coils (reactor trip) and

master relays (engineered safeguards actuation) are pulsed for all
combinations of trip or actuation logic with and without the interlock

| signals. Interlock testing may be performed at power.

| Testing of the logic trains of the reactor trip system includes a check of the
input relays and a logic matrix check. The following sequence is used to test

the system: -4 -~~~"

1) Check of input relays er 4eslqd ;n byp15ss + se>
V ea c,+&V aos m.

During testing of the process protection system and nuclear
instrumentation system channels, each channel comparator/bistable is

placed in a trip mode causing one SSPS input relay in train A and one in

train B to de-energize. A contact of each relay is connected to a
universal logic printed circuit card. This card performs both the reactor

trip and monitoring functions. Each reactor trip input relay contact
causes a status lamp and an annunciator on the control board to operate.
Either the Train A or Train B input relay operation will light the status

lamp and annunciator.

Each train contains a multiplexing test switch, one of which (either

train) normally remains in the A + B position. The A + B position allows
information to be transmitted alternately from each train to the control

board. During testing a steady status lamp indicates that both trains are

receiving a trip mode logic input for the channel being tested. A

flashing lamp indicates a failure in one train. Contact inputs to the
logic protection system such as reactor coolant pump bus underfrequency

relays operate input relays which are tested by operating the remote
contacts as described above and using the same type of indications as
those provided for comparator/bistable input relays. es Ae54S aftg

pe4-rvme ped xIy
Actuation of the SSPS input relays provides the overlap between the A a Y h
testing of the logic protection system and the testing of those systems h Yer1nio4 l

supplying the inputs to the logic protection system.4Test indications are
status lamps and annunciators on the control board. Inputs to the logic

protection system are checked one channel at a time, leaving the other
channels in service. For example, a function that trips the reactor when
two out of four channels trip becomes a one out of three trip when one
channel is placed in the trip mode. Both trains of the logic protection
system remain in service during this portion of the test.

2) Check of logic matrices +0

Logic matrices are checked one train at a time. Input relays are not

operated during this portion of the test. D'eactor trips the train
being tested are inhibited with the use of the input error inhibit switch

on the semi-automatic tpst panel in the train. Details of semi-automatic

tester operation are given in Reference [3]. At the completion of the

logic matrix tests, eonc mparator,/bictablc in each channel of the procczs
protection system or nuelear instrumcentatin is tripped to ehezek es;e-
of the input error inhibit switch contactsi S 0ke.cKt msln an, apPer'epia;^e +es+
ivFe~D- (v.r;cg+on o etis+,ng4 +r.p s-ftu..s /&riP_/eDtpider' paite.s 9r krp op
6,h- C XU'.oL+br/b;stLble $ +ke- 6Ppbpr;oQ1~. po++ct systemlp es0rt&))
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7.3.2.2 Compliance With Standards and Design Criteria

Discussion of the General Design Criteria (GDC) is provided in various

sections of Chapter 7 where a particular GDC is applicable. Compliance with

certain IEEE Standards and Regulatory Guides is presented in Section 7.1,

Table 7.1-1. The discussion given below shows that the engineered safety

features actuation system complies with IEEE Standard 279-1971, Reference [3].

7.3.2.2.1 Single Failure Criterion

The discussion presented in Section 7.2.2.2 (item 2) is applicable to the

engineered safety features actuation system, with the following exception.

In the ESF, a loss of instrument power will call for actuation of ESF

equipment controlled by the specific comparator that lost power (containment

spray excepted), The actuated equipment must have power to comply. The power

supply for the protection systems is discussed in Chapter 8. For containment

spray, the final comparators are energized to trip to avoid spurious

actuation. In addition, manual containment spray requires a simultaneous

actuation of two manual controls. Two sets of manual containment spray

controls are provided (one set/train and 2 switches/set). (Section 7.3.2.2.6

provides a discussion of protective action manual initiation capability.)

This is considered acceptable because spray actuation on high-high containment

pressure signal provides automatic initiation of the system via protection

channels meeting the criteria in Reference [3]. Moreover, most ESF equipment

(valves, pumps, etc.) can be individually manually actuated from the control

board. Hence, a third mode of containment spray initiation is available. The

design meets the requirements of Criteria 21 and 23 of the 1971 GDC.

7.3.2.2.2 Equipment Qualification

Equipment qualifications are discussed in Sections 3.10 and 3.11.

7.3.2.2.3 Channel Independence

The discussion presented in Section 7.2.2.2 (Item 6) is applicable. The ESF

slave relay outputs from the solid state logic protection cabinets are

redundant, and the actuations associated with each train are energized up to

and including the final actuators.by the separate ac power supplies which

power the logic trains.

7.3.2.2.4 Control and Protection System Interaction

The discussions presented in Section 7.2.2.2 (Item 7) are applicable.

7.3.2.2.5 Capability for Sensor Checks and Equipment Test and Calibration

The discussions of system testability in section 7.2.2.2 (Items 3 Ian 10 are

applicable to the sensors, process protection system circuitry, and logic

trains of the ESFAS.

The following discussions cover those areas in which the testing provisions

differ from those for the reactor trip system.
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Testing of ESFAS

The ESF systems are tested to provide assurance that they will operate as
designed and will be available to function properly in the unlikely event of
an accident. The testing program meets the requirements of Criteria 21, 37,
40, and 43 of the 1971 GDC and RG 1.22 as discussed in Table 7.1-1. The tests
described in this section and further discussed in Section 6.3.4 meet the
requirements on testing of the ECCS as stated in GDC 37 except for the
operation of those components that will cause an actual safety injection. The
test, as described, demonstrates the performance of the full operational
sequence that brings the system into operation, the transfer between normal
and emergency power sources and the operation of associated cooling water
systems. The safety injection and RHR pumps are started and operated and
their performance verified in a separate test discussed in Section 6.3.4.
When the pump tests are considered in conjunction with the ECCS test, the
requirements of GDC 37 on testing of the ECCS are met as closely as possible
without causing an actual safety injection.

Testing as described in Sections 6.3.4., 7.2.2.2 (Item 10) and this section
provides complete periodic testability during reactor operation of all logic
and components associated with the ECCS. The program is as follows:

1. Prior to initial plant operation, ESF system tests were conducted. (See
Chapter 14.)

2. Subsequent to initial startup, ESF system tests are conducted during
each regularly scheduled refueling outage.

3. During on-line operation of the reactor, all of the ESF process
protection and logic circuitry are fully tested. In addition,
essentially all of the ESF final actuators are fully tested. The
remaining few final actuators whose operation is not compatible with
continued on-line plant operation are checked by means of continuity
testing.

Performance Test Acceptability Standard for the Safety Injection Signal and
the Automatic Demand Signal for Containment Spray Actuation

During reactor operation the basis for ESFAS acceptability is the successful
completion of the verzlappig- tests performed on the initiating system and the
ESFAS. Checks of process indications verify operability of the sensors.
Protection system checks and tests verify the operability of the circuitry
from the in.put of those circuits through to and including the logic input
'rlayE except for- the input relays a, ocia;o e i th c ien At Aa- y -

unctio=n Schick arc toested during the solid Rtate logic testing. Solid state
logic testing also checks the signal path from and including logic input relay
contacts through the logic matrices and master relays and performs continuity
tests on the coils of the output slave relays. Final actuator testing
operates the output slave r'elays and verifies operability of those devices
which require safeguards actuation and which can be tested without causing
plant upset. A continuity check is performed on the actuators of the
untestable devices. Operation of the final devices is confirmed by control
board indication and visual observation that the appropriate pump breakers
close and automatic valves have completed their travel.
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Solid State Logic Testing

'Except for containment spray channels2 solid state logic testing is the same as
that discussed in Section 7.2.2.2 (Item 10). Aftcr th: indi tidual channel
Pr-oBas - in oomplot, thg Logic matrices are tested from the Train A
and Train B l .c rack test panels. This step pro-:ides overlap bet"eon the
process and 1 c portions of Lhe test program. During this test, each of the
logic inputs is actuated automatically in all combinations of trip and non-
trip logic. Trip logic is not maintained sufficiently long enough to permit
master relay actuation; master relays are "pulsed" in order to check
continuity. Following the logic testing, the individual master relays are
actuated electrically to test their mechanical operation. Actuation of the
master relays during this test will apply low voltage to the slave relay coil
circuits to allow continuity checking but not slave relay actuation.
Annunciation is provided in the control room to indicate when a train is in
test. During logic testing of one train, the other train can initiate the
required engineered safety features function. Additional details of the logic
system testing are given in Reference [2].

Actuator Testing

At this point, testing of the initiation circuits through operation of the
master relay and-its contacts to the coils of the slave relays has been
accomplished. Slave relays do not operate because of reduced voltage.

The ESFAS final actuation device or actuated equipment testing is performed
from the engineered safeguards test cabinets, which are located near the SSPS
logic cabinets. One test cabinet is provided for each of the two protection
Trains A and B. Each cabinet contains individual test switches necessary to
actuate the slave relays. To prevent accidental actuation, test switches are
of the type that must be rotated and then depressed to operate the slave
relays. Assignments of contacts of the slave relays for actuation of various
final devices or actuators have been made such that groups of devices or
actuated equipment can be operated individually during plant operation without
causing plant upset or equipment damage. In the unlikely event that an ESFAS
signal is initiated during the test of the final device that is actuated by
this ESFAS signal, the device will already be in its safeguard position.

During this last procedure, close communication between the main control room
operator and the operator at the test panel is required. Prior to the
energizing of a slave relay, the main control room (MCR) operator assures that
plant conditions will permit operation of the equipment that will be actuated
by the relay. After the tester has energized the slave relay, the MCR
operator observes that all equipment has operated as indicated by appropriate
indicating lamps, monitor lamps, and annunciators on the control board, and,
using a prepared check list, records all operations. He then resets all
devices and prepares for operation of the next slave relay actuated equipment.

By means of the procedure outlined above, all ESF devices actuated by ESFAS
initiation circuits, with the exceptions noted in Table 7.1-1 Note 2, are
operated by the test circuitry.
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Actuator Blocking and Continuity Test Circuits

Those few final actuation devices that cannot be actuated during plant

operation (discussed in Section 7.1) have been assigned to slave relays for

which additional test circuitry has been provided to individually block

actuation of a final device upon operation of the associated slave relay

during testing. Operation of these slave relays, including contact operations,

and continuity of the electrical circuits associated with the final devices'

control are checked in lieu of actual operation. The circuits provide for

monitoring of the slave relay contacts and the devices' control circuit

cabling, control voltage, and actuation solenoids. These continuity test

circuits for components that cannot be operated online are verified by proving

lights on the safeguards test cabinets. Interlocking prevents Flocking the

output from more than one output relay in a protection train at a time.

Interlocking between trains is also provided to prevent continuity testing in

both trains simultaneously; therefore the redundant device associated with the

protection train not under test will be available in the event protection

action is required.

Time Required for Testing

It is estimated that testing of a process protection system channel can be

performed within one hour. Logic testing of either Train A or B can be

performed in less than 2 hours. Testing of actuated components (including

those which can only be partially tested) requires the involvement of a

control room operator. It is expected to require several shifts to accomplish

these tests. During this procedure automatic actuation circuitry will

override testing, except for those few devices associated with a single slave

relay whose outputs must be blocked. It is anticipated that continuity

testing associated with a blocked slave relay could take several minutes.

During this time the redundant devices in the other train would be functional.

Summary of On-Line Testing Capabilities

The procedures described provide capability for checking completely from the

process signal to the logic cabinets and from there to the individual pump and

fan circuit breakers or starters, valve contactors, pilot solenoid valves,

etc., including all field cabling actually used in the circuitry called upon

to operate for an accident condition. For those few devices whose operation

could adversely affect plant or equipment operation, the same procedure

provides for checking from the process signal to the logic rack. To check the

final actuation device a continuity test of the individual control circuits is

performed.

The procedure requires testing at various locations:

1. Process protection system testing and verification of comparator

setpoints are accomplished at protection system racks. Verification of

comparator relay operation is done at the MCR status lights' texepi $Dr 44kse.
W>huz(j, goof.y be, +4 e+se in bypa.ss,

2. Logic testing through operation of the master relays and low voltage

application to slave relays is done at the logic racks test panels.
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7.3.2.2.6 Manual Initiation, Reset and Blocks of Protective Actions

Capability is provided at the system level for manual initiation of reactor* trip, safety injection, containment isolation containment spray (along with
lytase3 containment isolation )& and containment ventilation isolation), and diesel

genriator start. Manual reset capability of these protective actions is also
provided. This design meets the requirements of IEEE 279-1971, Section 4.17
and Regulatory Guide 1.62.

However, the manual initiation of both steamline isolation, and switchover
from injection to recirculation following a loss of primary coolant accident
are performed at the component level only, so that the initiation of these two
systems is not specifically designed to meet Section 4.17 of IEEE 279-1971.

The main steam isolation valves are included in the plant design to mitigate
the consequences resulting from steam line breaks, and protection logic is
provided in the plant design to automatically close the valves when necessary.
There are four individual main steam isolation valve momentary control
switches (one per loop) mounted on the control board. Each switch when
actuated will isolate one of the main steam lines.

The inadvertent manual closure of any single MSIV or the simultaneous closure
of all MSIV's both create Condition II events. If all valves are closed
simultaneously when the plant is operating at full power, a loss-of-load
accident will result with a consequent primary and secondary side pressure
increase, reactor trip and secondary side safety valve release. In the event
that only one valve closes on inadvertent manual actuation when the plant is
operating at full power, the steam flow in the other loops will increase in an
attempt to restore full power steam flow. The non-symmetric steam flow can
cause an increase in reactor power due to the non-symmetric loop temperatures
and to the moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity. Consequently

7 margins to DNB are reduced.

Since remote individual closure of the steam line isolation valves from the
control room is required for operational reasons, it is not felt that putting
additional manual capabilities which can lead to the inadvertent closure of
all steam stop valves is in the direction of reactor safety.

The manual operations performed at the component level for switchover from
safety injection to cold leg recirculation following a loss of primary coolant
accident are described in Table 6.3-3. An evaluation of the associated time
sequences is presented in Table 6.3.-3a. These manual operations cause

multiple valve realignments to ensure the proper flow paths. An inadvertent
manual actuation of these valves at the system level prior to the conditions
required for switchover would cause multiple valve misalignments, which would
result in serious consequences to plant safety. The consequences of an
inadvertent manual actuation of a single device at the component level would
be significantly less serious and more easily recoverable. System level
actuation of switchover from injection to recirculation is not considered to
be a safety enhancement.

The manual block features associated with pressurizer and steam line safety
injection signals provide the operator with the means to block initiation of
safety injection during plant startup or shutdown/cooldown. These block
features meet the requirements of Paragraph 4.12 of IEEE Standard 279-1971 in
that automatic removal of the block occurs when plant conditions require the

* protection system to be functional.

7.3.2.3. Further Considerations

In addition to the considerations given above, a loss of one train of
auxiliary control air or loss of a component cooling water train to vital
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3. Plant Computer

Communication between the plant computer and ERFDS is one way to the
ERFDS to access any required points in the plant computer data base.
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TABLE 7.5-2
(Sheet 1 of 17)

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.97
POST ACCIDENT MONITORING VARIABLES LIST

LEGEND

The following table of variables provides a listing of specific design requirements for the PAM instruments.The table represents the minimum required to conform to Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.97, Revision 2. Additionalqualification may be provided as a result of other plant, system, or design requirements. The topicsdescribed are:

o Variable Name
o Type and Category

Redundant Channels
¢ Range, Range Units
o Notes

Type and Category

The variable's type(s) and associated category.are identified. Entries in this column are derived from theType selection analyses and RG 1.97.

Redundancy - The number of instrument channels required to monitor the variable. For Category 1 variables,the number of channels is determined from the PAM single failure analysis. Diverse indication used to -supplement or replace redundant information is also identified in Note 1.

Range - The required range and engineering units of the instrumentation are developed in the Type selectionanalyses or the required range and accuracy analysis. The radiation monitor ranges. may reflect theinterpreted range and not the equipment's scale.

Notes - Additional information is provided for clarification including any deviations from R.G. 1.97 R2.The deviations are found in references 9, 10, 11, 13, I*,
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Table 7.5-2
(Sheet 15 of 17)

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.97

POST ACCIDENT MONITORING VARIABLES LIST

Variable Name

Reactor Coolant Gamma
Spectrum -

Type/Category

E3

Redundant
Channels

NA

Minimum
Range From

NA

Minimum
Range To

NA NA

98 CONTAINMENT AIR

Containment Air
Hydrogen

Oxygen Content

Gamma Spectrum Sample

99 Shield Building Vent
Flow

100 Shield Building Vent
Monitor (Particulate
And Iodine)

101 Steam Generator
Discharge Vent (Flow
Rate and Noble Gas)

E3 NA

NA

E3

E2

E3

E2

NA

1 Channel

Per Unit

1 Channel

Per Unit

1 Channel
Per Release
Point

0

NA

NA

0

10 %

NA NA

NA NA

X.T, 0OO
-,800-- CFM

Measured by
Hydrogen Analyzer
Deviation #2

Deviation #27

Isotopic Analysis

l.OE-3 l.OE2 uCi/cc Sampling With
Onsite
Analysis Capability

Note 4 Note 4 Note 4

VAR
NUM

97h

Range
Units

98a

98b

98c

Notes

Isotopic
Analysis
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* Each 6.9-ky shutdown board can be powered through any one of four shutdown
board supply breakers. For normal operation, power is supplied rom the
common station service transformers C and D through the common station service
switchgear C and D circuits. The breakers are shown normally closed on Figure
8.1-2a. Shown normally open are the breakers connecting the alternate source
(offsite) power circuit to the shutdown board (via common station service
transformers C or D), the breaker connecting the shutdown board to a separate
standby diesel generator and the maintenance circuit to the shutdown boards
(via the unit boards). During normal operation, the alternate feeder circuit
breaker may be placed into service should the normal power supply become
disabled.

Loss of voltage and degraded voltage from the normal source will result in an
automatic transfer to the standby diesel generator power supply. Bus
transfers from the normal to the alternate source shall be automatic fast-bus
transfer initiated by common-station-service-transformer protection devices.
Return to the normal supply is manual only. All manual transfers are fast
transfers completed in approximately six cycles. Manual transfer may be
effected between any incoming feeder breakers. Manual transfers are made by
holding the preferred incoming feeder-breaker control switch in the "Close"
position while the source-breaker control switch is placed in the "Trip"
position.

During conditions where neither nuclear unit nor preferred (offsite) power is
available, each shutdown board is energized from a separate standby diesel
generator.

Each 6.9-kV shutdown board is equipped with loss-of-voltage and degraded-
voltage relaying. The loss-of-voltage and degraded-voltage relays initiate
bus transfers from the normal supply to the standby diesel generator supply.
When a 6.9-kV shutdown board is supplied from an alternate supply, the
loss-of-voltage and degraded-voltage relays will initiate automatic bus
transfer to the standby diesel generator supply. Voltage relays monitor each
source and permit connection only if adequate voltage is available. A typical
transfer scheme is shown schematically in Figure 8.3-5 for 6.9-kV shutdown
board 1A-A.

To protect the Class IE equipment (motors, etc.), each 6.9-kV Class lE
shutdown board is provided with one set of degraded-voltage relays and three
sets of undervoltage relays. The degraded-voltage relays (27 DAT, DBT, DCT)
have a voltage.setpoint of 96% of 6.9 kV (nominal, decreasing).

These relays are arranged in a two-out-of-three coincidence logic (Figure 8.3-
SA) to initiate a 6-second (nominal) time delay. At the end of 6 seconds, if
the voltage is still low, an alarm will be annunciated in the Control Room, a
trip of the 6.9-kV shutdown-board supply breaker will occur, load-shedding
from this board will be initiated, and the 480V shutdown-board current-
limiting reactor -byassbreaker will close.

a^Du 5ledeet& foods. 4eoe, +ke 4?6V fshdown becur A
The undervoltage protection consists of three sets of relays. The first set
of these relays (27LVA, LVB, LVC) has a voltage setpoint of 87% of 6.9 kV

J (nominal, decreasing). These relays are arranged in a two-out-of-three
coincidence logic (Figure 8.3-SA) to initiate a time delay that is set bewee-----
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0.25 and 0.5 soconds. At the end of this time delay, if the voltage is still

g low, a trip of the 6.9-kV shutdown-board supply breaker will occur. Once the
W upply breakers have been opened, a second set of induction disk-type

-ndervoltage relays, 27D, which has a voltage setpoint of 70% of 6.9-Kv
(nominal, decreasing) and an internal time delay of 0.5 seconds4 at zero volts,
will start the diesel generator. A third set of induction disk-type ((God; i4)
undervoltage relays, 27S, which has a voltage setpoint of 70% of 6.9-Kv
(nominal decreasing) and an internal ime delay of 3 seconds at zero volts,
will initiate load shedding of "e.9Kv shutdown board, seele-+ed, Oaands An 4,49'VShu4ejor
bOcL.4&, al CAosue a 4 A4 e 4PV hAven bocvd; aP-rrer+- J;,n1'dA; r-ecu.dzyr bGs brea4r,
The time delays associated with the 27DAT, DBT, and DCT and with the 27LVA,
LVB, and LVC relays are designed to allow for normal voltage transients on the
system.

To protect the Class lE equipment from a sustained over-voltage, each 6.9-Kv
Class lE bus per unit is provided with a set of two solid-state overvoltage
relays, 59-0. These relays are arranged in a one-out-of-two logic which
annunciates in the main control room. The relays have a nominal voltage
setpoint of 7260 volts ± 1% (110% of motor rated voltage). Upon receipt of
the overvoltage alarm, the operator takes the necessary action to reduce the
voltage.

The loss of voltage load shedding relays are not bypassed when on diesel
power, but will remain in the circuit at all times. WBNP's basis for
retention of this feature is that it provides for automatic resequencing of
the loads following any temporary loss of bus voltage. Since the
loss-of-voltage load shedding relay setpoint is fixed at
of 6.9 Kv) with an inverse time delay, the starting of the largest driven load
will not cause actuation of the load shedding feature. Therefore, the
operation of the load shedding relay system is:

1. To shed the loads to prevent overloading the diesel generator and close
the 480V shutdown-boards current-limiting reactor-bypass breaker.

2. Allow the diesel generator to recover to rated speed and voltage.

3. And reconnect the loads in proper sequence.

Overcurrent and differential overcurrent protective relays are provided for
each shutdown board to lockout all supply breakers if the loss of voltage is
caused by overload or an electrical fault. This prevents transfer of a fault
between offsite power circuits or to the diesel generator. This minimizes the
probability of losing electrical power from the transmission network on the
onsite electrical power source.

-I of the offsite preferred power sources is monitored by an undervoltage
Wl. In the event of a loss of voltage on either 6.9-Kv start bus A or B or
.-1l-Kv transmission system contingency (load shedding trip circuits are

n. -uually enabled) and both unit 1 and unit 2 tripped, the load shedding scheme
wil. be initiated. This load shedding scheme will trip off part of the BOP

loads. The alternate supply breakers on 6.9-Kv unit boards 1C, 1B, 2C, and
B.; 6.9-Kv RCP boards 1C, 1D, 2C and 2D; and 6.9-Kv common board A, panel 16

Sbill be tripped and locked out. The load shedding scheme is armed when both
units are operating and two redundant trip and lockout circuits are provided
for each circuit breaker being load shed. These redundant circuits have

8.2-20
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These transformers are located in the Auxiliary Building at elevation 782.0.Transformers lA-A, 2A-A, lD and 2D are located in one room in the unit 1 area.Transformers 1B-B, 2B-B, 1C and 2C are located in one room in the unit 2 area
(Figure 8.3-2).

System Operation

Each 6.9-kV shutdown board can be powered through any one of four shutdownboard supply breakers. For normal operation, power is supplied from the 6.9-kV common station service transformers C and D through the common stationservice Switchgear C and D circuits. The breakers are shown normally closedon Figure 8.1-2A. Shown normally open are the breakers connecting thealternate offsite power circuits to the shutdown board (via common stationservice transformers C and D), the breaker connecting the shutdown board to adiesel generator for standby operation, and the maintenance circuit to the
shutdown boards (via the unit boards). However, the maintenance source shallonly be used when both units are in the cold shutdown mode.

For a discussion of the automatic transfer of the shutdown boards seeSection 8.2.2.

When the preferred (offsite) power is not available, each shutdown board isenergized from a separate standby diesel generator.

Each 6.9-kV shutdown board is equipped with loss-of-voltage and degraded-voltage relaying. The loss-of-voltage and degraded-voltage relays initiate atransfer to the standby diesel generator. When a 6.9-kV shutdown board issupplied from an alternate supply, the loss-of-voltage and degraded-voltagerelays will also initiate automatic transfer from the alternate to the standbydiesel-generator supply. Voltage relays monitor each source and permitconnection only if adequate power is available. A typical transfer scheme isshown in Figure 8.3-5 for 6.9-kV shutdown board 1A-A.

To protect the Class IE equipment (motors, etc.), each 6.9-kV Class lEshutdown board is.provided with one set of degraded-voltage relays and threesets of undervoltage relays. The degraded-voltage relays (27DAT, DBT, andDCT) have a voltage setpoint of 96% of 6.9-kV (nominal, decreasing).

The relays are arranged in a two-out-of-three coincidence logic (Figure 8.3-5A) to initiate a six-second (nominal) time delay. At the end of 6 seconds ifthe voltage is still low, an alarm will be annunciated in the Control Room, atrip of the 6.9-kV shutdown board supply breaker will occur, load sheddingfrom this board will be initiated, and the 480V shutdown-board current-limiting reactorsclosed

C 5ewest~+ed tIas Yrten, . ihe 410Y shw4avoL bDa r)
The undervoltage protection consists of three sets of relavs. The first setof these relays (27LVA, LVB, LVC) has a voltage setpoint of 87% of 6.9-kV(nominal, decreasing). These relays are arranged in a rwo-our-of-three
coincidence logic (Figure 8.3-5A) to initiate a time delay that is set 4e-zee--. nddsecond. At the end of this time delay, if the voltage is stillVlow, a trip of the ,6.9-kv shutdown board supply breaker will occur. Once thesupply breakers have been opened, a second set of induction disk-type

cd- e 75
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undervoltage relays, 27D, which has a voltage setpoint of 70i of 6.9-kV- (nominal, decreasing) and an internal time delay of 0.5 seconds a: zero volts,W ill start the diesel generator. A third set of induction disk-tpoe
indervoltage relays, 27S, which has a voltage setpoint of 70% of 6.9-kV(nominal, decreasing) and an internal time delay of 3 secondsiac zero volts,will initiate load shedding of the 6.9-kV shutdown board nd closure of thb480V shutdoun-board current-limiting r -pass breaker. . s 4snV

vshw~dou~nboards
The time delays associated with the 27DAT, DBT, DCT and the 27LVA, LVB, LVCrelays are designed to allow for normal voltage transients on the system.

To protect the Class lE equipment (motors, etc.) from a sustained overvoltage,each 6.9-kV Class lE bus is provided with a set of two solid-state overvoltage| :elays, 59-0. These relays are arranged in a one-out-of-two logic whichannunciates in the main control room. The relays have a nominal voltagesetpoint of 7260 volts ± 1% (110% of motor rated voltage). The operator takesthe necessary action to reduce the voltage.

The loss-of-voltage load-shedding relays are not bypassed when on dieselpower, but will remain in the circuit at all times. TVA's basis for retentionof this feature is that it provides for automatic-resequencing of the 1gadsfollowing any temporary loss of bus voltage. Since the loss-of-voltage load-shedding relay setpoint is fixed at 486- volts + 5% (70% of 6.9-kV) with aninternal time delay of 3 seconds at zero volts, the starting of the largestdriven load will not cause actuation of the load-shedding feature. Therefore,the operation of the load-shedding rela ystem is:
0e 

.

W 1. To shed the loads to prevent overloading the diesel generator and closethe 480V shutdown-boards current-limiting reactor-bypass breaker,

2. To allow the diesel generator to recover to rated speed and voltage, and

3. To reconnect the loads in proper sequence.

Overcurrent and differential-overcurrent protective relays are provided foreach shutdown board to lockout all supply breakers if the loss of voltage iscaused by overload or an electrical fault. This prevents transfer of afaulted bus between offsite power circuits or to the diesel generator. Thisminimizes the probability of losing electrical power from the transmissionretwork or the onsite electrical power source.

loss of voltage on the 6.9-kV shutdown board starts the diesel generator and:-Ktiates logic that trips the supply feeder breakers, all 6.9-kV loadsceptthe 480V shutdown board transformers), and the major 480-V loads. Theb, ass breaker for the 480-V shutdown-boards current-limiting reactor is alsoclosed as part of this logic. Table 8.3-2 shows the loads that areautomatically tripped. Figures 8.3-6 through 8.3-13 show the load strippingschematically. When the diesel generator has reached rated speed and voltage,the generator will be automatically connected to the 6.9-kV shutdown boardbin. (Refer to Figure 8.3-14B, 14C, 14D and 14E). This return of voltage tot.-. 6.9-kV shutdown bus initiates logic which connects the required loads in- sequence. Table 8.3-3 shows the order of applied loads. The standby (onsite)U power system's automatic sequencing logic is designed to automatically connectthe required loads in proper sequence should the logic receive an accidentsignal prior to, concurrent with, or following a loss of all nuclear unit andpreferred (offsite) power.

8.3-6
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Vital Power System Load Data

Figures 8.3-37 through 8.3-40 list all loads supplied from the vital ac

system. Table 8.3-11 contains a summary of the loading on each vital

instrument power board/inverter. The basis for the load data was determined

from manufacturer's data. The capability of the vital a.c. system to supply

power to its loads is verified by analyses in Section 8.3.1.2.2.

Design Bases and Criteria for Safety-Related Motors, Switchgear Interrupting

Capacity, Circuit Protection, and Grounding.

The design bases for safety-related motors are the applicable Onsite Power

System design bases listed in Section 8.1.4. In particular, bases 1, 3, 4, 5,

and 6 apply to safety-related motors. The criteria which are applied to motor

size, starting torque, and insulation are as follows.

Motor Size and Starting Torques

Each motor has adequate capacity and operating characteristics for all

conditions of starting and running which the connected equipment may impose.

The motor nameplate horsepower rating is not normally exceeded when the

connected equipment is operating at rated capacity. The motor horsepower

rating, based on nameplate or vendor data, may be exceeded on a continuous

basis up to its service factor rating for specific cases after a design review

to ensure that the temperature limits of the insulation system are not

exceeded.

Motor Insulation

For most applications insulation is Class B. Motors in areas which are subject

to unusual operating conditions either during normal, emergency, or accident

operation are designed to be suitable for operation in these environments.

These include conditions such as gamma radiation and high humidity,

temperature, and pressure.

Interruptinz Capacity of Distribution Equipment

The criteria for selecting rhinterrupting capacity of switchgear are as set

forth in ANSI Standard C370 > br 6900-volt circuits and C37.13, Section

13-9.3.5, for 480V circuits. No circuit interrupter is applied in a circuit

where it would be required to interrupt a current exceeding its interrupting

rating.

Motors rated at and above 400 horsepower are supplied at 6900 volts. The

switchgear interrupting rating is 500 MVA, or a maximum of 41,000 amperes.

Motors below 400 horsepower are supplied at 480 volts. The smaller motors, in

general 50 horsepower and below, are fed from 480V motor control centers.

Larger motors are usually fed from 480V metal-enclosed switchgear (load

centers), unless frequency of operation or location of motor relative to a

feeder board indicate otherwise. Current-limiting reactors are provided in

the 480-V shutdown boards, between the 3200A bus and the 1600A bus, to limit

the maximum fault current on the 1600A bus and the load equipment (MCC's,

etc). The current-limiting reactors are bypassed when the respective 6.9-kV

bus is fed from the standby diesel generator since the maximum fault current

8.3-23
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ftt re necessary to prevent exceeding the minimum cable bend ra
However, nominal spacing is restored as soon as practical. Low-voltage power
cables rated 600V and below are routed on cable trays with other power cables
of the same voltage. Low-voltage power cable tray fill is limited to a
maximum of 30% of the cross-sectional area of the tray, except when a single
layer of cable is used. Cable tray fill for control and instrumentation cables
is limited to a maximum fill of 60% of the cross-sectional area of the tray.
Cable trays that exceed the maximum fill require exceptions and their
justifications to be documented in the desi iteria.

8.3.1.4.2 Cable Routing and SeparatiFon riteria

Electrical wiring for the GSPS, which includes the RPS, ESF, ESAS, and Class
lE electric systems, are segregated into separate divisions of separation
(channels or trains) such that no single event, such as a short circuit, fire,
pipe rupture, missile, etc., is capable of disabling sufficient equipment to
prevent safe shutdown of the reactor, removal of decay heat from the core, or
to prevent isolation of the primary containment. The degree of separation
required for GSPS electrical cables varies with the potential hazards in a
particular zone or area of the power p ant. These criteria do not attempt to
classify every area of the nuclear plant, but specifies minimum requirements
and guidelines that have been applied with good engineering judgment as an aid
to prudent and conservative layout of electrical cable trays, wireways,
conduits, etc., through the plant (both inside and outside the containment). When a
'V0a,6te--- tD +8e 4160in@; m;Wo;mw rejirere-s an^5 &A A "~s15 Ctclo~r exaepon ;.s ;ssnec,
Mechanical Damage (Missile) Zone

* Zones of potential missile damage exist in the vicinity of heavy rotating
machinery or near other sources of mechanical energy, such as pipe whip, steam
release, or pipes carrying liquids under high pressure. Layout and
arrangement of cable trays, conduit, wireways, etc., are such that no locally
generated force or missile can disable sufficient equipment to prevent safe
shutdown of the reactor, removal of decay heat from the core, or to prevent
isolation of the primary containment. In rooms or compartments having heavy
rotating machinery, such as the reactor coolant pumps, the reactor feedwater
turbines, or in rooms containing high pressure feedwater piping or high-
pressure steam lines such as exist between the steam generators and the
turbine, a minimum separation of 20 feet, or a minimum 6-inch-thick reinforced
concrete wall is provided between trays containing cables of different
divisions of separation. In an area containing an operating crane, such as
the upper compartment of the reactor building, there is a minimum horizontal
separation of 20 feet or a minimum 6-inch-thick reinforced concrete wall or
barrier between trays containing cables of the different divisions of
separation.

Fire Hazard Zone

Electrical cabling required to safely shutdown the plant in the event of a
fire is protected in accordance with the separation criteria of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix R, Section III.C.2 (see Fire Protection Report and FSAR Section
9.5.1). Other ESF cabling are arranged so as to minimize the possibility of a
fire in one division from damaging cables in another division. Routing of

* cables for engineered safety features, power or control, through rooms or
spaces where there is potential for accumulating large quantities (gallons) of
oil or other combustible fluids through leakage or rupture of lube oil or
cooling system has been avoided. In cases where it is impossible to provide
other routing, only one division of engineered safety features cables is

8 . 3 - 3 8
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allowed in any such space, and the cables are protected from dripping oil by
the use of conduits or flange covered cable trays designed o pr'event oil from
reaching the cables. No engineered safety features cables are routed through

rooms containing oil storage tanks. In any room (except the auxiliary
instrument room and the annulus) or space in which the only source of fire is
of an electrical nature, cable trays carrying cables of different divisions of
separation have a minimum horizontal separation of 3 feet if no physical

barrier exists between the trays. If a horizontal separation of at least 3
feet is not attainable, a fire-resistant barrier is provided. This barrier
extends at least 1 foot above (or to the ceiling) and 1 foot below (or to the

floor) the line-of-sight communication between trays carrying redundant
division cables. Vertical stacking of trays carrying cables of different
divisions of separation of engineered safety features is avoided whenever
possible. However, whenever it becomes necessary to stack open-top trays
vertically, one above the other, there is a minimum vertical separation of 5
feet between trays carrying cables of different divisions. The lower tray has
a solid steel cover and the upper tray has a solid steel bottom. If 5 feet is
not attainable, then a fire-resistant barrier is provided. This barrier
extends a minimum of 3 feet (or to nearest wall) on each side of the tray
edge. In cases where trays carrying cables of different divisions of
separation cross, there is a minimum vertical separation of 12 inches (tray
top of lower tray to tray bottom of upper tray) provided the bottom tray is
covered with a solid steel cover and the top tray has a solid steel bottom for
a minimum distance of 3 feet on each side of the tray crossing or to the
nearest wall, floor, or ceiling on each side of the tray crossing. This 12

inch separation may be reduced to 1 inch provided the trays are totally
enclosed (solid top & solid bottom) for the distance specified above.

Cable Spreading Room

The cable spreading room is the area provided under the Main Control Room
where cables leaving the various control board panels are dispersed into cable

trays or conduits for routing to all parts of the plant. Since the cable

spreading room is protected from missiles by its Seismic Category I walls and
there are no internal sources of missiles, such as high-pressure piping and

heavy rotating machinery, the only potential source of damage to redundant
cables is from fire. Smoke detectors and a sprinkler fire protection system
have been installed ensuring that potential for fire damage to cables will be
minimized in the cable spreading room. Where Engineered Safety Features
cables of different divisions (train A or train B) of separation approach the

control panel (see the Main Control Room discussion)
with spacing less tha f these cables are run in metal (rigid or
flexible) conduit or enclosed wireway to a point where of sper ation

exists. A minimum horizontal separation of s t a r
cables of different divisions (channels or trains) if no physical barrier

exists between the trays. Where a horizontal separation of ' fr e oe n

exist, a fire-resistant barrier extends at least 1 foot above (or to the ceil-

ing) and 1 foot below (or to the floor) the line-of-sight communication
between trays carrying redundant division cables. Vertical stacking of cable
trays carrying cables of different divisions of separation has been avoided
whenever possible. However, whenever it becomes necessary to stack open trays

vertically, one above the other, there is a minimum vertical separation of-5--.3

feet between trays carrying cables of different divisions of separation. The

lower tray has a solid steel cover and the upper tray has a solid steel
bottom. Ifl- feet is not attainable, then a fire-resistant barrier is

provided. This barrier extends a minimum of 3 feet (or to the nearest wall)
on each side of the tray edge.

8 . 3 - 3 9
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i conduit ca-rying cables o: one dcivsion may cross or run parallel zo. a cablc

.ray containing cables of a redundan: div'sion with one inch scparation,

provided .hc tray has a covcr solid bottom or side adjacent to thc condult.

tne tray cover or solid bottom: shall e.zend a minimum of three feet: or to 'te

nearest wall, floor. or ceiling on each side of the centerli ne of thc conduit,

for conduits that cross cablc trays. Likewise, when conduits run parallel
with cable trays, the tray co'.'er or solid bottom shall extend a minimumn th ree

feet beyond each end of the influenced portion of conduit, or until the tray

terminates or penetrates a wall, ceiling, or floor.

If the abovc separ:ation recri-mcnts are not attainable, a barrier consistinE
of 1/2 inch minimum thickness of Xarinite (or its ecuivalent) may be used

bet'een thc raccvays. provided the trays are enclosed as specified above. Tnc

barrier shall be continuous uncil spacial separation is attained and et:.end

one inch on both sides of the raceway (tray or conduit) as applicable (or to

the wall, floor, or ceiling, as applicable).

Ma in Control Room

Redundant safety-related cables enter the Main Control Room through separate

floor openings. Each unit control panel, which has redundant components, has

a miInimu-'n of three separate vertical and/or horizontal risers (enclosed
wireways) from each of the respective terminal block grouDs to the control

room floor (or bottom of walkv space). Non-safety-related cables are routed

* through one or more riser(s), preferably near tne center of the control panel.

The reduncant sazeZV- related cables (train A or train P, separation) are routed

separazelv in each of the otner two or more risers, preferably one near eacn

end of the control panel. WTnere possible, risers of like trai1ns o- sear iaZon

iav? been arranged such that zhe adjacent panel has a corresponding li;e train

riser (i.e. train A in one panel has train A. nearest it in the adjacent

pa. el).

seoa-2 zon of Class 7 P C Cec ric7- c u i ;) ment

All Class 1- electric equipment has physical separatton, reouncancy 'ar.- C

controlled enviroronenz to Drevent the occurrence of an externa-l event :nat
would threaten the safe shuzdorn of the reactor. No internall- generaZee

faul7 can propaEate -rom Class I7 e'ec.ric equipment to its reounodan
eoquimen: curing any design basis event. All Class 1- clctr.ic ecjuiDmenz

nas to ooerate cur-n, a flood has been located above mraximun possible flood

level unless it is designed to operate submerged in water.

' e Class 17- electrical loads are separated into two or more redundant load

civisions (channels or trains) of senarations. -he numoer of divisions has

been 6etermined by ueof O nde-endcnt sources of power .recsured -for a

given -unction. The electric ecuiomcnt that acco7.modates zhese red-undan

cdivisons is seiarazedb v surticien. nhysical cist2nce or protecttve barriers.

The scpar:ation cistance hnas been determined by the severty and location Co

hoazrds. nhe en.;ronment in the viCincinv of the ec-utmcnt is controlled cr

rrozeztion tcrovicec such tn.at no cnvirorlnental chanre or accident will

adverse'' affect tne oneration of e CeqUipmnt.

. he onhsical iden6ificaticn of sa fe - ela ed ele trical ecuiCment Cs in

accor-ance ih Sect in I .>>

C,. - 1
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ofe 1Cl a / ~c:r'- zreal rs orec ca . s n oe
Clac c e tra\S s enhano by oer5 ic aeszin. /

The r esults o a oto ection device re2ia ali.ty analvsis is
discussed in Aooendix 8o. Ti~s analvsis, based on data taken :rom
IEEEE 500-1977, demonst.rates that eacn o: thne follo\.ing proteclt-e
schemes has a reliability which is essential!' ecuivalent to that
OL a sin51e circuit breaker periodically tested:

1. A circuit breaker and fuse in series, or

2. Two circuit breakers in series.

In addition to these protective schemes, !EEE 500-1977 data
verifies that for this aoolication a single fuse with no oeriodic
testing has a failure r-ate which is approximately eaual to the
Lailure rate of two circuit breakers in series (see Part B analysis
of Aozendi) £E) Therefrcre, a single fuse when used as an
interrunting device for cables, does not reauire oeriodic testinc
d e to its stability, high reliability, and lack of drift.
qENP concludes tnat any oneof therolow, .Irote tive s hemes 0or
Class B c les p'-videsa rel le me s of m Jng He inte o-
Reg at -y Gui' 1.75 o no degrad Sredund .t Cl s lE ca es:

1. A circuit breaker and fuse in series

2 Two circuit breakers in series

3. A sinale fuse .

A A single circuit breaker oeriocically tested

The onlN excections to testinc sincle Class 1E circuit brea e-rsI
will be where ohvsical sera-ation of soecific circuits is shown to
meet the recuirements iden Ified in 17'E E CC WENP is not <
commitecd to IEEE 38- °992 bU. will use i, as a criteria 7or
exem-tzng individual circuits from circuit breaker testinc.

The molded case circuit breakers actuated bV faulc currents andic<llod to e tru- L~- :t of PRc8ulator" Cui: QC'.7/5 iS c o
Clzs lE carc'ts will have at least 10'4 of each type breaker
tested every 15 months and will have the recommended maintenance
performed on !00Q' of the breakers within the past 60 months. ror
any breaker failure or breaker found inoerable, an additional 20-
o- that type will be tested until no more failures are -found or all
circuit breakers of that tvroe have been zested. The test \', M
ensure ooerabilitv bDy simulatino a fault current with an a-croved
test set.

7W 77/( A°art cPc?-.X VqLV C/'CU/75 7/kr.' d17//zf2C TJA) ci-u-z'ir 0'2'-6, /

A2 S1 7-/- 71 i/ ELY (f "/,v'i20z./<t/ L ;Z~ /,-"/c cvc-C Crc2,/ - /14 i
Ps, 17 wg// zooWs~-zOs/7^L~ /'4L/~ -5 OCS FE ,D~

ooF <P (J uj-e54P9 (/ rGgr rZ C7 /s 72/ C
- C t XtC v,- / FXt 7!2



INSERT No.2

WBNP concludes that any one of the following protective schemesprovides a reliable means of protecting cables in conduits fromelectrical faults on cables i open top trays and cables in freeair of the opposite train) lhus--meeting the intent of RegulatoryGuide 1.75 to not degrade redundant Class 1E cables.

INSERT No. 3

that protect cables in conduits from electrical faults on cables inopen top trays and cables in free air of the opposite train,<
INSERT No. 4

protect cables in conduits from electrical faults on cables in opentop trays and cables in free air of the opposite train

Electrical protection provides additional assurance that cables inconduits carrying cables of one division will not be damaged by anelectrical fault on cables in open top trays or cables in free airof a redundant division. The reliability of circuit breakers thatprovide the electrical protection for some of these cables isenhanced by periodic testing.
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ray and conduit systems located in Category I structures have seismic
supports. In addition, a non-safety related cable mav be routed with those
for essential circuits, provided that the cable, or any cable in the same
circuit, has not been subsequentl) routed onto another tray containing a
different division of separation of essential cables.

Nondivisional associated cables that are routed in cable trays designated for
Class lE cables are treated the same as the Class lE cables. The
nondivisional cables are subject to the same flame retardant, cable deratino,
splicing restrictions, and cable tray fill as the Class lE cables.
Furthermore, these non-Class lE cables are qualified in the same manner as
Class lE cables and/or protected by one of the protective schemes discussed
below. Based on the results of the analyses of associated circuits, it is
demonstrated that Class lE 2ircuits are not degraded.

jo,4Djv15io,,A(_ A55OC-14 rn
These analyses include a review of protective devices for medium
voltage power, low voltage power, and control level cables routed in
nondivisional raceways in Category I structures. Each of these cables are
provided short circuit protection by either a single circuit breaker
periodically tested, a single fuse, a circuit breaker and fuse in series, two
circuit breakers-in series, or two fuses. Ene'rgy produced by electrical
faults in non-Class lE cables routed in medium-level signal and low-level
signal raceways is considered insignificant and is considered no challenge to
Class lE cables.

The results of the protective device application analysis for associated and
non-Class lE cables are discussed in Appendix SE. This analysis, based on
data taken from IEEE 500-1977, demonstrates that each of the following
protective schemes has a reliability which is essentially equivalent to that
of a single circuit breaker periodically tested:

1. A circuit breaker and fuse in series, or

2. Two circuit breakers in series.

In addition to these protective schemes, IEEE 500-1977 data verifies that for
this application a single fuse with no periodic testing has a failure rate
which is approximately equal to the failure rate of two circuit breakers in
series (see Part B analysis of Appendix SE). Therefore, a single fuse when
used as an interrupting device for the above cables, does not require periodic
testing due to its stability, high reliability, and lack of drift. To further
support this position, TVA takes credit for installed cable coating as
previously discussed. Tus, WBNP concludes that any one of the following
protective schemes for associated and non-Class lE cables provides a reliable
means of meeting the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.75 to not degrade Class lE
cables:

1. A circuit breaker and fuse in series
2. Two circuit breakers in series
3. A single fuse

4. A single circuit breaker periodicall) tested

All of. he installed Drotective devices and those added to Further protect the
associated and Noon-Class lE cables are o- a high oualisv commensurate witn
their nmportance to safety. -or- on-class 1- circuit breakers, this reouires

S. 3-5
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* separation. The color coding scheme used to identify divisions of separation
is given in Section 7.1.2.3, except black lettering, may be used on conduit
and cable tags at terminations for all but black background; white lettering
is used on black background tags.

8.3.1.4.6 Spacing of Power and Control Wiring and Components Comprising the
Class lE Electrical Systems in Control Boards. Panels, and Relay
Racks

Redundant power and control wiring and components associated with Class lE
electrical systems in control boards, panels, and relay racks are separated by
either a minimum of six inches of air space or m barrier. See
Section 7.1.2.2 for more detail of spacing of wr and components in control
boards, panels, and relay racks.

8.3.1.4.7 Fire Barriers and Separation Between Redundant Trays

The criteria for separation between redundant trays for various zones or areas
of the plant is described in Section 8.3.1.4.2. For details of the fire
protection system, see Section 9.5.1.

8.3.2 DC Power System

8.3.2.1 Description

8.3.2.1.1 Vital 125V dc Control Power System

O The vital 125V dc control power system is a Class IE system whose safety
function is to provide control power for engineered safety features equipment,
emergency lighting, vital inverters, and other safety-related dc powered
equipment for the entire plant. The system capacity is sufficient to supply
these loads during normal operation and to permit safe shutdown and isolation
of the reactor for the "loss of all ac power" condition. The system is
designed to perform its safety function subject to a single failure.

The 125V dc vital power system shall be composed of the four redundant
channels (designated as channels I, II, III, and IV) and consists of four
lead-acid-calcium batteries, six battery chargers (including two spare
chargers), four distribution boards, battery racks, and the required cabling,
instrumentation and protective features. Each channel is electrically and
physically independent from the equipment of all other channels so that a
single failure in one channel will not cause a failure in another channel.
Each channel consists of a battery charger which supplies normal dc power, a
battery for emergency dc power, and a battery board which facilitates load
grouping and provides circuit protection. These four channels are used to
provide emergency power to the 120V ac vital power system which furnishes
control power to the reactor protection system. No automatic connections are
used between the four redundant channels.

Battery boards I, II, III, and IV have a charger normally connected to them
and also have manual access to a spare (backup) charger for use upon loss of
the normal charger. Additionally, battery boards I, II, III, and IV have

* manual access to the fifth vital battery system. The fifth 125V dc Vital
Battery System is intended to serve as a replacement for any one of the four
125V dc vital batteries during their testing, maintenance, and outages with no
loss of system reliability under any mode of operation. See Figure 8.3-56.

8.3-52
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9.2.1.1 Design Bases

The ERCW system is safety-related because it provides essential auxiliary
support functions to the engineered safety features of the plant. The system
is designed to suppiy. cooling water to various heat loads in both the safety
and non-safety portions of each unit. Provisions are made to ensure a
continuous flow of cooling water to those s'sterms and components necessary for
plant safety eith ing normal operation or under accident conditions.
Sufficient redund~ncR f piping and components is provided to ensure that
cooling is maintai o vital loads at all times.

9.2.1.2 System Description

The ERCW system consists of eight ERCW pumps, four traveling water screens,
four screen wash pumps, four strainers located in the main intake pumping
stat and associated piping and valves as shown in Figures 9.2-1 through
9.2 - B.The logic and control diagrams are presented in Figures 9.2-5 through
9.2-14A the design data for all pumps required for two-unit operation is
shown\i-'Table 9.2-1.

The eight ERCW pumps are mounted on the intake pumping station at Elevation
741.0 which is above the probable maximum flood level.

The ERCW system is designed to supply cooling water to the following
components:

. Component cooling heat exchangers

2. Containment spray heat exchangers

3: Emergency diesel generators

4. Emergency makeup for component cooling system

5. Control Building air conditioning system

6. Auxiliary Building ventilation coolers (for ESF equipment)

7. Containment ventilation system

S. Air compressors

9. Reactor coolant pump (RCP) motor coolers

10. Control rod drive ventilation coolers

11. Residual heat removal heat exchangers

12. Spent fuel pool heat exchangers

9. 2 .1-1
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1' Reactor coolant pump rherrnal barrier'

O 14. 'Ice machine refrigeration condenser'

15. Instrument room chillers

16. Auxiliary feedwater"

17. Sample system (SS) heat exchangers

The only loads on the system during normal operations are the component
cooling heat exchangers, RCP motor coolers, control rod drive ventilation
coolers, the air conditioning and ventilation systems (including the upper and
lower containment coolers and the instrument room coolers water chiller
units), and the air compressors, AicI& Gu dlsesel jen1emv'o (a.vk C not h'tri&lJy in service),

The intake pumping station is located approximately 800 feet from the
reservoir at the end of the plant intake channel which provides direct
communication with the main river channel for all reservoir levels including
loss of downstream dam. The intake pumping station is so designed that all
ERCW related equipment located therein will remain operable during the
probable maximum flood.

Water for the ERCW system enters two separate sump areas of the pumping
station through four traveling water screens, two for each sump. Four ERCW
pumping units, all on the same plant train, take suction from one of the
sumps, and four more on the opposite plant train take suction from the other
sump. One set of pumps and associated equipment is designated Train A, and
the other Train B. These trains are redundant and are normally maintained
separate and independent of each other. Each set of four pumps discharges
into a common manifold, from which two separate headers (lA and 2A for Train
A, 1B and 2B for Train B), each -4ith its own automatic backwashing strainer,
supply water to the various system users.

Two paths are available for water discharge from the ERCW system. The normal
| path is to the cooling tower basins of the condenser circulating water system

for use as makeup for evaporative losses. The alternate path is to the yard
holding pond through yard ERCW standpipes and an ERCW overflow box. The
alternate path is seismically qualified up to and including the ERCW overflow
box.

K*Supplied by the ERCW system only when normal supply from the condensate \
0\sorae tnkis ot vaiabe t th auilary feedwater- pump suction.

The alignment of ERCW headers and system users is as follows:

1. Containment spray heat exchangers 1A, lB, 2A, and 2B are supplied from
ERCW headers 1A, lB, 2A and 2B, respectively.

* 2. The normal supply for both Train A diesel generators is from header 1A,
although a backup source from header 2B is also provided. The normal
supply for both Train B diesel generators is from header 1B with a backup
supply from header 2A.

9.2.1 - 2
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3. During Unit 1 only operation, the normal supply for component cooling
heat exchangers A, B, and C is from ERCW header 2A, 2A, and 2B,
respectively. However, interconnections between headers 1B and 2A, and
between 1A and 2B have been incorporated to permit alternate supplies.

4. Each header provides essential raw cooling water to its corresponding
Control Room and Control Building electrcal board room air-conditioning
systems, the Auxiliary Building ventilation coolers for ESF equipment,
the containment ventilation system, the RCP motor coolers, the control
rod drive vent coolers, and the containment instrument room coolers water
chillers (i.e., header 1A supplies Train A equipment in Unit 1, header 1B
supplies Train B equipment in Unit 1, etc.).

5. Headers 1A and 1B provide a normal and backup source of cooling water for
the station air compressors. For the auxiliary control air compressors
there is one compressor on header 1A and one on header 2B.

6. Under flood conditions, the ERCW system will provide water to the spent
fuel pool heat exchangers, reactor coolant pump thermal barrier, ice
machine refrigeration condensers, and under certain conditions, residual
heat removal heat exchangers and sample system heat exchangers (refer to
Section 2.4.14) using spool piece inter-ties.

7. In the event of a need to supply ERCW to the auxiliary feedwater system,
when the normal supply of water is not available from the condensate
storage tank, discharge headers A and B automatically provide an
emergency water supply to the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps of
the same train assignment as the header and to each unit's turbine driven
auxiliary feedwater pump.

The supply headers are arranged and fitted with isolation valves such that a
critical crack in either header can be isolated and will not jeopardize the
safety functions of the system.

The operation of two pumps on the same plant train is sufficient to supply all
cooling water requirements for the two-unit plant for unit cooldown, refueling
or post-accident operation, and two pumps per plant train will operate during
the hypothetical combined accident and loss of normal power if all four diesel
generators are in operation. In an accident the safety injection signal
automatically starts two pumps on each plant train, thus providing full
redundancy.

All pump motors, traveling screen motors, screen wash pump motors, and
backwashing strainer motors are supplied with power from normal and emergency
sources, thereby ensuring a continuous flow of cooling water under all
conditions. Since there are two independent power trains with two emergency
diesel generators for each train, four of the eight ERGW pumps are assigned to
train A and four to train B. Each diesel generator is aligned to allew-supply
power to either of two specific ERCW pumps; the generator capacity is such
that only one pump per generator can beIoperated at a rpocific time. Two
traveling screens, two screen wash pumps, and two strainers are assigned to /
the power train corresponding to that of the ERCW pumps which this equipment
serves. The motor-operated valves in the ERCW system are generally supplied
with emergency power from the train of diesel generators which corresponds to
the pump supplying the header in which the valve is located.

9.2.1-3
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The component cooling system (CCS) heat exchanger discharge by-pass valves
incorporate special trim to suppress cavitation. Flow is directed through the
by-pass lines at low and intermediate heat exchanger flow rates by opening the
by-pass line and closing the main 24-inch motor-operated butterfly valve at
the heat exchanger outlet. For conditions which require flow rates beyond the
capacity of the anti-cavitation valve, the 24-inch butterfly valve will be
opened and the anti-cavitation valve closed. To minimize cavitation of the
butterfly valves, a multi-holed orifice is located in each of the two CCS heat
exchanger vertical discharge headers to increase the back pressure at the
valves.

9.2.1.3 Safetv Evaluation

The essential raw cooling water system is designed to prevent any postulated
failure from curtailing normal plant operation or limiting the ability of the
engineered safety features to perform their functions in the event of natural
disasters or plant accidents. Sufficient pump capacity is provided for design
cooling water flows under all conditions and the system is arranged in such a
way that even a complete header loss can be isolated in a manner that does not
jeopardize plant safety.

The essential raw cooling water system has eight pumps (four pumps per train).
However, minimum combined safety requirements for one 'accident' unit and one
Inon-accident' unit, or two 'non-accident' units, are met by only two pumps on
the same plant train. Sufficient redundancy, separation and independence of
piping and components are provided to ensure that cooling is maintained to
vital loads at all times despite the occurrence of a random single failure. A
single active failure will not remove more than one supply train per unit
(i.e., either headers LA and 2A or headers 1B and 2B will always remain in
service). The ERCW system is sufficiently independent so that a single active
failure of any one component in one train will not preclude safe plant
operations in either unit. A failure modes and effects analysis is presented
in Table 9.2-2.

The safety-related portion of the ERCW system is designed such that total loss
of either train, or the loss of offsite power and an entire plant shutdown
power train will not prevent safe shutdown of either un under an credible
condition.

1 ;+ I &tly vpera*;DA o

CCS heat exchanger C, which is shared between the two units, serves the train
B engineered safety features for both units. During normal operation, this
heat exchanger is aligned to supply component cooling water to the condensate
demineralizer waste evaporate (CDWE). For ths case, the ERCW flow path will
be through anti-cavitation bypass valve, FCV-67-144. A safety injection
actuation signal in either unit or loss of offsite power signal will cause
*alve FCV-67-152 to automatically open to assure ERCW flow from header 2B.
Once the flow is established through valve FCV-67-152, the operator shall
determine which valve to close manually.

The train A safeguards are capable of meeting the safety requirements
independently of the train B safeguards equipment. The earliest that this
action is required is specified in Table 6.3-3a. *

/ DwrA a, L&CA, *I+ Mc.Y be- ettessy 46
re.used Dl9O t* +AAC, e.P1YPP~nt+ CDoo)n
1e>p+ exeka~nier I&Pvbrt d^J;

9.2.. - 4air rneA+A-
9.2.1-4 * \e-&*h sh
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For purposes of maintenance to the cooling towers, a valve is provided in. each of the normal discharge headers so t-at the ERCP1 -flow can be
terminated to tne cooling towers and diverted to the holding pond via the
alternate discharge path.

Cooling water is supplie n cycle cooling mode to the
various heat exchangers served by the essential raw cooling water
pumps during all modes of plant operation. With normal offsite power sources
available, water upplied to both units by operating is maty as+rwo
ERCW pumps per train. The ERCW system provides the required flow necessary to
dissipate the heat loads imposed under the design basis operating mode
combination, i.e., one uni *n LOCA and the other unit in hot standby, based
on a maximum river temperature aximum ERCW supply temperature is 85'F and
is consistent with the recommendations in Regulatorv Guide 1.27. Minimum
r:aver temperature is 35°F. oreb'e 0 2. pLrvfprs m be. opeV

d PI It pt-^p chkane ove-rt. Or--
The availability of water for the design basis con ition on the
ERCW system is based on one unit being in a LOCA and the other unit in hot
standby and the following events occurring simultaneously:

1. Loss of offsite power.

2. Loss of downstream dam.

3. Loss of an emergency power train.

nce emergency power is used to supply power for the pumps and valves in case
WF loss 'of offsite power, the loss of an emergency power train automatically
dictates that cooling water must be supplied with two ERCW pumps operating
through train headers.

Design basis safe shutdown for WBN it the hot standby mode. If one unit is in
an accident condition, the other unit should be maintained at hot standby (if
it can not be maintained in its operating mode) until the accident unit
cooldown is accomplished.

I In order to preclude leakage of radioactivity from the containment, the
supply lines to the upper containment coolers are provided with double
isolation by use of a check valve and motor-operated valve. The supply lines
to the lower containment cooler groups and the discharge lines are doubly
protected by use of two motor-operated valves operated on separate power
trains as shown in Figure 9.2-12.

Radiation detectors are installed in each ERC' discharge header at a point
downstream of the last equipment discharge point. If an abnormal radiation
level is detected in either ERCW discharge header, the radiation source is
located and isolated.

9.2.1.4 Tests and Inspections

All system components are hydrostatically tested in accordance with the
*1 licable industry code before station startup. The yard piping is

drostatically tested in accordance with Section III of the ASME Code.
Subsequent to closing out Section III activities, the yard piping was opened
at a number of locations and a cement-mortar lining was applied as a

9.2.1-6
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replacement under the provisions of Section XI of the ASME Code. Section XI

defines a replacement as a design change to improve equipment service. Welds

at pipe access points were examined visually and by magnetic particle test,

and vacuum box leak tested before application of mortar to the weld area.

After completion of cement-mortar lining, the piping was tested to the ASME

Section III hydrostatic test requirements. The exposed welds were examined in

accordance with the requirements of ASME Section III. ASME Section III

examination pressure was maintained until the total time at pressure was one

hour or greater. Following return of the system to service and before fuel

load a visual examination (VT-2) will be performed in accordance with ASME

Section XI IWA-5244 for buried components.

This alternative to visual examination during ASME Section III hydrostatic

pressure testing was approved by NRC Inspection Report No. 50-390/89-04 and

50-391/89-04 for ERCW piping having inaccessible welds.

9.2.1.5 Instrument Applications

9.2.1.5.1 General Description

ERCW instrumentation and controls (see Figures 9.2-10 through 9.2-3!) for

equipment supplied for a particular ERCW main supply header are powered from

the same electrical power source as the pumps which normally supply the water

to that header. Therefore, loss of one power train would result in the loss

of only the instrumentation and controls associated with that particular ERCW

header. Motor-operated isolation valves are arranged and powered such that

isolation may be accomplished utilizing either one of the available power

trains. Backup controls (see Section 7.4) are provided for all devices which

are required for o eratio he event of a main control room evacuation.

9.2.1.5.2 Pressure nstrumentation

Pressure transmitters are provided on each ERCW pump discharge line and main

supply header for displaying pressures locally and in the main control room,

as well as actuating main control room annunciators when pressure drops below

the setpoint. Each screenwash pump is provided with a local pressure gauge on

the pump discharge line. Pressure differential indicating switches are

connected across each traveling screen of the intake pumping station. These

switches are provided to start the associated screen wash pump whenever a high

differential is detected. An additional setting is provided so that if the

differential continues to increase, an alarm is initiated in the main control

room. Since this operation uses service air, a nonqualified system, the

screenwash system is put in continuous operation within three hours after an

earthquake, tornado, flood, loop, loss of upstream or downstream dam, or

within 12 hours of a LOCA. Screen wash pump discharge pressure switches are

utilized to start the traveling screen motor when screen wash pressure has

been established. Local pressure gauges and differential switches are

provided on each ERCW strainer to monitor strainer pressures and indicate

status. Local pressure test points are provided on the ERCW inlet and outlet

of the water chillers of each electric board room air conditioner and each

Main Control Room air conditioner.

9.2.1-7
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9.2.1.5.3 Flow Instrumentation

Flow elements and transmitters are provided for each ERCW main supply header
to display the flow rates. The ERCW flow rate through each containment spray
and component cooling heat exchanger is also displayed in the main control

room. Local flow indicators are provided for the flow rate through the
emergency diesel engine heat exchangers, the flow rate inlet and discharge
from each lower containment, RC pump motor, and control rod drive ventilation
cooler group, and each upper containment ventilation cooler. Flow elements
are provided in the discharge lines of most other coolers and heat exchangers
for use during testing and system balancing.

9.2.1.5.4 Temperature Instrumentation

ERCW pump motor winding and bearing temperatures are recorded on a temperature
recorder in the main control room. Local temperature indicators are provided
for the discharge from each emergency diesel engine heat exchanger and all air
conditioner condensing units. Temperature test wells are provided on the
inlet of each air conditioner condensing unit and the discharge side of each
component cooling system heat exchanger, containment spray heat exchanger, RC
pump motor cooler, and control rod drive cooler. Temperature test wells are
also provided in the inlet and discharge lines for most space coolers, room
coolers, and in the main supply and return header.

9.2.1.5.5 Deleted by Amendment 87

9.2.1.5.6 Control Valves

The open and closed positions of all ERCW air operated and motor-operated
valves are displayed in the main control room by means of lights incorporated
either on the controlling hand switch or on a valve status light subpanel.
All air operated temperature and flow control valves are designed to fail open
on loss of electrical power and/or operating air, thereby providing maximum
ERCW cooling flow to the equipment being supplied.

ERCW is supplied to each upper and lower containment and control rod drive
ventilation cooler through a throttling action type valve controlled by a
temperature indicating controller. Manual and/or automatic override to fully
close the control valve is provided by means of a hand switch and/or logic
signal (Figures 9.2-5 through 9.2-9).

ERCW is supplied to each air conditioner condensing unit through an automatic
water regulating valve controlled by condenser pressure

Each CCS heat exchanger incorporates a motor-operated valve in its .EER CW
discharge line. Each valve may be placed in either of two intermediate,
throttled positions in addition to the full open or closed positions. The
desired position is selected manually from the control room for the particular
plant operating condition. In addition, the heat exchanger C valve has
automatic controls to open the valve to the low-flow intermediate position in
response to a loss of offsite power signal or a safety injection signal in
either unit. Such automatic controls are not required for heat exchangers A
or B since their bypass valves are normally open, whereas the heat exchanger C
valve may be normally closed.

9.2.1-8



The by-pass lines at the CCS heat exchangers discharges have a special motor-
operated, anti-cavitation modulating 'alve to control ERCW flow rate through
the associated CCS heat exchanger at low and intermediate flow rates. These
anti-cavitation valves may be manually adjusted to the open, closed, and/or
intermediate position to achieve desired CCS heat exchanger performance for
various operating modes. Control switches are provided in the main control
room. The valves are designed to ASME Section III, Class 3, with Class lE
motor operators.

ERCW is supplied to each additional cooler or heat exchanger through an on-off
action type valve controlled by either a hand switch, a temperature switch, a
manual valve, a logic signal, or various combinations of these.

9.2.1.6 Corrosion, Organic Fouling, and Environmental Qualification

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) has a comprehensive chemical treatment program
for treating raw water systems. This treatment is a major part of WBN Raw
Water Corrosion Program. The chemical treatment is used to control corrosion
in carbon steel and yellow metals, to control organic fouling, including
slime, to minimize the eff.ect of microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC) and
inhibit growth of Asiatic clams. Chemical treatment for the ERCW : shal UNS cluJe-
the following:

cQ-emic-a1 tre...nerA
a. 'I Czpzlymcr disperzsant, to control deposition and fouling
b. Tctr-pzta33ium Pyrtphzpphets - corrosion inhibitor and sequestrantX+a

+e remove/ existing deposits
c. -Zinc Sulfate control/ carbon steel corrosion
d- Butyl Bcezetriezelc protects yellow metal
e. P914- qu - kills clams, zebra mussels and prevent/ MIC
f. -]CDMH --A biocide to reduce MIC and control clams

The dead legs to the containment spray system (CSS) heat exchangers (Hxs) and
auxiliary feedwater (AFW) Pumps shall have biocide/chemical treatment lines
which permit flow through those lines on a continuous basis. In addition, the
CSS Hxs and piping between the motor-operated supply and discharge isolation
valves shall be filled with demineralized water treated with Ammonium
Hydroxide and Hydrazine.

The ERCW piping to the diesel generators is treated by modulating the ERCW
flow through the diesel generator Hxs during periods of biocide (DGA quat and
BCDMH) injection. Dwv~srnq ULI £At'1 hly opereL+ ) -1vw ;s prvicded b tie. Seh desel .I

For the ERCW line to the component cooling system (CCS) surge tank, the blind
flange at the spool piece connectionIll be removed and th -i-n l
quarterly during DCH quat injection. An eption for treating those li.ze world
be to flush through the drain val.e in the lines- which are connected to the /
-CCS surgc tenses during flood mode operation to remove sediment whieh culde -
oll-ct i-n thc riscrs to the main supply headors. Other lines used to connect
to CCS piping during flood mode operation would be treated in a similar
manner. These lines are not connected to the CCS during the flushing
operation.

Control of organic fouling and Asiatic clams is further enhanced by the use of
strainers in the supply headers. Each supply header is provided with a

s prov,de-A o+A a, I
9 .2 .1- 9 co r~ee-+,Dn t STaoc;1;at+ &bemI MAv

+ire thetis p$ shs pp;
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I st-ainet (auto-backwash typo) capable c- rerno'ing particles and orgar c mazter
* arger than 1/32-inch diameter. The s rainers are ocated :n the Inza.le
* Irping Station downstream of the ERC'Q1 pumps

I Normal system operation and maintenance is considered adequate to disperse
chemicals in the instrument lines, drains, and vents in the EPCW system.

Allowances for the effects of corrosion on the structural integrity of this
system were made by increasing the wall thickness of the pump pressure
bounidary, pipe, heat exchanger shells and tubes, and other system pressure
retaining components. Measures have also been taken to compensate for the
effects of corrosion on the flow passing capability of the system. The
normally wetted portion of the buried supply and discharge headers have been
lined in situ with cement mortar, he 2-inch and smaller diameter piping is
stainless steel, and selected runs larger piping in the Auxiliary and
Turbine Buildings are stainless steel, and almost all of the piping in the
Reactor Building is stainless steel.

To the extent to which they are exposed to atmospheric conditions, all pumps
and valves w'ill be designed to operate under the most extreme climatic
conditions that are expected to prevail in the southeastern United States.

9.2.1.7 Design Codes

The ERCW system components are designed to the codes listed in Table 3.2-2a.

9. 2. 1-10
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(iii) In order to maintain containment integrity during and after a LOCA,
CCS piping between and including the containment isolation valves is
design for 25C0F.

During normal full power operation, with all CCS equipment available, pumps
1A-A and 1B-B and Heat Exchanger A are aligned with Unit 1, Train 1A ESF and
miscellaneous equipment; pumps 2A-A and 2B-B and Heat Exchanger B are aligned
with Unit 2 Train 2A ESF and miscellaneous equipment. Pump C-S and Heat
Exchanger C are aligned with either Unit 1, Train 1B or Unit 2, Train 2B
equipment. Pump 1B-B is used as additional capacity for Train 1A, as
required, and as a replacement for pumps lA-A or C-S, if one should be out of
service. Pump 2B-B is used as additional capacity for Train 2A as required
and as a replacement for pumps 2A-A or C-S, if one should be out of service.
For Unit 1 only operation, pump 2B-B will be aligned in parallel with pump C-S
to supply Train 1B/2B, Heat Exchanger C.

Train 1A and Train 2A equipment will provide all the cooling water necessary
for the safe operation of Units 1 and 2, respectively. Train 1B/2B (common)
supplies additional cooling capacity to the unit it is aligned with during
various operational modes. Train 1B/2B equipment has been sized to maintain
plant safety in the event of Units 1 and 2, Train A power loss.

A surge tank is provided for each unit. Each surge tank is separated into twoparts by a baffle, providing separate minimum surge volumes for each ESF
cooling train.

Both units are served by two cooling system trains (A and B) serving ESF
equipment, with train A also serving miscellaneous non-safety related
components and train B serving the non-safety related condensate demineralizer
waste evaporator, (not in service during Unit 1 only operation). Except for
the RHR Hxs, excess letdown Hx, and PAS coolers, both trains of the safeguards
equipment of both units served-by the CCS are normally aligned and supplied
with CCS water and will automatically continue to be supplied in a LOCA.
During Unit 1 only operation, RHR Heat Exchanger 1B-B will normally be aligned
to receive component cooling water during all operating modes. In the eventof an accident, nonsafety-related components are not required; therefore, CCSflow to these components may be manually isolated. The excess letdown heatexchanger is required only during startup and when normal letdown is lost, andis manually valved in at that time. The PAS system coolers are also manuallyaligned while performing sampling operations following an accident; at othertimes the associated CCS valves are locked closed. Prior to switchover frominjection to recirculation phase of safety injection it is necessary for theoperator to open the CCS valves at the RHR heat exchangers of the accident
unit in order to supply these heat exchangers with cooling water. This actionis part of the switchover sequence specified in Section 6.3.2.2 and Table
6.3-3. The earliest time at which this operator action is required to be
performed is 10 minutes. If an emergency power train is lost during an
accident condition no additional operator action on the CCS is required for
plant safety except for the following cases:

1. If the non-accident unit is utilizing RHR cooling it will be necessary to
close or throttle the CCS supply to these heat exchangers. RHR cooling
will be terminated when the non-accident unit is in RHR cooldown with the
reactor coolant system not vented. If the reactor coolant system has
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been vented, RHR cooling of the non-accident unit will continue, but at a

reduced rate.
rwr N +LD& A eP f 6V ))

2. Wf train A power is lost, the operator will terminate CCS flow to the

condensate demineralizer waste evaporator (not in service during Unit 1

only operation). CCS pump 1B-B will supply cooling water to SFPCS heat

exchanger A via CCS header 1A and CCS heat exchanger A during two unit
operation. Dwrviq brin; I only opetvci.+:Qn +JtD w+6 6p"4p e $pool twl4ucl6syfefir, h*

vx e ;1 Y l v~e a$+er CC-5 X~pt, IB-B S br reAJ';9nfAl OhSCSYI kB

.Dunn two unit operation, if Train B electrical power is lost, Pump C-.S
one will be manually realigned to Train A power and valved into the Unit 1

Train A header to provide SFPC heat exchanger cooling. rheA spe-n4- -x e pawof 5
hers+ e-mnatey slap be ;sad@ el ,4L, am+;} «AS ,zqmr8sz

In the event of a design basis flood at WBN, the CCS pumps will be submerged
since the maximum flood level will be above the CCS pumps. Since cooling must
be maintained to certain CCS users during the flood, provisions have been made
to interconnect the ERCW and CCS systems to supply ERCW to the following
loads:

a. SFP heat exchangers,
b. RHR heat exchangers,
c. RCP thermal barriers,
d. Sample heat exchangers.

The interconnections are accomplished by installing spool pieces and opening. normally-closed valves during flood mode preparation. The thermal barrier
booster pumps are required to operate during flood mode and remain above the

maximum flood. Some normally-open CCS valves will be closed during this phase
to isolate nonessential equipment. The surge tanks shall be isolated upon

ERCW interconnection to prevent potential overpressurization.

Provisions have been provided to reestablish CCS flow to the reactor coolant

pump thermal barrier following a Phase B isolation signal. This action will

protect the integrity of the seals in the event of passive failure of the
chemical and volume control system seal injection flow to the reactor coolant

pump seals.

Component cooling water is circulated through the shell side of the CCS heat
exchangers to the components using the cooling water and then back to the CCS
pump suction. The surge tank for each unit is separated into two sections by
a baffle. Each section is tied into the pump suction lines from safeguard
trains. This tank accommodates expansion and contraction of the system water
due to temperature changes or leakage, and provides a continuous water supply
until a small leak from the system can be isolated. Because the surge tank is

normally vented to the building atmosphere, a radiation monitor is provided in
each component cooling water heat exchanger discharge line. These monitors

actuate an alarm and close both surge tank vent valves when the radiation
reaches a preset level above the normal background..oling water is available to all components served by the system. The system

provided with adequate motor-operated valves to permit realignment or
Lsolation of equipment and cooling water headers by the control room operator.

(Motor-operated valves are opened as necessary, to provide the RHR heat
exchangers with cooling water during startup, cooldown, refueling, and LOCA.)

Normal system makeup is provided from the demineralized water system.
Emergency makeup is provided from the ERCW system.

9.2.2-4
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TABLE 9.2-1

ESSENTIAL RAW COOLING WATER SYSTEM
PUMP DESIGN DATA

Essential Raw Cooling Water Pumps

Quantity

Type

Rated capacity, gpm (each)

Rated head, ft

Motor horsepower, hp (each)

Submergence required, ft

Submergence available (minimum), ft

Screen Wash Pumps

Quantity

Type

Rated capacity, gpm (each)

Rated head, ft

Motor horsepower, hp (each)

NPSH required, ft

NPSH available (minimum), ft

Traveling Water Screens

Quantity

Motor Horsepower, hp (each)

1.

8

Vertical, wet pit centrifugal type

11,800

210 CSe, jf e- 1)

800

5.75

12.07

4

Vertical turbine

270

350

40

9.0

42.35

4

3

D Kt;^ 1 I kr per&,rn&.nene PV +ke p rebpePeai~alR I-es~,r pnCnq7r,,,j iE" pm^p peor,"lee
cLdd r4o4 Mm+6%& +te r;jirClj p Soj'-wv*e4 e ALLhves *pp48 b, 4 Vendn* -Reia)yst
o. 'kke ER-epOt $ r emresris CLeA+ermneA 44- 4-K BRaLZ pPmps pd,.

pf-r40VrM "i 7z°L6 a$ ti oii)nev} V~fd-r swppl;CZ IC.,tn~etu~ , AcrAP 7zPePv~unttInVe4(-dLfor &a-cL s+,'J)
re 'Jk 4eR E:R ys4 cdes6i A Pe 'WreMve+5Ss 4 D Wn;+ I ,
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Each sample is listed in Table 9.3-2 giving the sampled system, sample
location, system design temperature and pressure, sample type (local,
titration room, hot sample room, gas analyzer, or boron concentration
monitor). Sampling lines from systems covered by TVA Classes A, B, C and D
from root valve through first valve in sampling lines, or through second
containment isolation valve if sample lines are extensions of containment, are
the same class or higher as the sampled systems. Also, sample lines which
form a primary pressure boundary for the boron concentration monitor are TVA
Class B. Each of these sample lines which interface with TVA Class A piping
has a 3/8 inch O.D. The sample line itself serves as a flow restrictor.
Sample lines in Seismic Category I structures are a minimum of TVA Class G.

Remaining sample lines are TVA Class H, except the boric acid and waste
evaporator samp'e cylinder stations, which are TVA Class C. The sample piping
and equipment, where applicable, meets the following codes and standards:

1. NEMA SG-5 and IC-1.
2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III (applicable sections)

and Section IX (applicable sections).
3. ANSI B31.1, 4-., and B16.5.
4. IEEE.
5. ASTM.
6. SAMA PUB19 and PMC20-2-1970.
7. National Electric Code (NFPA 7-0 ANSI C1).

The hot sample room cubicles are able to withstand a 1.0 g horizontal
acceleration to ensure their stability during a seismic event. Also, the hot
sample room cubicle entry block valves meet ASME Section III, Paragraph
NC-3676, Code Class 2 with applicable 'N' stamp.

The routine sampling subsystem provides the capability for sampling the
reactor coolant hotleg and steam generator blowdown, in an emergency sample
area during a maximum flood condition. Portable sample analyzer equipment is
used to measure the boron concentration in the reactor coolant system (RCS).

9.3.2.3 Safety Evaluation

Sample lines have the required indicators, pressure throttling valves, heat
exchangers, etc., to ensure plant operator safety when collecting samples.

The hot sample room has the following special safety features (due to handling
primary loop samples):

1. Samples lines from the RCS hot legs contain a delay coil to provide a
40-second sample transient time within containment, plus a 20-second
transient time from containment to the hot sample cubicles to provide
decay time for N-16.

2. Cubicles 1A and 2A are expected to contain the most highly radioactive
samples. Sample lines to these sinks are equipped with stainless steel
sample cylinders. Cubicles IA and 2A have a 2-inch lead shield behind the
front plate of the cubicles. Four (total) 2-inch lead shielded sample
cylinders designed to decrease body dosage to the plant operator are
available for use during conditions approximating 1% failed fuel.

9.3-7
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The RCDT'has both "Hi" and "Hi-Hi" level alarms to indicate an out of
tolerance condition. The "Hi" level alarm also starts the RCDT pumps.
Completely manual operation will be used to transfer water to the auxiliary
makeup tank (AMT). Levels in the AMT can be visually checked (a level
indicator is provided) since the tank has a 1/2-day supply under worst case
conditions. The redundant pressure loops in the reactor coolant system serve
as indications of the low pressure necessary for the activation of the
auxiliary charging pumps.

9.3.7 Boron Recycle System

The boron recycle system (BRS) receives and recycles reactor coolant effluent
for reuse of the boric acid and makeup water. The system decontaminates the
effluent by means of demineralization and gas stripping, and uses evaporation
to separate and recover the boric acid and makeup water. T, borl e oQcAd. evFVi~a;PrWPAme
is rlc+ YeMkye& 4evi' *Ar a 'pefA-;znrA 694L l. 4-cv &co rase)o e;± NI-S W;r
9.3.7.1 Design Bases P -e'-Ss&4 4-kV k whe cV posal ,h or ed1edlr

9.3.7.1.1 Collection Requirements

The BRS collects and processes effluent which can be readily reused as makeup
to the reactor coolant system (RCS). For the most part, this effluent is the
deaerated, tritiated, borated, and radioactive water from the letdown and
drains.

The BRS is designed to collect, via the letdown line in the chemical and
volume control system (CVCS), the excess reactor coolant that results from the
following plant operations during one core cycle:

1. Dilution for core burnup from approximately 1100 ppm boron at the
beginning of an annual core cycle to approximately 10 ppm near the end of
the core cycle.

2. Hot shutdowns and startups. Four hot shutdowns are assumed to take place
during an annual core cycle.

3. Cold shutdowns and startups. Three cold shutdowns are assumed to take
place during an annual core cycle.

4. Refueling shutdown and startup.

The BRS also collects and processes water from the following sources:

1. Reactor coolant drain tank (waste disposal system) This tank collects
leakoff type drains from equipment inside the containment. The contents
of this tank are sent to the holdup tanks.

2. Pressure relief valves - The holdup tanks collect the discharge from the
volume control tank.

3. Accumulators (safety injection system) - The holdup tanks
collect effluent resulting from leak testing of accumulator
check valves.

9.3-42
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The Control Building emergency air cleanup system is located within the
mechanical equipment room at elevation 755. This system is provided with two

- i100% capacity emergency air cleanup fans, and two 100% capacity air cleanup
filter assemblies arranged in two parallel 100% capacity fan-filter trains.
Refer to Section 6.5 for further information related to the emergency air
cleanup units.

The emergency air cleanup system automatically operates upon an accident
signal or upon indication of high radiation or smoke concentrations in the
building fresh air supply. This system can also be manually started from the
MCR at any time. During an accident, both of the emergency air cleanup supply
fans are started. Controls are provided to permit the control room operators
to shut down either one of the air cleanup units and to keep it as a backup.
The backup unit automatically starts in the event the operating unit fails.

During air cleanup system operation, a portion of the MCR air conditioning
system return air is continuously routed through one or both of the air
cleanup units and then to the system return air plenum. The cleaned air is
thus recirculated to the MCR by the air-conditioning system. The system may
be manually operated from the MCR at any time as required for periodic testing
in accordance with the technical specifications filter testing program.

The Control Building emergency air cleanup fans are ESF equipment and are
connected to separate divisions of the emergency power system.

The MCRHZ is pressurized with cleaned outdoor air during operation of the
control room emergency air cleanup system. The minimum positive 1/8-inch
positive pressure of the MCRHS area relative to the outdoors and adjoining
spaces minimizes the inleakage of unprocessed air during the emergency mode.
Section 6.4.3 discusses the three modes of system operation. The control room
emergency pressurization system is provided with two 100% capacity emergency
pressurizing air supply fans located within the mechanical equipment room
elevation 755. The fresh or pressurizing air is taken from either of two air
intakes, one from the Control Building roof at Elevation 775 near the east end
of the building and the other from the fresh air intake at the west end of the
building. Each fan is duct-connected to an intake hood to provide two
separate 100% capacity air supply systems. Air from each emergency intake is
ducted to the associated emergency pressurizing fan. A cross-connection is
provided just upstream of the fans (refer to Figure 9.4-1) which allows either
emergency pressurization fan to draw air from either emergency air intake if
necessary. The manual damper in the cross connection is normally in the
locked closed position. The damper, which is accessible from within the
habitability area, is opened only if one of the emergency pressurizing fans
has failed and contamination of the air intake associated with the non-failed
fan is great enough to require air to be drawn from the other emergency
intake. Determination of contamination level is discussed in Section 6.4.3.

Emergency pressurization air supply discharges to the control room
air-conditioning system return air upstream of the air cleanup filter assembly
trains. The emergency pressurizing fans are the vaneaxial type with a
capacity to delive cfm. These fans (one redundant) are ESF equipment and
are connected to X ate divisions of the emergency power system.

emergency pressurizing fans are started by the same accident signal that
starts the air cleanup units. The capability is provided to place either of

9.4-5
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* 9L 6 .1 Desin Bases

The reactor building purge ventilating system is designed to maintain the
environment in the primary and secondary containment within acceptable limits
for equipment operation and for personnel access during inspection, testing,
maintenance, and refueling operations; and to provide a filtration path for
any outleakage from the primary containment to limit the release of
radioactivity to the environment.

The purge function of the reactor building purge ventilating system is not a
safety-related function. However, the filtration units and a-sociatcd c:hause
dwctwe-r-are required to provide a safety-related filtration path following a
fuel-handling accident.

The design bases include provisions to:

1. Supply fresh air for breathing and contamination control when the
primary containment or annulus is occupied.

2. Exhaust primary containment and annulus air to the outdoors whenever the
purge air supply system is operated.

3. Clean up containment exhaust during normal operation by routing the air
through HEPA-carbon filter trains before release to the atmosphere to
keep releases well below 10 CFR 20 limits and to comply with 10 CFR 50
Appendix I.

. 4. Provide a reduced quantity of ventilating air to permit occupancy of the
instrument room during reactor operation. The provisions for 1, 2, and
3 above will apply.

5. Assure closure of primary and secondary containment isolation valves
following accidents which result in the initiation of a containment
ventilation isolation signal.

6. Assure closure of the system air intake dampers, which form part of the
ABSCE (see Section 6.2.3.2.1), upon receipt of a signal for Auxiliary
Building isolation.

Items 5 and 6 above are safety-related functions.

The primary containment penetrations for the ventilation supply and exhaust
subsystems are designed to primary containment structural standards. These
are discussed in detail in Section 6.2.4. -

The containment purge system is sized to maintain an acceptable working
environment within the containment during all normal operations. The system
has the capabilities to provide a filtration path for outleakage from the
primary containment, and clean up containment atmosphere following a design
basis accident.

9.4-39
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The single air supply duct serving the two purge air supply fans and the
ir-strument room supply fan is provided with two isolation dampers. These
dampers are air operated,'normally closed, failed closed dampers which close
automatically on receipt of auxiliary building isolation or high radiation in
refueling area signals. These dampers establish the boundary for the
auxiliary building secondary containment enclosure. See Section 6.2.3.

Since the annulus is maintained at a 5-inch water gauge negative pressure by
the annulus vacuum control system, the annulus portion of the purge system
ducts is maintained at the negative pressure by four 1/2-inch leakoffs. This
arrangement is designed to prevent containment contamination leakage from
escaping through the purge system ducts into the Auxiliary Building.

The purge function of the reactor building purge ventilation system is not a
safety-related function. However, the filtration units and a:sociated zhauzt
system ductwork are required to provide a safety-related filtration path
following a fuel-handling accident. The primary containment isolation valves
and intermediate piping of the RBPVS are designed in accordance with ANS
safety class 2A; other portions are designated ANS safety class 2B except the
purge fans, all purge ductwork within the containment, purge supply air
ductwork from the ABSCE boundary, fire protection, and drain piping. The
instrument room purge subsystem is not an engineered safety feature, and
credit for a LOCA or a fuel-handling accident is not claimed.

Containment ventilation isolation signals automatically shut down the fan
systems and isolate the purge systems by closing their respective dampers and
butterfly valves. Each primary containment purge system isolation butterfly
valve is-designed for fail safe closing within 4 seconds of receipt of a

| closure signal for penetrations X-4, X-5, X-6, X-7, X-9A, X-9B, X-1OA, X-1OB,
X-ll, and X-80. The purge containment isolation valve locations and
descriptions are given in Table 6.2.4-1. Each valve is provided with an air
cylinder valve operator, control air solenoid valve, and valve position
indicating limit switches.

Smoke detectors, located in the Auxiliary Building air intake and the general
ventilation supply ducts, shut down the purge air supply and the incore
instrument room purge supply fans and their isolation dampers.

9.4.6.3 Safetv Evaluation

Functional analyses and failure modes and effects analysis have shown that the
reactor building purge ventilating system meets the containment isolation
requirements. The filtration units and associated exhaust ductwork provide a
safety-related filtration path following a fuel-handling accident.

A functional analysis of the system shows that:

I 1. During normal operation, adequate fresh air is provided for breathing
and for contamination control when the primary or secondary
containment (annulus) is occupied.

^ 2. Primary and secondary containment exhaust air is cleaned up during
normal operations and following a fuel handling accident.
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cooling assemblies, instrument room fan-coil units, water cooled condenser
portions of the instrument room water chillers, ductwork and dict supports,and chilled water piping and pipe supports are designed and installed toSeismic Category I(L) requirements, and the lower compartment cooling units*(excluding cooling coils), fans, ductwork, and duct supports are designed toSeismic Category I requirements.

9.4.7.4 Test and InsDection Reouirements

Air-cooling assemblies and their temperature-controlling devices which arelocated within the containment are tested prior to reactor operation and aregenerally accessible for inspection only during unit shutdown. The system istested initially as part of the preoperational test program. Aftermaintenance or modification activities that affect a system function, testingis done to reverify the system or component operations. Instrument roomfan-coil units, control devices, and containment-isolation chilled-water
valves are accessible for periodic inspection. Water-chilling equipment,pumps, and all essential electrical starting and switchover controls locatedin the Auxiliary Building are available for periodic inspection.

Instrument room chilled-water containment-isolation valve testing andinspection requirements are discussed in Section 6.2.4.

9.4.8 Condensate Demineralizer Waste EvaDorator Building
Environmental Control System ( So r-e~quired fo Uni I operation)

9.4.8.1 Design Basis

| The condensate demineralizer waste evaporator building (CDWEB) environmentalcontrol system (ECS) is designed to supply an acceptable ventilation airflowto the CDWEB continuously. Separate air conditioning systems provide thecapability for heat removal as necessary. This ECS is designed co maintainbuilding temperatures below 105'F when the outside temperature is 950 F.

T he ventilation supply and exhaust systems maintain the building a. a slightnegative pressure.

Heat is supplied by electric space heaters where required. These heaters aredesigned to maintain the building at 50'F or higher. Heating requirements arebased on an outside temperature of 15F.

Supply and exhaust ductwork is designed in accordance with SMACNA Low PressureDuct Standard.

Airflow is from areas of lower radioactivity potential to areas of greaterradioactivity potential. All exhaust air is monitored for excessive
radioactivity levels.

Fire dampers are used to prevent the spread of fire between the CDWEB and theWaste Package Area of the Auxiliary Building.

9.4.8.2 System Description

DThe CDWEB ECS is shown on figures 9.4-16 and 9.4-8.
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TABLE 9.4-4

(Sheet 13 of 13)

FAILURE HcOES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
DIESEL GENERATOR VENTILATIoN SYSTEM

COiPOnr. N
IDENTIFICATION

Nonsa fe ty
heaters
O-HTR-30- 479
O-HITR-30-C80
O-HIR-30-4.81
O-T R -30-'.82
for the Pipe

FUNCT ION

Provide
heating during
winter normal
operation

FAILURE

MOODE

Off during
winter
operation

POTENIT IAL
CAUSE

Electrical

METrHO OF
FAILURE

DETECTION

Surveillance &
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rooms,, and auxiliary instrument rooms. Sound-powered equipment and circuits
are provided in the Diesel Generator Buildings, the 480V ac shutdown board
rooms, the 6.9 kV ac shutdown board rooms, and the auxiliary control room.

Health Physics System - The primary purpose of this sound powered telephone
system is to provide an alternate communications link between the health
physics office and the MCR. A direct dedicated circuit is provided between
the health physics office and the Units 1-2 control rooms (physically on the
electrical control area desk).

Diesel Building to Main Control Room - The primary purpose of this sound
powered telephone system is to provide an alternate communications link
between the Diesel Generator Building and main control room. A direct
dedicated circuit is provided between the shielded waiting room in the Diesel
Generator Building and the MCR at the diesel generator control panel.

Closed-Circuit Television

Radwaste - Two cameras are provided for remotely viewing radwaste packaging
operations. One camera is mounted on a trolley atop the shield wall and the
other is mounted on the overhead crane. Two monitors and the necessary camera
control equipment are located in a control console behind the shield wall.

Reactor Containment and Control Room - Two portable cameras are provided for
remotely viewing refueling operations. Permanent wiring for the cameras is
terminated in plug receptacles on the refueling floor and lower compartment of
each unit and at the common spent fuel pit area. A monitor and video switcher
are provided in the electrical control room. This system is to be used
primarily by operations but is also useful in providing training information.

Codes, Alarms, and Paging System

The codes, alarms, and paging (CAP) system is one system that combines
evacuation alarm, fire and medical emergency alarm, all clear, and paging.
Control logic, tone generation, and power and signal distribution equipment is
located in the communications room with solid-state amplifier speakers as end
devices located throughout the plant. The code call equipment has been
disabled.

Site assembly and all clear alarms are controlled from the MCR and auxiliary
control room. The fire and medical emergency alarm can be initiated from any
TSS telephone and answered by the unit operators.

Paging may be accessed from any TSS telephone. Paging may also be accessed by
paging handsets provided on-bet-unit control room desk3, the electrical
control room desk, the shift engineIr s-dcki, and in the auxiliary control
room.

The CAP system operational priority sequence is fixed by relay logic as
follows:

1. Site Assembly alarm
2. All Clear Assembly
3. Fire and medical emergency alarm
4. Paging

9.5-3
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3. Plug-in feazures:

a. The tone generators are solid-state plug-in devices and spares will
be readily available.

b. The amplifier in the speaker unit is solid-state, easily unplugged
and replaced. Spares will be stocked.

4. The power-leads to each speaker-amplifier are fused and annunciated.

5. The signal-leads to each speaker-amplifier are supervised with dc while
idle. Any occurrence which causes a short of the signal-leads will cause
the fuse to blow and annunciate. The rest of the units will function
normally with single or multiple open-circuited signal-leads to individual
speaker-amplifiers.

6. There are two sources of 24V dc power distributed to the speaker-
amplifiers and approximately half in each area of the plant are supplied
from each source. Each source is quite reliable since it is supplied from
chargers which are backed up by batteries capable of supplying the load
for three hours.

The failure of the TSS equipment will not impair the use of the paging
equipment from the local stations located at the unit operator's desk, y4A
.eletri-eal eentrol room operator's desk-, -h shiftspzrationz Zupcr--insr'
4edsck,-.or the auxiliary control room.

The sound-powered telephone systems are completely independent of power, each
other, and all other systems provided. As long as a complete metallic path
exists between instruments, communications can be maintained since the
instruments supplied with these systems are very rugged and will successfully
withstand high shocks, negligence, and abuse. If permanently installed wires
are rendered unusable for any reason, a temporary pair of wires can be used
with the sound-powered instruments.

The in-plant radio repeater system has no components in the communications
room and, therefore, would not be affected by the total destruction of this
room. The onsite radio paging system, however, depends on equipment located
in the communications room and would be inoperative.

Both VHF radio systems are powered by battery- and/or diesel backed ac sources
and would remain operative following loss of offsite power.

Refer to Figure 9.5-19 for availability of intraplant communications during
various postulated conditions.

9.5.2.5 Inspection and Tests

Two communications systems are covered by preoperational test (TVA-ll):

1. The sound-powered telephone-systems provided for the backup control
center, health physics office, and Diesel Building shielded room;

2. The codes, alarms, and paging system.

9.5-7
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the major power supply is through two alternate feeders from the 6.9-kV commonboards A and B to selective and interrupter switch and 3-phase
* 6900-120/208-volt ac transformers, feeding a lighting board. These 'lightingboards are located in the Turbine and Auxiliary Buildings of the main plant.Other lighting boards in the Service Building, Office Buildings, gatehouse,etc., are fed from 480V boards through 3-phase 480-120/208V ac transformers.

These lighting boards feed the normal lighting cabinets, designated by theprefix LC , distributed throughout the main plant. In the MCR, alternate
rows of fixtures or alternate fixtures are fed from different lighting boardsto prevent total blackout in a particular area in case of failure of one ofthe other lighting boards or cabinets.

The second system is the standby lighting, which forms a part of the normallighting requirements and is norm l e This system isfed from 480V Reactor MOV boards and 2Bt-B to 3-phase4 80-120/208V ac transformers to esignated by
the prefix LS . The Reactor MOV boards have a normal and alternate acpower supply and in event of their failure are fed from the standby diesel
generators. The cable feeders to the standby cabinets located in the SeismicCategory I structure are routed in redundant raceways and the fixtures aredispersed among the normal lighting fixtures.

The third lighting system is referred to as the emergency system. It consistsof two systems as described in Section 9.5.3.1. The 125V dc emergencylighting system is electrically held in the off position until a power failureoccurs on the associated standby lighting systems. Then the emergency
lighting cabinets, designated by the prefix LD_- , are automatically energizedfrom the 125V dc vital battery boards. This system is an essential supporting

r auxiliary system for the ESF, and the cable feeders to the LD cabinets arerouted on the redundant ESF cable tray system or in conduit. The fixtures areincandescent type and are dispersed among the normal and standby fixtures withalternate emergency fixtures being fed from redundant power trained LDcabinets.

The individual eight-hour battery pack emergency lighting system isautomatically held in the de-energized state until loss of the normal acsupply. A charger monitors battery voltage and charges on fast rate whennecessary. Solid-state circuits continually monitor both ac and dc current.The-transfer switch circuit instantly connects lamps to battery on ac failureand disconnects them when normal power is restored. In some cases, the lampheads are mounted remote from the units to obtain adequate light distribution.

9.5.3.3 Diesel Generator Building Lizhting System

The Diesel Generator Building lighting cabinets are fed through 480-208/120V3-phase local lighting transformers, which in turn are fed from'the diesel480V auxiliary boards respectively. Each of these auxiliary boards has dualfeeders from the 480V shutdown boards during normal operation. In the eventof an ac power failure to the 480V shutdown boards, the diesel should startwithin the prescribed time to provide the L80V ac power requirements for thesafe shutdown of the plant through the standby feeders to the 480V shutdown- boards, thus supplying power again to the Diesel Generator Building lighting.- transformers. Each diesel generator unit has a lighting cabinet which
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heaters are controlled by thermostats, and the lubrication oil circulation
pumps run continuously when the engine is not running. This recirculation
ensures the lube-oil temperature is maintained at 850F (minimum) during the

W tandby mode.

Each diesel generator unit is provided with two closed engine cooling water
loops (one for each engine), for which the heat sink is provided by the ERCWsystem. (Refer to Section 9.2.1). The ERCW flows through the tube side of
the skid-mounted heat exchangers.

.5.5.3 Safety Evaluation

The cooling water is supplied to the heat exchangers of each diesel generatorunit through redundant headers of the ERCW system. The system isolation
valves are so arranged as to provide the capab'lity to isolate either coolingsource in the event of a component qalfuncti excessive leakage from thesystem. Refer to Figures 9.2-1 9. 4A. herefore a malfunction
(single failure of a component) or loss of cooling water source can notjeopardize the function of a diesel generator unit. Both the non-skid-mounted
air-start piping and fire protection piping located in the vicinity of the
diesel generator cooling water system are designed to Seismic Category I(L) toensure that no seismic event-will degrade the functional capability of thediesel generator cooling water system. A failure modes and effects analysisfor the diesel generator cooling water system is presented in Table 9.5-2.

9.5.5.4 Tests and Inspections

The ERCW system within the Diesel Generator Building is hydrostatically testedin accordance with the requirements of ASME Section III and is functionallytested in accordance with Chapter 14.0. System components are accessible forperiodic inspections during operation.

All skid-mounted diesel generator cooling water system components areinspected and serviced as specified in the scheduled maintenance program forthe Watts Bar Nuclear Plant diese~l generator units.

9.5.6 Diesel Generator Starting System

9.5.6.1 Design Bases

Each diesel engine associated with the five tandem diesel generator units isequipped with an independent pneumatic starting system. See Figure 9.5-24.The diesel starting air system components are housed with their respectivediesel generator units within the diesel generator rooms in the Diesel
Generator Building and ADGB (not required for Unit 1 operation) which are aSeismic Category I structure designed to withstand the effects of tornadoes,credible missiles, floods, rain, snow, or ice, as defined in Chapter 3,Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5.

The supply headers from each air compressor to the isolation check valve onits skid-mounted accumulator are designed to Seismic Category I(L)
requirements. The supply headers from each loadless start device to the
i.solation check valve and the normally closed bypass valve at the skid-mountedaccumulator are designed to Seismic Category I requirements.

The diesel generator skid-mounted starting air system piping and components
are vendor supplied, safety-related, ANSI B31.1, Seismic Category I. Allmodifications to the skid-mounted starting air system piping are required tobe performed to meet the intent of ASME Section III, Class 3 (TVA
Class C).

9.5-16
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The 'Loss of Normal Feedwater' 
and loss of offsite power analyses 

in Chapter

15 demonstrate that 
the auxiliary feedwater 

system satisfies the design bases

described in this section.

In the event that loss 
of offsite power (LOOP) occurs, 410 gpm of AFW

delivered to two steam generators 
within one minute will 

prevent relief of

reactor coolant via 
the pressurizer safety 

valves. Water levels in the steam

generators will remain 
above the required minimum 

tube sheet coverage. The

AFW system meets these requirements 
even when the single 

failure criterion is

applied.

In the event of a feedwater 
line break, essentially the same requirements are

imposed and act as for the LOOP case. Other cases discussed in Section

10.4.9.1 impose less 
stringent conditions.

Following a loss-of-coolant 
accident (LOCA) for a small break, 

the RCS

pressure and temperature 
decrease at a relatively slow 

rate. The AFW system

provides sufficient 
flow to the steam generators 

so that RCS cooldown 
can

proceed. In this case, the AFW system function is similar 
to its function

following other events 
described in Section 

10.4.9.1, such as loss of offsite

electrical power. In contrast, the AFW system serves 
a distinctly different

function during a large 
break LOCA, where steam generator tube leaks may be

present. A large LOCA causes a 
rapid depressurization 

of the RCS so that the

secondary side pressure 
and temperature exceed 

primary pressure and

temperature, and consequently any fission products 
in the RCS cannot escape to

W the secondary side. Subsequent cooling of 
the secondary side fluid could

eventually reduce the secondary side pressure 
to atmospheric, permitting any

fission products in 
the RCS to escape into the secondary system. The AFW

system is used to maintain 
sufficient water level 

on the steam generator

secondary side so that static head prevents 
primary-to-secondary 

tube leakage

and prevents the escape of any fission 
products.

Whenever a flood above 
plant grade is anticipated, 

an orderly shutdown to hot

shutdown and a cooldoun 
to cold shutdown will 

be initiated immediately,. In a

little more than 5 hours 
after reactor shutdown, the secondary system pressure

will be reduced to approximately 
100 psig. Within 27 hours after reactor

shutdown, the fire-protection system 
piping will be connected 

to the auxiliary

feedwater discharge piping 
by means of special spool pieces not normally

installed, and { i-in b 
The secondary system

pressure~e4 '0-,-ig. 
When the flood exceeds plant 

grade, the auxiliary

feedwater pumps will be 
inoperable, and the fire protection 

pumps, which-are

located above the maximum 
possible flood elevation, 

will supply feedwater.

Appropriate portions 
of the HPFP system are 

designed to function under normal

conditions as well as for the maximum possible 
flood with the coincident or

subsequent loss of the upstream and/or downstream 
dams. The HPFP pumps are

located in the intake station above the flood line and are arranged to supply

water directly to the steam generators in the event the auxiliary 
feedwater

Rumps are flooded.
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5. Notify the PORC of any safety significant disagreement between
reviewing organizations.

* 13.4.1.2 PORC Responsibilities

The PORC is a multidisciplined committee responsible for providing oversight
review of administrative and programmatic documents required for safe
operation of the plant. Review of subtier implementing procedures (Technical
Instructions, Surveillance Instructions, Maintenance Instructions, etc.) is
the responsibility of qualified technical reviewers, but remains under the
cognizance of PORC.

a. PORC shall be responsible for the review of the following:

1. Administrative procedures, program descriptions, and major changes
thereto for the following:

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory
Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978

b. The emergency operating procedures required to implement the
requirements of NUREG-0737 and NUREG-0737, Supplement 1

c. Fire Protection Program
d. Process Control Program (PCP)
e. Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
f. Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment
g. In-Plant Radiation Monitoring
h. Post-Accident Sampling
i. Radioactive Effluent Controls Program
j. Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program
k. Component Cyclic or Transient Limit
1. Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Inspection Program
m. Inservice Testing Program
n. Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program
o. Secondary Water Chemistry Program
p. Ventilation Filter Testing Program
q. Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring

Program
r. Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program
s. Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP)
t. Site Radiological Emergency Plan
u. Radiation Protection Program
v. Radwaste Treatment System
w. Inservice Inspection Program

2. Administrative procedures as designated for PORC review in the
Master Site Procedures List (?SPL).

3. Safety Evaluations as required by 10 CFR 50.59.

4. Proposed changes or modifications to unit systems or equipment
that affect nuclear safety.

5. Violations of Technical Specifications. PORC will also prepare
and forward reports covering the evolukions and recommendations to
prevent recurrence to the Site Vice President and to the Nuclear
Safety Review Board (NSRB).

13.4-4
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15.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF ACCIDENTS

15.5.1 Environmental Conseouences of a Postulated Loss of AC Power to the

Plant Auxiliaries

The postulated accidents involving release of steam from the secondary system
will not result in a release of radioactivity *unless there is leakage from the

reactor coolant system (RCS) to the secondary system in the steam generator.
A conservative analysis of the potential offsite doses resulting from this
accident is presented with steam generator leakage as a parameter. This
analysis incorporates assumptions of one percent defective fuel, and steam
generator leakage prior to the postulated accident for a time sufficient to
establish equilibrium specific activity levels in the secondary system. A
realistic analysis is also performed. Parameters used in both the realistic
and conservative analyses are listed in Table 15.5-1.

The realistic assumptions used to determine the equilibrium concentrations of
isotopes in the secondary system are as follows:

1. The primary to secondary leakage to the steam generators is assumed to be

1 gpm for one year prior to the accident.

2. Primary coolant activity is associated with 0.125% defective fuel and is
given in Table 11.1-7.

3. The iodine partition factor is:

amoun- of iodine/unit mass steam - 0.01
amount of iodine/unit mass liquid

in steam generats. The iodine partition factorlis:

amount of iodine/unit vol . sias - 0.01 (Reference [1])
amount of iodine/unit vol. liquid

ian the condenser.

4. No noble gas is dissolved or contained in the steam generator water, i.e.,
all noble gas leaked to the secondary system is continuously released with
steam from the steam generators through the condenser off gas system.

5. The blowdown. rate from steam generators is a continuous 25 gpm per steam
generator.

6. The 0-2 and 0-8 hour atmospheric dilution factors given in Appendix 15A
and the 0-8 hour breathing rate of 3.47 >: 10; m3/sec are applicable.
Doses are based on the dose models presented in Appendix 15A

Assumptions used for the conservative analysis are the same as the realistic
assumptions except 1% failed fuel is assumed.

The steam releases to the atmosphere for the loss of AC power are given in

Table 15.5-1.

15 .5-1
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The gamma, beta, and thyroid doses for the loss of AC power to the plant
* auxiliaries at the exclusion area boundary and low population zone are given

in Table 15.5-2 for the realistic analysis. These doses are calculated by the
FENCDOSE computer code 161. The doses for this accident are less than 25 rem
whole body, 300 rem beta and 300 rem thyroid. This is well within thre limits
as defined in 10 CFR 100.

15.5.2 Environmental Consequences of a Postulated Waste Gas Decay Tank
Rupture

Two analyses of the postulated waste gas decay tank rupture are performed:
(1) a realistic analysis, and (2) an analysis based on Regulatory Guide 1.24
(Reference 2). The parameters used for each of these analyses are listed in
Table 15.5-3.

The assumptions for the Regulatory Guide analysis are:

1. The reactor has been operating at full power with 1% defective fuel for
the RG 1.24 analysis.

2. The maximum content of the decay tank assumed to fail is used for the
purpose of computing the noble gas inventory in the tank. Radiological
decay is taken into account in the computation only for the minimum time
period required to transfer the gases from the reactor coolant system to
the decay tank. For the Regulatory Guide 1.24 analysis, noble gas and
iodine inventories of the tank are given in Table 15.5-4. For the
realistic analysis, source terms are based on ANSI/ANS-18.1-1984
methodology [4)

3. The tank rupture is assumed to occur immediately upon completi n of the
waste gas transfer, releasing the entire contents of the tank a-;-g-oud--
1.ee to the outside atmosphere. The assumption of the release of the
noble gas inventory from only a single tank is based on the fact that all
gas decay tanks will be isolated from each other whenever they are in use.

| 4. The short-term (i.e., 0-2 hour) dilution factor at the exclusion area
boundary given in Appendix 15A is used to evaluate the doses from the
released activity. Doses are based on the dose models presented in
Appendix 15A. The gamma, beta, and thyroid doses for the gas decay tank
rupture at the exclusion area boundary and low population zone are given
in Table 15.5-5 for both the realistic and Regulatory Guide 1.24 analyses.

15.5.3 Environmental Consequences of a Postulated Loss of
Coolant Accident

The results of the analysis presented in this section demonstrate that the
amounts of radioactivity released to the environment in the event of a
loss-of-coolant accident do not result in doses which exceed the reference
values specified in a 10 CFR 100.

tkt
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where A, is the initial activity. However, in general, P is time dependent
and in some cases A is also time dependent.

The addition of material to the component, PiJ(t), may come from two sources:
(1) flow from another component in the system may add material to the
component, (2) material may be produced within the component by radioactive
decay. Thus, the addition rate for material i to component j can be expressed
as:

Pi~)=Pi(]) ( t) + Pi(D)() (3)

where:

Pj(Ct) = t Oj is the transfer coefficient

of i from component jj to j, and Pi 2
) (t) = (t); Y is the rate of

production of i from ii in component j. Note that 7ii- is not normally a
function of time or component.

Similarly, the loss from a component can be due to: (1) loss within the
component (such as radioactive decay), (2) flow out of the component to other
components, and (3) removal from the system. Thus, the loss rate from
component j for material i can be expressed as:

Ai(t) = i + A19() (t) + A2,) (t) (4)

where Ai is the removal rate inside the component due to radioactive decay
(neither time nor component dependent),

Ai( (t) = ft ij -Cj(t) ; fi -j(t) is the transfer coefficient of material i from

component j to jj, and A")(t) is the removal from the system.

A computer program Source Transport Program (STP) has been developed to solve
equation (1) for each isotope and for two halogen forms (i.e., elemental and
or organic). From this the isotopic concentration airborne in the containment
as a function of time and the integrated isotopic leakage from the containment
for a given time period can be obtained. Parameters used in the
loss-of-coolant accident analysis are listed in Table 15.5-6.

Modeliny of Removal Process
eS

For fission products other than iodine, the only removal process considered
are radioactive decay and leakage. A

15.5-4
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The fission product iodine is assumed to be present in the containment
atmosphere in elemental, organic, and particulate form. It is assumed that
91% of the iodine available for leakage from the containment is in elemental
(i.e., I2 vapor) form, 4% is assumed to be in the form of organic iodine
compounds (e.g., methyl iodine), and 5% is assumed to be absorbed on airborne
particulate matter. In this analysis it was conservatively assumed that the
organic form of iodine is not subject to any removal processes other than
radioactive decay and leakage from the containment. The elemental and
particulate forms of iodine are assumed to behave identically.

The effectiveness of the ice condenser for elemental iodine removal is
described in Section 6.5.4. For the calculation of doses, the ice condenser
was treated as a time dependent removal process. The time dependent ice
condenser iodine removal efficiencies for the Regulatory Guide 1.4 analysis
are given in Table 15.5-7.

Ice Condenser

The ice condenser is designed to limit the leakage of airborne activity from
the containment in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident. This is
accomplished by the removal of heat released to the containment during the
accident to the extent necessary to initially maintain that structure below
design pressure and then reduce the pressure to near atmospheric. The
addition of an alkaline solution such as sodium tetraborate enhances the
iodine removal qualities of the melting ice to a point where credit can be
assumed in the radiological analyses.

The operation of the containment deck fans (air return fans) is delayed for
approximately 10 minutes following a Phase B isolation signal resulting from
the loss-of-coolant accident.

This delay in fan operation yields an initial inlet steam-air mixture into the
ice condenser of greater than 90% steam by volume which results in mo/e
efficient iodine removal by the ice condenser. r

As a result of experimental and analytical efforts, the ice condenser system
has been proven to be an effective passive system for removing iodine from the
containment atmosphere following a loss-of-coolant accident. (Reference 4)

With respect to iodine removal by the ice condenser, the following assumptions
were made:

1. The ice condenser is only effective in removing airborne elemental and
particulate iodine from the containment atmosphere.

2. The ice condenser is modeled as a time dependent removal process.

3. The ice condenser is no longer effective in removing iodine after all of
the ice has been melted using the most conservative assumptions.
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Primarv Containment Leak Rate

The primary containment leak rate used in the Regulatory Guide 1.4 analysis
for the first 24 hours is the design basis leak rate guaranteed in the
technical specifications regarding containment leakage and it is 50% of this
value for the remainder of the 30 day period. Thus, for the first 24 hours
following the accident, the leak rate was assumed to be 0.25% per day and the
leak rate was assumed to be 0.125% per day for the remainder of the 30 day
period.

15. 5-l
The leakage from the primary contai 4ent can be grouped into two categories:
(1) leakage-into the annulus volume (2) through line leakage to rooms in
the auxiliary building (see Figure (5. The environmental effects of the
core release source events have been analyzed on the basis that 25% of the
total primary containment leakage goes to the auxiliary building/.

The leakage paths to the Auxiliary Building are tested as part of the normal
Appendix J testing of all containment penetrations. An upper bound to leakage
to the Auxiliary Building was estimated to be 25% of the total containment
leakage. Selecting an upper bound is conservative because an increasing
leakage fraction to the Auxiliary Building results in an increasing calculated
offsite dose. This upper bound was also selected on the basis that it is
large enough to be verified by testing. The periodic Appendix J testing will
assure that leakage to the Auxiliary Building remains below 25%. The
remaining 75% of the leakage goes to the annulus.

Bypass Leakage Paths

There are no bypass paths for primary containment leakage to go directly to
the atmosphere without being filtered. For further details see the discussion
on Type E leakage paths in Section 6.2.4.3.1.

Auxiliarv Building Release Path

The Auxiliary Building allows holdup and is normally ventilated by the
auxiliary building ventilation system. However, upon an ABI signal following
a loss-of-coolant accident, the normal ventilation systems to all areas of the
Auxiliary Building are shutdown and isolated. Upon Auxiliary Building
isolation, the auxiliary building gas treatment system (ABGTS) is activated to
provide ventilation of the area and filtration of the exhaust to the
atmosphere. This system is described in Section 6.2.3.2.3.

Fission products which leak from the primary containment to areas of the
auxiliary building are diluted in the room atmosphere and travel via ducts and
other rooms to the fuel handling area or the waste packaging area where the
suctions for the auxiliary building gas treatment system are located. The
mean holdup time for airborne activity in the Auxiliary Building areas other
than the fuel handling area is greater than one hour with the Auxiliary
Building isolated and both trains of the ABGTS operating. It has been
conservatively assumed in the estimation of activity release that activity
leaking to the Auxiliary Building is directly released to the environment for
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the first four minutes and then through the ABGTS filter system, with a
conservatively assumed mean hold-up time of 0.3 hours in the Auxiliary
Building before being exhausted. In the Regulatory Guide 1.4 analysis the
ABGTS filter system is assumed to have a removal efficiency of 99% for
elemental, organic, and particulate iodines.( The Auxiliary Building internal pressure is maintained at less than
atmospheric during normal operation (see Section 9.4.2 and 9.4.3), thereby
preventing release to the environment without filtration following a LOCA.
The annulus pressure is maintained more negative than the Auxiliary Building
internal pressure during normal operation and after a DBA. Therefore, any
leakage between the two volumes following a LOCA is into the annulus.

Shield Building Releases

The presence of the annulus between the primary containment and the Shield
Building reduces the probability of direct leakage from the vessel to the
atmosphere and allows holdup, dilution, sizing, and plate-out of fission
products in the Shield Building. The major factor in the effectiveness of the
secondary containment is its inherent capability to collect the containment
leakage for filtration of the radioactive iodine prior to release to the
environment. This effect is greatly enhanced by the recirculation feature of
the air handling systems, which forces repeated filtration passes for the
major fraction of the primary containment leakage before release to the
environment. Seventy-five percent of the primary containment leakage is

*, assumed to go to the annulus volume.

The initial pressure in the annulus is less than atmospheric. After blowdown,
the annulus pressure will increase rapidly due to expansion of the containment
vessel as a result of primary containment atmosphere temperature and pressure
increases. The annulus pressure will continue to rise due to heating of the
annulus atmosphere by conduction through the containment vessel. After a
delay, the EGTS operates to maintain the annulus pressure below atmospheric
pressure.

The EGTS is essentially an annulus recirculation system with pressure
activated valves which allow part of the system flow to be exhausted toI atmosphere to maintain a "negative" annulus pressure. The system includes
absolute and impregnated charcoal filters for removal of halogens. The ECTS
combined with A.BGTS ensures that all primary containment leakage is filtered
before release to the atmosphere.

The EGTS suction in the annulus is located at the top of the containment dome,
while nearly all penetrations are located near the bottom of the containment
(see Section 6.2), thereby minimizing the probability of leakage directly from
the primary containment into the ECTS.

t ~Soe_ ~viior la e -t AgE,.S atd e-T^S di-ctum~-V at/4'

acclyY. xcaA Joes rot s 14cr,-fy )rv^.t Jorer.
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in order to evcjuate the effectiveness of' the shield bulld~nr e
cone;.-i *% te followfng case was analyzed:

5 O!Mi>::nr. Case

After ifeif,5<' seconds foliowing a LOCA, the ECTS starts exhaustingfiltered fission products to the environs (see Table 15.5-S). All of theprimary containment leakage going to the shield building as well as thefission products recirculated by the ECTS is assumed to be uniformly mixed in50% of the annulus free volume

Emergencv Gas Treatment Svstem Filter Efficiencies

The ECTS takes suction from the annulus, and the exhaust gases are drawnthrough two banks of impregnated charcoal filters in series. Sufficientfilter capacity is provided to contain all iodines, inorganic, organic, andparticulate available for leakage. Since the air in the annulus is dry,filter efficiencies of greater than 99% are attainable as reported inORNL-NSIC-4[6).- Althehat i .or- Luf a idcnrUvldii heaters anddemisters have been incorporated upstream of the-filters resulting in arelative humidity of less than 70% in the air entering the filters whichfurther ensures high filter efficiency.

In the Regulatory Guide 1.4 analysis however, an overall removal efficiency of99.% for elemental, organic, and particulate iodine is assumed for the twofilter banks in series.

x . Discussion of Results

The gamma, beta, and thyroid doses for the LOCA at the exclusion area boundaryand the low population zone are given in Table 15.5-9. These doses arecalculated by the FENCDOSE computer code a6 J. The doses are based on theatmospheric dilution factors and dose models given in Appendix 15A. The dosesfor this accident are less than 25 rem whole body, 300 rem beta, and 300 remthyroid. The doses are well within the 10 CFR 100 guidelines.

Loss of Coolant Accident - Environmental Conseouences of Recirculation LoopLeakape

iS s sa,, l ; ' Q-e el cyTstComponent leakage in the portion of the emergency core cooling system outsidecontainment during the recirculation phase following a loss of coolantaccident could result in offsite erposure. The maximum potential leakage forthis equipment is specified is Tab e 6.3-6. This leakage refers to specifieddesign limits for components and n rmal leakage-s expected to be well belowthose upper limits. Recirculationrstart a iminutes after the loss ofcoolant accident. At this time the sump temperature is approximatel 16a(Figure 6.2.1-3). The enthalpy of the sump is approximately nTU/lb. Theenthalpy of saturated liquid at 1.0 atmosphere pressure and 212-F is greater3so than p i BTU/lb. Therefore, there will be no flashing of the leakage fromrecirculation loop components, and an iodine partition factor ofJarer isassumed for the total leakage. o
- -0.1
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The analys/s of the environmental conseq nces fo d as follows:| Core iodine inventory given in Table 1 .1-5 is used. T water volume iscomprised of water volumes from the ractor coolant system, accumulators,refueling water storage tank, and o on inection tank . All the noble gasesare assumed to escape to the primar/ containment. -Ne-radioactive decay wastaken into account in the dose calcjlation. The major~assumptions used in theanalysis are listed in Table 15.5-J. The offsite doses at the exclusion areaboundary and low population zone for the analysis are given in Table 15.5-13.The atmospheric dilution factors and dose models discussed in Appendix 15A areused in the dose analysis. Added owzcr'tti-sm-n--thc aneiysis ra f-m.:1'F asking tredit forheldu-e 4 fitration o~f tXld idiiUdL~jt.ic'X - ~~ - Yrr- ~DLL
rtlcz~ o th en~irprr~fl~ ~a he Ailiry ldling ! eva~, b e-uah.

Loss of Coolant Accident - Control Room Operator Doses

In accordance with General Design Criterion 19, the control room ventilationsystem and shielding have been designed to limit the whole body gamma doseduring an accident period to 5 rem, the thyroid dose to 30 rem and the betaskin dose to 30 rem.

The doses to personnel during a post-accident period originate from severaldifferent sources. Exposure within the control room may result from airborne- radioactive nuclides entering the control room via the ventilation system. InV addition, personnel are exposed to direct gamma radiation penetrating thecontrol room walls, floor, and roof from:

1. Radioactivity within the primary containment atmosphere

2. Radioactivity released from containment which may have entered adjacentstructures

3. Radioactivity released from containment which passes above the controlroom roof

Further exposure of control room personnel to radiation may occur during ingressto the control room from the exclusion area boundary and during egress from the.ontrol room to the exclusion area boundary.

In the event of a radioactive release incident, the control room is isolatedautomatically by a safety injection system signal and/or by radiation signalfrom beta detectors located in the air intake-stream common to the air intakeports at either end of the Control Building. These redundant signals arerouted to redundant controls which actuate air-operated isolation dampersdownstream of the beta detectors. Operation of the emergency pressurizingfans with inline HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers is also initiated bythese signals. Simultaneously, recirculation air is rerouted automaticallythrough the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. Approximately .2-5-cfm of

0 711
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out~side air, the emergency pressurization air, flows through a duct routed to

the emergency recirculation system upstream of the HEPA filters and charcoal

adsozrbers. This flow of outside air provides the control room with a slight

positive pressure relate to the atmosphere outside and co surrounding

structures. In additi n th equivalent of 51 cfm of unfiltered outside air

enters through the mai :'c trol room doors and other sources. Isolation

dampers located in each4i take line may be selectively closed by control room

personnel. The selection between the two would be based on the objective of

admitting a minimum of airborne activity to the control room via the makeup

airflow.

The control room ventilation flow system is shown in Figure 9.4-1.

To evaluate the ability of the control room to meet the requirements of

General Design Criterion 19, a time-dependent model of the control room was

developed. In this model, the outside air concentration enters the control

room via the isolation damper bypass line and the HEPA filters and charcoal

absorbers. The concentration in the room is reduced by decay, leakage out,

and by recirculation through the HEPA filters and charcoal absorbers. Credit

for filtration is taken during two passes through the charcoal absorbers.

Using these assumptions, the following equations for the rate of change of the

control room concentrations are obtained:

t t=CO (i -KI) L/V L/V M c n -iM (1)d t V

dN R

d = V (!-K2 M - L/V N -T N (2)
d (t-K 2

C(t) =M I(t) + N(t) (3)

Wnere:

M(t) - Once-filtered time-dependent concentration

N(t) - Twice-filtered (or more) time-dependent concentration

C(t) - Total time-dependent concentration in control room

CO - Concentration of isotope entering air intake

'1 - Filter efficiency for a particular isotope during

fi st pass

1i2 - Filter ef iciency for a particular isotope during

second pass
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L - lo; rate of outside air into control room and leakage
out of control room

R, - Recirculated air flow rate through filters

A - Decay constant

V Control room free volume

These equations are readily solvable if C. is constant or a simple function of
time during a time interval. Since C. consists of a number of terms involving
exponentials, it was assumed to be constant during particular time intervals
corresponding to the a-perage concentration during each interval as described
below. Solving equations (1), (2), and (3) yields:

C(c) a [ ( Kv ) 1> r L 2 (l-e )R -e L w~t) -L(e -w -e w-t) (4)

Where:

(L -+ Rc + AV)
V~m V

n (L + AV)n G7

The value of C. used in equation (4) is determined as follows:

Coi= (X/Q) f d t

CO; - Average concentration of activity outside control room during ith
time period (Ci/m3)

()/Q)i - Atmospheric dilution factor (sec/M 3) during the ith time period

P- Time dependent release rate of activity from containment (Ci/sec)
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The atmospheric dilution factors were determined using the accumulated
meteorologica data on wind speed, direction, and duration of occurrence
obtained fro the Watts. Bar plant site applied to a building wake dilution
model. The values usea are calculated by the Halitsky methodology[8 1 and are
the maximum values for each time period. The worst case is Unit 1 to intake
1. The values are given in Table 15.5-14. Tic VI46> 4i&) 'J4 ° v 9 Argdoi

' &s~ ~h a.e. c4.-o fr:x A n ;.'otSo -. g" c -Cac

Equation (4) is used to determine the concentration at any time within a time
period and upon integrating and dividing by the time interval gives the
average concentration during the time interval due to inflow of radioactivity
with outside air as shown:

C(t)dt (6)

OWS54&,e~ 't1sA List. operkov Setelecs t ntS e ;2 1'As Lct "ort

Where: .f uoro'e dh,4cv, fc{fs.

T t
t - Time after accident

t - -Time at end of previous time period

Further contributions to the concentration during the time period are due to
the concentrations remaining from prior time periods. These contributions are
obtained from the following equations:

CR(i+j) =MR(i+j) + NR()(7)

dMR(i+j) = (L/V + Rc/V + A) MR(i+j) (8)dt

dNR(±+j) = (Rc/V) (1-K2 ) MR(i+j) - (L/V + A) NR(i+j) (9)
dt

With initial conditions:

MR(I-J) (0) = MRO = (Once-filtered concentration at end of the ith time

period.)

NR-.j) (0) = NRO(i) = (Twice-filtered, or more, concentration at end of the ith

time period.)
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Solving equations (8) and (9) and substituting certain initial condition

relations, equation (7) becomes: t

-W ( W t& (10)
C -C e-WN (t+t) _MR , K e OW t)e H(o(1)

R(ij) RO(i)e Ro i 2

Integrating equation (1) for each of the prior time periods gives the

contribution from these time periods to the present time period. The average

concentration is determined for these contributions using the method of

equation (6).

Filter efficiencies of 95% for elemental and particulate iodine and 95% for

organic iodiine were deemed appropriate for the first filter pass. Since the

concentrations of iodine in the main control room are such reduced as a result

of this filtration, the efficiencies were reduced for the second pass to 70%

for elemental and particulate iodine, and 70% for organic iodin (6PP-)
711 a Bypass IeQa rate,-be La s

To account for the unfil ered inleakage,f51 cfm efadde to the makeup flow

(L in equation (1)) of cfm, and the filter factor for the first pass was

decreasedvte-nn eTui- Of

/ 0nd £. . 6z-rgnic.. Gino. The filter efficiencies for the second pass are

not affected by the unfiltered inleakage.

The.filter efficiency for noble gases was taken as zero for all cases.

I The above equations were incorporated into computer program COROD together
with appropriate equations for computing gamma dose, beta dose, and inhalation J

dose using these average nuclide concentrations and time periods. The whole

body gamma dose calculation consists of an incremental volume summation of a

point kernel over the control room volume. The principal gammas of each

isotope are used to compute the dose from each isotope. The dose computations

for beta activity was based on a semiinfinite cloud model. Doses to thyroid

were based on activity to dose conversion factors. (The equations and various

data are given below.) The doses from these calculations are presented in

Table 15.5-15. Gamma dose contributions from shine through the control room

roof due to the external cloud and from shine through the control room walls

from adjacent structures and from containment are computed using an

incremental volume summation of a point kernel which includes buildup factors

for the concrete shielding. For the calculation of shine through the control

room roof, an atmospheric, rectangular volume several thousand feet in height

and several control room widths was used. The control room roof is a 2 foot

3-inch-thick concrete slab and is the only shielding considered in this

calculation. The average isotope concentrations at the control bay for each

time period were used as the source concentrations. For the shine from

adjacent structures, the shielding consists of the 3-foot-thick (5 feet in

certain areas) control room walls. The doses are calculated similarly to the

shine dose through the roof. The average isotope concentrations at the

control bay intake for each time period are also used for these calculations.

The shine from the spreading room below the control room is also computed in

the same manner as adjacent structures.
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Shielding for this computation consists of the 8-inch-thick concrete floor.

The summation of the incremental elements is performed over the volume of each

room or structure of interest.

In addition to the dose due to shine from surrounding structures and from the
passing cloud, the shine from the reactor containment building also

contributes to the gamma whole body dose to personnel. This contribution is

computed in the same manner as the methods used above. Due to the location of

the Auxiliary Building between the Reactor Buildings and the control room and

the thicker control room auxiliary building wall near the roof, the minimum

ray path through concrete from the containment into the control room below 10
feet above the control floor, is 8 feet. All nuclides released to containment
are assumed uniformly distributed and their time-dependent concentrations were
used to compute dose. The dose computed from this source is small.

Several doors penetrate the control room walls, and the dose at these areas
would be larger than the doses calculated as described above. The potential

shine at these doors and at other penetrations has been evaluated. As a

result, hollow steel doors filled with no. 12 lead shot have been incorporated

into the design of the shield wall between the control room and the Turbine

Building. These doors provide shielding comparable to the concrete walls.

Shine through other penetrations was found to be negligible.

Another contribution to the total exposure of control room personnel is the

exposure incurred during ingress from and egress to the exclusion area

boundary. The doses due to ingress and egress were computed based on the

following assumptions:

1. Five minutes are required to leave the control room and arrive at car or

vice versa.

2. The distance traveled on the access road to the site exclusion boundary is

estimated to be 1500 meters. The average car speed is assumed to be 25

mph.

3. One one-way trip first day, one round-trip/day 2nd through 30th days.

The control room occupancy factors used in this calculation were taken from
Murphy and Campe(9 1. They are:

100% occupancy 0-24 hours
60% occupancy 1-4 days
40% occupancy 4-30 days.

All atmospheric dilution factors were conservatively based on 5th percentile

wind velocity averages.

It was also assumed that initially the makeup air intake would be through the
vent admitting the highest radioisotope concentration, but that the main

control room personnel would switch intake vents 8 hours after the accident in

order to admit a lower amount of airborne activity to the MCR via the makeup

air flow.
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The whole body, beta, and thyroid doses from the radiation sources discussed
above are presented in Table 15.5-15. The dose to whole body is below the
GDC 19 limit of 5 rem for control room personnel, and the thyroid dose is
below the limit of 30 rem. These LOCA main control room doses are bounding
for all-et'le-r-Section 15.5 design-basis events ---- .

Dose Equations, Data, and Assumptions tkse Lo the c",*fd rc.Qm

de onro rc IThe dose from gamma radiation originating within the control room is given by:

D =1o6 9 ,xO t TCOTk t jJ tfI ( E )f t t f AXA) }
iT ,I . P k i m-n, i X2 2 Z

( 11)

- Absorbed dose in flesh in mrads

- Total concentration integrated over time period i of isotope
k in curies/m3

- Energy of gamma I from isotope k in MeV

- Number of I gammas of isotope k given off per disintegration

- Mass attenuation coefficient for flesh determined at the
energy of gamma I of isotope k in cm2/gram

- Linear attenuation coefficient for air determined at the
energy of gamma I in inverse meters

- Coordinate distances from the dose point to the source
volume element (m,nq) in meters

- Dimensions of source element (m,n,q)

- Number of time periods

- Number of isotopes

- Number of gammas from an isotope

- Number of intervals in the x direction

- Number of intervals in the y direction

Number of intervals in the z direction

,)
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The following conservative assumptions and parameters are used to calculate
the activity releases and offsite doses for the postulated steamline break,

1. The primary-to-secondary leakage of 1- gpm has remained constant for one
year in order to maximize the radionuclide inventory in the secondary
side.

2. Primary coolant activity is associated with 1% defective fuel and is
determined by multiplying the 0.12% failed fuel values listed in Table
11.1-7 by 8.

3. The iodine partition factor is:

amount of iodine/unit mass steam - 0.01
amount of iodine/unit mass liquid

thestageeao.

The iodine partition factor

amount of iodine/unit volume gas 0.01 (Reference 1)
amount of iodine/unit volume liquid

4. No noble gas is dissolved or contained in the steam generator water, i.e.,
all noble gas leakage to the secondary system is continuously released
with steam from the steam generator.

5. The blowdown rate from steam generators is continuous at 2 gpm per steam
generator.

6. After eight hours following the accident, no steam and activity are
released to the environment.

7. No condenser vacuum release during the accident.

8. The 0-2 and 2-8 hour accident atmospheric dilution factors given in
Appendix 15A and the 0-8 hour breathing rate of 3.47 x 10-4 m3/sec are
applicable. Doses are based on the dose models presented in Appendix 15A.

The steam releases to the atmosphere for the steam line break are given in
Table 15.5-16.

The gamma, beta, and thyroid doses for the steam line break accident at the
exclusion area boundary and low population zone are given in Table 15.5-17.
The doses from this accident are less than the reference values as listed in
10 CFR 100 (25 rem whole body and 300 rem thyroid).
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15.5.5 Environmental Consequences of a Postulated Steam Generator Tube
Rupture

Thermal and hydraulic analysis has been performed to determine the plant
response for a design basis steam generator tube rupture (SGTR), and to
determine the integrated primary to secondary break flow and mass releases
from the ruptured and intact steam generators (SGs) to the condenser and the
atmosphere (Section 15.4.3). An analysis of the environmental consequences of
the postulated SGTR has also been performed, utilizing the reactor coolant
mass and secondary steam mass releases determined in the base thermal and
hydraulic analysis (See Reference [38] in Section 15.4). 7Tawe t 5 -I/

Strer~estile raeck-e-Aerl tEsect ;) tt:> SG~ar_ Ovcktc,/; r.
The SGTR thermal and hydraulic analysis documents use WBN specific parameters
and actual operator performance data, as determined from simulator exercises
utilizing the appropriate emergency operating procedures (EOPs). The primary
side activity release was determined by using maximum Technical Specification,
(TS) limit design reactor coolant activities assuming 1% failed fuel, and a
pre-existing iodine spike of a factor of ten. The secondary side releases SeectuLw
were determined using expected secondary side activities, based on
ANSI/ANS-18.1-1984"14 as modified for WBN, and on a 1 gpm primary-to-
secondary-side leakage. Credit was taken for flashing of the primary coolant
(References [34] and [35] of Section 15.4), but "scrubbing" of the iodine in
the rising steam bubbles by the water in the steam generator was
conservatively neglected. A partition factor of 100 was applied to iodine in
the remaining unflashed coolant which will boil.

The atmospheric diffusion coefficients (X/Q) for the exclusion area boundary
(EAB) and offsite dose determination are the same as those used for the LOCA
analysis (Appendix 15A). The X/Q values for the control room operator were
determined in the analysis. The LOCA X/Q values were based on release from
the shield building vent, whereas the SGTR release is from the top of the main
steam valve vault. The methodology for determination of the WBN X/Q was based
on Halitsky[81.

The gamma, beta, and thyroid dose for the SGTR event are given in Table
15.5-19. It can be seen that the doses at the EAB and the low population zone
were less than 10% of the 10 CFR 100 limits. The. coitred ram oera-4or dOJes

rEa t;s evenk- we~re kv.tb vt be bel elow- E9Q GD Is referenee VT'lwcpr.
15.5.6 Environmental Consequences of a Postulated Fuel Handling Accident

The analysis of a postulated fuel handling accident is based on Regulatory
Guide 1.2511]).

The parameters used for this analysis are listed in Table 15.5-20.

The bases for the Regulatory Guide 1.25 evaluations are:

1. In the Regulatory Guide 1.25 analysis the accident occurs 100 hours
after plant shutdown. Radioactive decay of the fission product
inventory during the interval between shutdown and placement of the
first spent fuel assembly into the spent fuel pit is taken into account.

2. In the Regulatory Guide 1.25 analysis damage was assumed for all rods in
one assembly.
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3. The assembly damaged is the highest powered assembly in the core region
to be discharged. The values for individual fission product inventories

in the damaged assembly are calculated assuming full-power operation at
the end of core life immediately preceding shutdown. Nuclear core
characteristics used in the analysis are given in Table 15.5-21. In the
Regulatory Guide 1.25 analysis, a radial peaking factor of 1.65 is used.

4. For the Regulatory Guide 1.25 analysis all of the gap activity in the
damaged rods is released to the spent fuel pool and consists of 10% of
the total noble gases in the assembly other than Kr-85, 30% of the
Kr-85, and 10% of the total radioactive iodine in the rods at the time
of the accident..

r~~4k tA-6h r o;e Q¢ build*-nt
5. Noble gases released to the spent fuel pool are released4 ig-nruei-levei Vent !

to the environment.

6. In the Regulatory Guide 1.25 analysis the iodine gap inventory is
composed of inorganic species (99.75%) and organic species (0.25%).

7. In the Regulatory Guide 1.25 analysis the spent fuel pool
decontamination factors for the inorganic and organic species are 133
and 1, respectively.

8. All iodine escaping from the pool is exhausted to the environment
through charcoal filters.

9. A filter efficiency of 99% is used for elemental and organic iodine for

,the ABGTS filters and 90% for inorganic iodine and 30% organic iodine
for the purge air exhaust filters.

10. No credit is taken for natural decay either due to holdup in the
Auxiliary Building or after the activity has been released to the
atmosphere.

11. The short-term (i.e., 0-2 hour) atmospheric dilution factors at the
exclusion area boundary and low population zone given in Table 15A-2 are
used. Doses are based on the dose models presented in Appendix 15A.

The thyroid, gamma, and beta doses for FHAs in the Auxiliary and Reactor
Buildings are given in Table 15.5-23 for the exclusion area boundary and low
population zone. These doses are much less than 300 rem to the thyroid,
25 rem gamma to the whole body, and 100 rem beta and are within 10 CFR 100
guidelines. These doses are calculated by using the computer code
FENCDOSE 1 6 ]

The ventilation function of the reactor building purge ventilating system
(RBPVS) is not a safety-related function. However, the filtration units and
associated exhaust ductwork do provide a safety-related filtration path
following *a fuel-handling accident prior to automatic closure of the
associated isolation valves. The RBPVS contains air cleanup units with
prefilters, HEPA filters, and 2-inch-thick charcoal adsorbers. This system is
similar to the auxiliary building gas treatment system except that the latter
is equipped with 4-inch-thick charcoal adsorbers. Anytime fuel handling
operations are being carried on inside the primary containment, either the

15. 5-21
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containment is isolated or the reactor buildin purge filtration system is

* operational. The assumptions listed above age therefore, applicable to a

fuel handling accident inside primary conta nment except that the assigned

| filter efficiency is 90% for inorganic io ne and 30% for organic iodine since

no relative humidity control is provided For the Regulatory Guide 1.25

analysis, this results in a thyroid dos at the exclusion area boundary of
42 rem and at the LPZ boundary of rem. In these considerations no
allowance has been made for possible holdup or mixing in the primary

42- Z containment or isolation of the primary containment as a result of high

radiation signals from monitors in the ventilation systems. Containment
isolation can only result in smaller releases to the environment and lower
doses. The result of a fuel handling accident inside the primary containment
isc aribelow the limits of 10 CFR 100.

15.5.7 Environmental Consequences of a Postulated Rod Eiection Accident

This accident is bounded by the loss-of-coolant accident. See Section 15.5.3

for the loss-of-coolant accident.
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TABLE 1S.5-2

(Sheet 1 of 1)

-eiy DOSES FROM LOSS OF A. C. POWER

Realistic Analysis

Conservative Analysis

Exclusion

Thyroid
3,.6 2. -2
l,4-~ox 10 -

_, 450 toO -

Area Boundary

Gamma
5 .063

-_-e~s x 10-5

2, 45Ox'4a

Dose (Rem)

Beta
1.68
f- Hi 0 X lo5

-2-5-T 3

Z_.5_3-a3 145X

Realistic Analysis

Conservative Analysis

Low Population Zone Dose (Rem)

Thyroid - Gamma Beta
1,(O35 0- f qIS 17 .83Z xlo-,

4-4.-2-8- x 1O4 4--90t x 10-, X xe10-7

.-RITr2 x 10o -

/' 30; X(.O ] l

.-..,)
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TABLE 15.5-3

(Sheet 1 of 1)

PARAMETERS USED IN WASTE GAS DECAY TANK RUPTURE ANALYSES

Realistic Analvsis Regulatory Guide
1.24 Analysis

Core thermal power

Plant load factor

Fuel defects

Activit X O e sed

from P )
Time of Xccident

Meteorology

3565 MWt

1.0

ANSI/ANS-18.1, 1984

(1)

After Tank Fill

See Table 15A-2

3565 MWt

1.0

1%

See Table 15.5-4

Immediately after

at end of equili-

brium core cycle

See Table 15A-2

(1) Activity based on maximum concentrations of each isotope and actual

plant flow rates of the GWPS.

P.)
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TABLE 15.5-5

(Sheet 1 of 1)

=0=44t: DOSES FROM GAS DECAY TANK RUPTURE

Realistic Analysis

Regulatory Guide 1.24

Analysis

Exclusion

Thyroid

1,' 7*aix 10-2

5 x 10-2

5, 110

Area Boundary

Gamma

2- m x lo-2

x 10-1

9.141

Dose (Rem)

Beta
o, o56

.; -G4x 10-,

l t so

Realistic Analysis

Regulatory Guide 1.24

Analysis

Low Population Zone Dose (Rem)

Thyroid Gamma Beta

x4l- 0 1- 455 x 10-3 3 x 10-2

1-Y2- x 10-2 -46- x 101 _4-36- x 10'

1161 28> IZS3.953
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TABLE 15.5-6

(Sheet 2 of 3)

PARAMETERS USED IN LOCA ANALYSIS (Cont'd)

Regulatory Guide 1.4
Analvsis

Form of iodine activity in primary
containment available for release

elemental iodine !

methyl iodine

particulate iodine

Ice condenser removal efficiency
for elemental and particulate iodine

Primary containment leak rate
(volume percent)

Percent of primary containment
leakage to auxiliary building

ABGTS filter efficiencies

elemental iodine

methyl iodine

particulate iodine

Delay time of activity in
auxiliary building before
AECTS operation

Delay time before filtration.
credit is taken for the ABGTS

Mean holdup time in auxiliary
building after initial 10 minutes

ABGTS flow rate

Leakage from Auxiliary Building
to ABGTS downstream HVAC
(bypass of filters)

Leakage from ABGTS HVAC into
Auxiliary Building

Leakage from Auxiliary Building
into EGTS downstream HVAC
(bypass of filters)

pA A A'uc: 4o ! d~r4

o-U\?tTmS ({rer.. SGi~f~ & 4<t n u

(D' t LO(^)

91%

4%

5%

See Table 15.5-7

0.25% per day
(0-24 hours)

0.125% per day
(1-30 days)

25%

99%

99%

99%

None

4 min

0.3 hours

9000 cfm

27.88 cfm

8.87 cfm

10.7 cfm

99C o-o c ourn (4::r ; f)
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TABLE 15.5-7

(Sheet 1 of 1)

ICE CONDENSER ELEMENTAL AND PARTICULATE
IODINE REMOVAL EFFICIENCY(')

Time Interval Iodine Removal

Post LOCA (Hours) Efficiencv

0.0 to 0.156 0.96

0.156 to 0.267 0.76

0.2 7 to 0.323 0.73

0.323 to 0.489 0.71

0.489 to 0.615 0.60

0.615 to 0.768 0.58

0.768 to 0.824 0.40

0.824 to 720 0.0

(1) The ice condenser removal efficiencies given in the above table are used

for the Regulatory Guide 1.4 analysis. The inlet steam/air mixture

coming into the ice condenser is greater than 90% steam by volume

initially due to the delaying of the operation of the containment deck

fans. Without the delay of operation of the deck fans, the amount of

steam by volume in the inlet mixture initially would be much lower and

the ice condenser iodine removal efficiencies would be reduced.
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TABLE 15.5-8

(Sheet 1 of 1)

EMERGENCY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM FLOW RATES

Time Interval Time Interval
(sec)

0-30
30-90
90-91
91-92 L

92-93
93-94
94-107
107-108
108-109
109-115
115- 128
128-145
145- 160
160- 173
173-190
190-210
210-250
ncn onn

(hours)

0-0. 00833
0.00833-0.025
0.025-0.0253
0.253-0.0256
0.0256-0.0258
0.0258-0.0261
0.0261-0.0297
0.0297-0.03
0.03-0.0303

0.0303-0.0319
0.0319-0.0356
0.0356-0.0403
0.0403-0.0444
0.0444-0.0481
0.0481-0.0528
0.0528-0.0583
0.0583-0.0694
n^ nAe/l n ^OA

Recirculation Rate
cfm

0.00
4000.002
3686.62
2752.31
1704.79
762.60
400.00
1366.37
1566.86
1528.50
1452.72
1363.92
1304.95
1282.19
1284.69
1314.94
1416.95
n crn n n

cfh

0.00
2.40E0+5
2.21E+05
1.65E+05
1.02E+05
4.5 8E+04
2.40E+04
8.20E+04
9.40E+04
9.17E+04
8.7 2E+04
8.18E+04
7. 83E+04
7.6 9E+04
7.71E+04
7. 89E+04
8.50E+04
A c or . as.

Exhaust Rate
cfm cfh

0.00
0.00
313.38
1247.69
2295.21
3237.40
3600.00
2633.63
2433. 14
2471.50
2547.28
2636.08
2695.05
2717.81
2715. 31
2685.06
2583.05

0.00
0. 00

1. 88E+04
7.49E+04
1. 38E+05
1.94E-05
2. 16E+05
1.58E+05
1. 46E+05
1.48E+05
1.53E+05
1. 58E+05
1. 62E+05
1.63E+05
1.63E+05
1.61E+05
1.55E+05
I I I - -1! jV-zU UV.V074-V.UVOJ ID£/.U4 Y. DJO t4 L4UL.YU 1.44L+UD

290-446 0.0806-0.1239 2108.33 1.26E+05 1891.67 1.14E+05
446-602 0.1239-0.1672 2808.65 1.69E+05 1191.35 7.15E+04
602-603 0.1672-0.1675 3098.98 1.86E+05 901.02 5.41E+04
603-1608 0.1675-0.4467 4000.00 2.40E+05 0.00 O.OOE+00
1608-1609 0.4467-0.4469 3922.03 2.35E+05 77.97 4.68E+03
1609-1610 0.4469-0.4472 3849.05 2.31E+05 150.95 9.06E+03 |

| 1610-1611 0.4472-0.4475 3838.08 2.30E+05 161.92 9.72E+03 |
1611-1855 0.4475-0.5153 3810.79 2.29E+05 189.21 -1.14 E+04 |
1855-2100 0.5153-0.5833 3774.86 2.26E+05 225.14 1.35E+04 |

2100-30 days* 0.5833-720 3750.00 2.25E+05 250.00 1.50E+04/

* Required to maintain annulus pressure when assuming 250 cfm annulus
inleakage.

T FI2 A-TACA"JEV C4LCUL7Th4 P ~7t2z
( l S~S e74 W ~t~p tt< 7tX -- 17--Z



L1t CALCULATION SHEET
Document: TI-RPS-197 Rev: R11 Plant: WBN page 17 of 22

Subject: Offsite Doses Due to a Regulatory Guide 1.4 Loss of i Prepared By: j._6Date: t-S
Coolant Accident

Checked By:IC4- Date:

Table 3

EGTS Flow Rates

Recir,culati/on,/RAeaZTimne Int~e a1l / Rpiultonat~e EtatS/Ra
/sec] '/ [ourAJ /[cfa) ((cflJI' ( ,cfr) [cfhl
0-30 0-0.00833 0.00 O.OOE+00 0.00 O.OOE+00
30-84 0l 00833-0.0233 3600.00 2.16E+05 0.00 O.OOE+00
84-85 0.0233-0.0236 3286.62 1.97E+05 313.38 1.88E+04
85-86 0.0236-0.0238 2352.31 1.41E+05 1247.69 7.49E+04
86-87 0.0238-0.0242 1304.79 7.83E+04 2295.21 1.38E+05
87-88 0.0242-0.0244 362.60 2.18E+04 3237.40 1.94E+05
88-104 0.0244-0.0289 0.00 O.OOE+00 3600.00 2.16E+05
104-105 0.0289-0.0292 50.55 3.03E+03 3549.45 2.13E+05
105-106 0.0292-0.0294 1006.42 6.04E+04 2593.58 1.56E+05
106-107 0.0294-0.0297 993.21 5.96E+04 2606.79 1.56E+05
107-120 0.0297-0.0333 931.51 5.59E+04 2668.49 1.60E+05
120-130 0.0333-0.0361 843.72 5.06E+04 2756.28 1.65E+05
130-145 0.0361-0.0403 779.80 4.68E+04 2820.20 1.69E+05
145-160 0.0403-0.0444 732.93 4.40E+04 2867.07 1.72E+05
160-168 0.0444-0.0467 715.86 4.30E+04 2884.14 1.73E+05
168-169 0.0467-0.0469 713.85 4.28E+04 2886.15 1.73E+05
169-190 0.0469-0.0528 724.66 4.35E+04 2875.34 1.73E+05
190-210 0.0528-0.0583 763.89 4.58E+04 2836.11 1.70E+05
210-230 0.0583-0.0639 231.58 4.99E+04 2768.42 1.66E+05
230-250 0.0639-0.0694 919.68 5.52E+04 2680.32 1.61E÷05
250-270 0.0694-0.0750 1021.62 6.13E+04 2578.38 1.55E+05
270-446 0.0750-0.1239 1563.59 9.38E+04 2036.41 1.22E+05
446-602 0.1239-0.1672 2357.42 1.41E+05 1242.58 7.46E+04
602-603 0.1672-0.1675 2663.76 1.60E+05 936.24 5.62E+04
C03-1607 0.1675-0.4464 3600.00 2.16E+05 0.00 O.OOE+00
1607-1608 0.4464-0.4467 3594.46 2.16E+05 5.54 3.32E+02
1608-1609 0.4467-0.4469 3458.91 2.08E+05 141.09 8.47E+03
1609-1610 0.4469-0.4472 3438.76 2.06E+05 161.24 9.67E+03
1610-1611 0.4472-0.4475 3435.54 2.06E+05 164.46 9.87E+03
1611-1612 0.4475-0.4478 3434.81 2.06E+05 165.19 9.91E+03
1612-1855 0.4478-0.5153 3409.64 2.05E+05 190.36 1.14E+O.:
1855-2100 0.5153-0.5833 3374.31 2.02E+05 225.69 1.35E+04
2100-30days' 0.5833-720 3350.00 2.01E+05 250.00 1.50E+04

9to ma. tain a .ulus essure/.when ass ming 250 cfm an ulus
er .19 9 / . /

Note: Th -annuluus ex uast rates from TI-ANL, 166 (ref .l9)are ba s -6n total EGTS flo.V/of 3600 cfn/
/=400/b%). Tgis conservative as it mininyzes cleanupof the annulus en- rment'via EGTS-fP'ters.

R11
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Table 15.5-9

(Sheet 1 of 1)

OT:;v DOSES FROM LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

Regulatory Guide 1.4 Analysis

Regulatory Guide 1.4 Analysis

2-Hour Exclusion Area Boundary Dose (Rem)

Thyroid Gamma Beta

30. 66 4-.-23 F2
34.Y7 Z.255 1.%33

30-Day Low Population Zone Dose (Rem)

Thyroid Gamma Beta

+e.41- 4-.6-9- GC
lla10 1. /-791



TABLE 15.5-12

(Sheet 1 of 2)

PARAMETERS USED IN ANALYSIS OF RECIRCULATION LOOP LEAKAGE
FOLLOWING A LOCA

Core thermal power

Recirculationo water volume

Reactor coolant system
Accumulators
Refueling water storage tank

il-Irl -n-n-rtart-dli

t otal

Activity mixed with recircula-
tion loop water

Noble gases

Iodines

Leakage of ECCS equipment
outside containment

Iodine partition factor for

leakage

_Realistic
Anal-Vs is

3565 MAte.

11,000 ft 3

9,000 ft 3

46,700 ft 3

900 ft 3

67,600 ft 3

0.0

Conservative
Analysis

3565 MW

11,:000 ft 3

/9,000 ft 3

/46,700 ft 3

Ai'o 900 ft 3

/ 67,600 ft 3

/ a

0.0

one

0.1

Regulatory Guide

1.4 Analysis

3565 MWt

++±,-00 ft3

-9_-OOa ft 3

4-6-O ft 3

_me--6" ft 3

I I , 375
4,00 0

4(,, e~o346, too
-34-, 100
,f(/ 2-75

0.0

" 50% of core inventory

i See Table 6.3-6

0.1

7.r

I



ABGTS filter efficiencie

elemental iodine

methyl iodine

particulate iodine

Meteorology

TABLE 15.5-12

(Sheet 2 of.2)

PARAMETERS USED IN ANALYSIS OF RECIRCULATION LOOP LEAKAGE
FOLLOWING A LOCA (Cont'd)

Realistic Conservativ
Analysis Analysis

99.9% -- '99%

99.9% 99%

9 9.97% ,- 99%

See,-'Table 15A-2 See Table 15A-2

Regulatory Guide
1.4 Analysis

99%

99%

99%

See Table 15A-2
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TABLE 15.5-13

(Sheet 1 of 1)

H DOSES FROM RECIRCULATTONI LOOP LEAVAGE FOLLOtVING A LOCA

Exclusion Area Boundary Dose (Rem)

Exclusion Area Boundary Dose
(Rem)

Low Population Zone Dose (Rem)

Thvroid

-1.008-

0. z-aos

, 3-n-z;

0,A23o

Gamma

(D. OZ84

O * / 57S1

Beta

1822E 3

o . !15 Z

5.84 JE-J

C. 194
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TABLE 15.5-14

(Sheet 1 of 1)

ATMOSPHERIC DILUTION FACTORS AT THE CONTROL BUILDING

Time Period
(hr)

0-2

2-8

8-24

24-9 6

96- 720

Dilution Factor
(sec/mr3)

3.1l ipr 8: x lo-,

1.64 x 10-3

Q.04 4-i-34 x lo-x4

4 -56 -9. lo-'

I . °; .3 x lo-,

un;t I I# f

h 4

(Jr"tI, 1

,, A.

ake I I

(~I'eI
Wce 2 1

fe 1, I

,, #I I

g/Lzo8y (y. 5 r/2

CC, Ke,,$eL ==°1

U.19, I: ta j Z L 2 7 2PI.l
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TABLE 15.5-15

(Sheet 1 of 1)

CONTROL ROOM PERSONNEL DOSES FOR DBA LOCA POST-ACCIDENT PERIOD **

Personnel Dose

Source

Control room airborne activity

Shine

Ingress-egress

TOTAL

*Includes occupancy factor:

Whole Body
Gamma Dose

(rem)*

2.
0. 015,0

oo4079

Z 2 657

Beta Dose
(rem)*

21. 8 ;

0 .I29

0.3,G;

44. ia2?_2 0 -

Thyroid Dose
(rem)*
8,94

10.29

0
zro

_.,2693 7

104.2-
9. Z09

100% occupancy 0-24 hours
60% occupancy 1-4 days
40% occupancy 4-30 days

**Control room LOCA doses are bounding for all .the. -Section 15.5 design
basis events.

t; Ad ceresS o  l Sce . m CGvlroe

3er Dne
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TABLE 15.5-17

(Sheet 1 of 1)

DOSES FROM STEAM LINE BREAK

Exclusion Area Boundary Dose (Rem)

Conservative Analysis

Thyroid

-rf x 10-3

Gamma

9 .441
.°.394 x 10 5

Beta

-65-5 x 10-5

Low Population Zone Dose (Rem)

Conservative Analysis

Thyroid

6 oI14-
-6-41 x 10-4

Gamma

z., 3, 1
-. 9X iO 10-5

Beta

(.8G4
-.9tt x 10-5
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TABLE 15.5-18

(Sheet 1 of 1)

PARAMETERS USED IN STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE ANALYSIS

Primary Side Activity

Secondary Side Activity

Iodine Spiking Factor

Iodine Partition Factor

Secondary Side Mass Release

(Ruptured Steam Generator)
0-2 hours
2-8 hours

Secondary Side Mass Release

(Intact Steam Generator)
0-2 hours
2-8 hours

Primary Coolant Mass Release (Total)

0-2 hours

Primary Coolant Mass Release

0-2 hours '

(Flashed)

Technical Specification
Limit (Based on Design/l% failed

fuel)

ANSI/ANS-18.1-1984

(Expected levels, 1 gpm leak)

10

100

104,300 lbm
30,700 lbm

510,600 lbm
938,400 lbm

185,500 lbm

9646.4 lbm

Aeh.,5s C J:R.A(S;-n ccefji6tCn{J

-4' C=1qr%4-" 0 Anal )p 31 d.-,e I
4.07 X Io (a-z oIrs)

'C ( z - ~8 k-o.V)2Z 47 x 10 -
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TABLE 15.5-19

(Sheet 1 of 1)

-fH~fhPD? DOSES FROM STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

Exclusion Area Boundary

Low Population Zone

Thyroid
(rem)

1 4
16.IKD

3 &8

74

Gamma
(rem)

0.3732

.0867

Beta
(rem)

0.63+1

Do.3
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FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT (FSAR) -
PROPOSED CHANGES FOR AMENDMENT 90

NOTE: The following FSAR pages are attached.

1 . 2-7
3. 1-35
Table 3.2-7 (Sh. 1 of 13)
Table 3.2-7 (Sh. 12 of 13)
Table 3.2-7 (Sh. 13A of 13)
3.3-2
3.5-20
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14)
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3.10-3
Table 3.10-3 (Sh. 1 of 35)
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6.2.3-8
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cc (Enclosure):
NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Rt. 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381
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